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Abstract
This thesis examines three approximations that significantly reduce the computational
time of theoretical NMR shielding calculations for large molecules, whilst largely re-
taining the accuracy of the parent method: fragmentation, locally dense basis sets and
composite methods.
For fragmentation it is established that Level 4 fragments reliably reproduce full
molecule shieldings, when hydrogen bonds are treated as single bonds, and long range
through space corrections are incorporated through the McConnell equation and back-
ground charges.
The pcS-n basis set family is demonstrated to converge more rapidly towards the
basis set limit than all other examined families. Furthermore, it is established that this
limit is consistent with convergence towards experimental values.
A systematic investigation of locally dense basis sets established that a group based
partitioning of the pcS-4, pcS-2 and pcS-1 basis sets, augmented with through space
allocations, allowed the shielding to be produced within chemical accuracy for a variety
of compounds.
Finally, composite methods utilising a variety of levels of theory were systematically
investigated, and it was found that a double composite method combining the HF,
MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory and the pcS-4, pcS-2 and pcS-1 basis sets yielded
NMR shieldings that were within chemical accuracy of CCSD(T)/pcS-4 calculations,
themselves having converged closely to experimental values.
When considered in combination this work represents a significant step towards
achieving chemical accuracy for protein NMR shielding calculations.
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Units and Standards
Throughout this text, a number of conventions are used. Unless otherwise stated, all
values are quoted in the Hartree system of atomic units;4 i.e. charge is in multiples
of the electron charge (e), energy is in Hartrees (Eh), dipole moments are in units
of the electron charge multiplied by the bohr (eao), electric potentials are in units of
Hartrees per electron charge (Ehe
−1) and the speed of causality (c) is the inverse of
the fine structure constant (α−1). The sole exception is the unit of distance, which is
consistently quoted in A˚ngstro¨m (A˚).
The structures of many molecules studied in this work were downloaded from the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD),5 and are arbitrarily referred to by the codes
given to identify them on this site.
Calculations in this work were performed using the Gaussian09,6 Dalton2011,7 and
CFOUR8 computational chemistry packages, with the model chemistry described using
the notation level of theory/basis set. All programs in this work were written in Fortran
90, while scripts used the language of bash.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 NMR in Chemistry
The utility of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in chemistry is hard to
overstate. Excepting perhaps X-ray crystallography, NMR provides the most detailed
molecular structural information of all experimental techniques. It has become a stan-
dard method for confirming the structure of newly synthesised organic and inorganic
compounds, as well as elucidating the structure of novel compounds. In proteins, for
instance, the chemical shift of backbone nitrogens can be used to determine the angle
of the backbone bonds. NMR can also be used to study dynamics, determine reaction
rates and observe reactions as they are occurring.
NMR is applicable to molecules in solution, allowing for systems to be studied in their
natural environment, and introducing fewer variations in the molecular structure than
alternative experimental techniques. In addition, NMR provides key information relating
to the relative position of atoms with respect to one another. These can be elucidated
through examining the interaction of nuclear spins within a molecule. In addition, the
Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) can provide information about the through space
distance between nuclei.
Unfortunately, however, there is no direct link between the position of peaks in an
NMR spectrum and structural parameters. As a consequence, assigning spectra is often
difficult, particularly for large systems as, together with the increasing number of peaks,
peak broadening leads to substantial overlap in the observed spectra. These issues limit
the amount of information that can be drawn from a spectrum, such that, for large
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molecules, there are often a number of conformations that could conceivably produce
the observed peaks, and no practical way to distinguish between them with the available
data.
A number of experimental techniques have arisen to circumvent this issue for large
molecules, most notably 2-dimensional (and higher dimensional) NMR. These methods,
however, are faced with similar limitations as molecules get increasingly large. Other
techniques that can be employed to separate peaks can be laborious, and though often
successful, inconvenient to implement.
Another approach for resolving these difficulties is to predict (using theoretical meth-
ods) where peaks should reside for a particular molecule in a given conformation. The
expected spectra can be determined for any number of competing proposed structures,
which can then be compared to the experimental spectra to determine the most prob-
able conformation. For such a method to be successful, the accuracy of the calculation
must allow for peaks to be distinguished at a similar resolution to that achieved in the
experimental spectrum.
A number of semi-empirical methods have been developed to predict where peaks
should occur based on a proposed molecular structure.9 Such methods allow probable
conformations to be identified, but are generally not accurate enough to definitively
determine the molecular structure.
A more reliable method for determining the expected spectra for a particular molec-
ular structure is to employ ab initio quantum chemistry. An advantage of this approach
is that calculated spectra are unbiased by empirical parameters, and so represent an
independent measure of the relationship between structure and spectrum. In principle,
such accurate independent calculations would provide a significant tool in the assignment
of structures.
1.2 Theoretical Methods in NMR
NMR calculations have a long history, with the first calculations being completed shortly
after the experimental technique was developed. Early calculations focussed on small
gas phase molecules, and utilised relatively primitive model chemistries to predict the
observed resonance.
The accuracy of predicted NMR shifts was significantly hindered by the gauge origin
problem (described in detail in the next chapter) in the early days, particularly as
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larger systems were examined. With its effective resolution, the utility of theoretical
calculations has increased significantly.
The greatest strength of theoretical calculations are their ability to compliment rather
than replace experimental techniques.10–12 The optimisation of structures and the search
for the ground state conformation of large molecules such as proteins remains an elusive
goal. However, if experimental techniques can identify the most probable structures,
these can be compared using quantum chemical calculations.
Theoretical methods, however, are faced with a major difficulty as systems increase
in size, as calculations for molecules the size of proteins become prohibitively expensive.
Calculations for larger systems will thus typically utilise more approximate methods
that sacrifice accuracy in order to reduce computation (CPU) time. Considering that
structures to be compared are often similar, this limits the utility of the predicted shifts.
The accuracy in calculated chemical shifts required for useful predictions is thus dif-
ficult to achieve. Furthermore, the accuracy required to distinguish between chemically
similar nuclei depends upon the type of nuclei under investigation. For hydrogens, shifts
need to be predicted to within 0.1 ppm in order to distinguish between chemically similar
nuclei, while for heavier nuclei such as carbon an accuracy of 1.0 ppm is sufficient.
1.3 Aims
This thesis aims to introduce and systematically investigate several approximations that
will aid in calculating highly accurate chemical shifts for large molecules. These approx-
imations include systematic molecular fragmentation by annihilation, locally dense basis
sets, and composite methods.
Two of these approximations rely on the assumption that the chemical shift for a
given nucleus is primarily determined by the local environment, and thus treat the local
environment accurately, while more distal portions of the molecule are treated more
coarsely. All of these approximations function by reducing the computational expense of
highly accurate calculations to the degree that they are practical for calculations of large
systems. These approximations also introduce an inherent error to the calculations, and
a substantial portion of this work is concerned with balancing the computational savings
that these approximations introduce, with the accuracy that they necessarily sacrifice.
Prior to examining these approximate methods, we describe the theory underpinning
the calculation of NMR parameters in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2
Background Theory
2.1 Basic Concepts in NMR
Spin is an intrinsic property of all fundamental particles, and is denoted by the quantum
number S. The majority of nuclei studied in NMR have a spin of 1/2, with nuclei
possessing a spin greater than 1/2 referred to as quadrupolar. The only quadrupolar
nuclei investigated in this work is oxygen 17, with the remainder having a spin of 1/2.
The magnetic moment (µ) of any spinning charged body is given by:
µ = γS (2.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the charged body.
In addition to magnitude, spin also has a direction. For a spin 1/2 nuclei this can be
spin up or spin down. In the absence of a magnetic field these spin states are degenerate,
though in its presence the two orientations are split in energy. The energy difference
between the spin states is given by:
∆E = h¯γB (2.2)
where B is the strength of the magnetic field at the nucleus.
Photons in the Radio Frequency (RF) range can be used to excite the spin states
such that spin up is converted to spin down and vice versa. In order to achieve this, the
frequency of the photon must be equal to the resonance frequency of the nuclei:
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ω0 = −γB (2.3)
This is generally referred to as the Larmor frequency (ω0). The negative sign is
used to distinguish directions of precession. Nuclei with a postive γ will precess in an
anticlockwise fashion, while nuclei with a negative γ will precess in a clockwise fashion.
The magnetisation introduced by a pulse of RF photons gradually decays in a process
known as relaxation. This results in an exponentially decaying sinusoidal signal, which
is what is measured by the spectrometer. The finite duration of the signal, coupled with
the finite Fourier transform applied to it to produce peaks in the frequency domain,
results in peaks of a finite width, determined predominantly by the rate of relaxation. A
rapidly decaying signal will appear as a wide peak in the NMR signal, and will be more
difficult to distinguish from other peaks at a similar frequency.
Relaxation generally occurs through the interaction of spins with the magnetic en-
vironment of the remainder of the molecule, in particular the fields introduced by its
rotation through solution. The size of a molecule determines how fast it rotates in so-
lution at a given kinetic energy, and larger molecules will typically relax more rapidly,
yielding broader peaks, and thus compounding the inability to distinguish between mul-
tiple nuclei in similar chemical environments. Peak width is also dependent on position
within the molecule, as molecules are rarely spherical, and rotation can occur at different
rates along different axes. Quadrupolar nuclei can in addition couple to electric fields
within the molecule, allowing for rapid relaxation and significantly broadened peaks.
The observed resonance is dictated by the total magnetic field (B) experienced by a
nuclei. This is dominated by, but not entirely comprised of, the applied magnetic field,
B0.
Minor variations in the local magnetic field are introduced by the precession of elec-
trons, yielding the effect know as the chemical shielding. This alters the Larmor fre-
quency of nuclei such that:
ω0 = −γB0(1− σ) (2.4)
where σ is the chemical shielding.
The induced magnetic field is typically orders or magnitude weaker than B0, and as
such the shielding is typically measured in parts per million (ppm). Furthermore, the
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induced field varies throughout the molecule. Hence nuclei of the same chemical element
will have different chemical shieldings, and consequently different Larmor frequencies.
This gives rise to a spectrum of shieldings for each chemical element.
Variations in the chemical shielding result from either electronic or purely magnetic
effects. Electronic effects come about as a result of electron density in the vicinity of
the nuclei being perturbed by nearby functional groups. Magnetic effects are caused by
asymmetry in the precession of electrons, typically around a pi system such as a carbonyl
or an aromatic ring.
Purely magnetic effects include diamagnetic anisotropy. Diamagnetic anisotropy can
have the effect of shielding or deshielding a nuclei depending on the location of the nuclei
with respect to the chemical group that introduces the anisotropy. This gives rise to
experimental techniques such as the employment of lanthanide binding tags, which are
placed in molecules in order to introduce small shifts, establishing the proximity of the
atom to the tag, as well as its orientation.13
These tags are expensive to introduce, and often more than one is required in order
to fully elucidate the local molecular structure. In addition, it must be assumed that
the introduction of such a tag does not significantly alter the structure of the molecule.
Other nuclei can also have direct magnetic effects, typically referred to as direct cou-
pling. For solution phase NMR, shifts due to direct coupling typically vanish as a result
of motional averaging, with the constant tumbling of molecules through solution averag-
ing the effect to zero. This does not occur when the molecule is stationary with respect
to the applied magnetic field, such as in solid state NMR. In this form of spectroscopy,
direct coupling gives rise to very broad peaks, though this can be countered by rapidly
spinning the sample at the magic angle.
Indirect interactions between nuclei are referred to as J-coupling. These interactions
split the spin states by slightly altering the magnetic environment when nuclear spins
are parallel or anti-parallel to one another. J-coupling allows for a number of so-called
multi-dimensional experimental techniques to be employed. These include COSY,14
TOCSY15 and HSQC.16 These techniques have been instrumental in allowing for peaks
that are indistinguishable in simple (one dimensional) NMR to be assigned. Although
these multi-dimensional techniques are indispensible in modern NMR spectroscopy, this
thesis is concerned solely with the calculation of the chemical shielding that determines
the simpler one-dimensional NMR spectrum. Hence, we will not discuss J-coupling and
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these multi-dimensional techniques herein.
2.2 The Calculation of NMR Parameters
2.2.1 From Relativity to NMR
The quantum mechanical treatment of NMR requires that electrons be described by a
spinor wavefunction. Ideally this would be achieved through the Dirac equation, which
provides a full relativistic treatment of electrons and yields a four-component (bi-spinor)
wavefunction. In practice though, a multi-electron Hamiltonian cannot be constructed
for the Dirac equation, and thus it cannot be applied to molecular systems. The reason
for this is that in a proper relativistic treatment, electron-electron interactions are not
instantaneous, but are constrained by the speed of causality.
A simple solution to this is to take the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation,
which results in the Le´vy-Leblond equation. The Le´vy-Leblond equation describes elec-
trons using a two-component spinor wavefunction. Where necessary, relativistic effects
can be reintroduced using a perturbative correction.17–21 They come in the form of two
component corrections and four component corrections, with the latter more closely
reproducing the results of the Dirac equation.
Relativistic corrections are typically only necessary for molecules containing heavy
nuclei, or when highly accurate calculations are required. As the error that omitting
such a correction introduces is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the errors
examined in this work, such corrections will not be examined in any further detail.
The Le´vy-Leblond equation can be rearranged to give the Pauli equation, which for
a single electron is commonly written in the following form (in atomic units):
Eφ = V φ+
1
2
[
~σ · (~p+ 1
c
~A
)]2
φ (2.5)
=
[
H0 +
1
c
H1 +
1
c2
H2
]
φ (2.6)
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where:
H0 =
1
2
p2 + V (2.7)
H1 = ~A · ~p+ 1
2
~σ ~B (2.8)
H2 =
1
2
A2 (2.9)
and where φ is a two component spinor, ~σ is here a vector of the Pauli matrices (the
notation is unfortunately the same as for the shielding tensor, but will not used be again
in this work), ~p is the momentum, p is the modulus of the momentum, c is the speed
of causality, ~B is the magnetic field, ~A is the vector potential of the magnetic field and
A is the strength (given by the modulus) of the vector potential. H0 is the usual spin
independent Hamiltonian as it appears in the Schro¨dinger equation, and H1 and H2 can
be treated as perturbations to this Hamiltonian.
Broadly speaking, Eqn. 2.5 can be considered an extension of the time independent
Schro¨dinger equation that incorporates spin and replaces momentum with the canonical
momentum (ie. ~p is replaced with ~p + ~A/c). Indeed, as the magnetic vector potential
tends towards zero, the Pauli equation is reduced to the time independent Schro¨dinger
equation.
The similarity of the Pauli equation to the Schro¨dinger equation allows for magnetic
effects to be incorporated through perturbation theory. For a molecular system, the
magnetic field in Eqn. 2.5 includes both the applied field, and that induced by the
magnetic moments of the nuclei. Utilising a second order mixed perturbation, with the
applied magnetic field (B0) and the magnetic dipole moment of nucleus k (µk) as the
perturbation parameters, it can be shown that the chemical shielding of nucleus k is
given by:
σ¯k =
∂2E
∂µk∂B0
(2.10)
The shielding tensor (σ¯k) describes the induced magnetic field in each cartesian
direction as a result of the applied magnetic field in each cartesian direction. The usual
shielding that is observed in experiments is obtained by taking the isotropic component
of this tensor, which accounts for the motional averaging that occurs in solution phase
NMR. The isotropic shielding (σ in Eqn. 2.4) is then subtracted from the shielding of a
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reference compound to yield the chemical shift as it appears in experimental spectra. The
other terms in the tensor become significant when the molecule is not rapidly tumbling
through solution, such as in solid state NMR.
Eqn. 2.6 illustrates that in addition to the terms contained in the usual non-relativistic
Hamiltonian, H0, the Pauli Hamiltonian has three terms, which are generally referred
to as the diamagnetic, paramagnetic and spin dependent terms. The form of Eqn. 2.6
also makes it readily evident that H1 and H2 correspond to the perturbing potentials
applied in order to incorporate magnetic effects.
The spin dependent term, corresponding to the second term in Eqn. 2.8, does not
contribute to the NMR shielding for closed-shell molecules. It vanishes as a result of
cancellation for the α and β electrons, which have opposite sign contributions in the sum
over states formalism of perturbation theory.
This leaves the diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms, which correspond to the re-
maining expressions in Eqn. 2.8 and Eqn. 2.9 respectively. The diamagnetic term is
typically easier to calculate as it only requires the ground state wavefunction to be
solved, whereas the paramagnetic term involves excitations.
The diamagnetic term provides the primary contribution in the calculation of hydro-
gen shieldings, while the paramagnetic term tends to dominate in the case of heavier
nuclei. This results in a larger shift scale for heavier nuclei, which also influences the
accuracy to which shieldings need to be calculated.
Both the diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions to the molecular energy, and
to the second derivative of the energy in Eqn. 2.10, can be calculated from the solution
of the usual electronic Schro¨dinger equation combined with perturbation theory. The
application of perturbation theory to evaluate Eqn. 2.10 was derived many years ago.22 In
practice the computational task for the calculation of the chemical shielding is essentially
the task of solving the Schro¨dinger equation.
2.2.2 The Schro¨dinger Equation
The time independent Schro¨dinger equation is an eigenvalue equation for the molecular
energy, E:
Eψ = H0ψ (2.11)
where the Hamiltonian for a molecule, H0, can be written in atomic units as:
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H0 = −1
2
[ N∑
I=1
1
MI
∇2I +
n∑
i=1
∇2i
]
+
[ N∑
I=1
N∑
J=1
ZIZJ
rIJ
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
1
rij
−
N∑
I=1
n∑
j=1
ZI
rIj
]
(2.12)
where the indexes I and J run over the N nuclei of the molecule, the indexes i and j run
over the n electrons, MI represents the mass of nucleus I and ZI represents the charge
of nucleus I.
The first term in this Hamiltonian represents the kinetic energy of the nuclei (∇2
is the Laplacian operator), while the second term represents the kinetic energy of the
electrons. The remaining terms represent the Coulomb interactions of the nuclei and
electrons. The Schro¨dinger equation, Eqn. 2.11, cannot be solved exactly for this Hamil-
tonian, except in the simplest cases (which are of no interest herein). Hence, a number
of approximations are invoked.
We employ the so-called Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation.23 In brief, because
the masses of the nuclei are three or more orders of magnitude larger than the mass of
an electron, the nuclear kinetic energy is a small component of the molecular energy. In
the BO approximation, we begin by ignoring the nuclear kinetic energy and writing the
total wavefunction as a product of wavefunctions for the electrons and nuclei:
ψ = ϕ{ri;RI}χ{RI} (2.13)
Here ϕ{ri;RI} represents the solution of the Schro¨dinger for the electrons in the
presence of the nuclei at fixed positions:
Heϕ{ri;RI} = Ee{RI}ϕ{ri;RI} (2.14)
where the term describing the nuclear kinetic energy is dropped from He (as the nuclei
are assumed to be stationary):
He = −1
2
n∑
i=1
∇2i +
[ N∑
I=1
N∑
J=1
ZIZJ
rIJ
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
1
rij
−
N∑
I=1
n∑
j=1
ZI
rIj
]
(2.15)
Notice that both the electronic wavefunction and energy depend on the positions of
the nuclei. The nuclear wavefunction is then obtained by solving a Schro¨dinger equation
in which He is replaced by the electronic energy, Ee:
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Eχ{RI} =
[
− 1
2
N∑
I=1
1
MI
∇2I + Ee{RI}
]
χ{RI} (2.16)
The “nuclear Schro¨dinger equation”, Eqn. 2.16, describes the vibrational motion of
the nuclei in a molecule; a motion that takes place in a potential energy “well” given
by the total electronic energy, Ee{RI}. In this thesis we will discuss the motion of the
nuclei only in passing, and mostly consider the nuclei to be at rest at the minimum of
the potential well that corresponds to the equilibrium geometry of a molecule.
Here we are mostly concerned with the solution of the electronic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, 2.14. This equation also cannot be solved exactly for multi-electron molecules, and
we must rely on further approximations. Importantly, we note that Eqn. 2.14 allows us
the write:
Ee =
〈ϕ|He |ϕ〉
〈ϕ|ϕ〉 (2.17)
where the notation 〈〉 means that the function is integrated over all the electronic coor-
dinates, ri. Equation 2.17 holds for the exact energy and the exact wavefunction which
solves the electronic Schro¨dinger equation. However, an important “Variational Princi-
ple”24,25 states that any approximation to the exact wavefunction, when substituted in
the right-hand-side of Eqn. 2.17, will result in an energy E which is greater than the
energy of the lowest electronic state of the molecule. The better the approximation to
the exact wavefunction, the lower the energy in Eqn. 2.17. In practice, so-called ab initio
quantum chemistry constructs an approximate electronic wavefunction as a sum of func-
tions, called “basis functions”. The more basis functions, the better the approximation
can be. We will discuss sets of basis functions in more detail below. In addition, the
operation of the Hamiltonian He on the electronic wavefunction (in the numerator in
Eqn. 2.17) is also usually approximated. We call each different type of such an approx-
imation a “level of theory”. Below, we will also discuss different levels of theory in the
context of NMR.
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2.3 Electronic Structure Methods
2.3.1 Hartree Fock Theory
The simplest approximation to the electronic wavefunction is obtained by solving the
Schro¨dinger equation for each electron individually, assuming that the remaining elec-
trons in the molecule remain statically distributed. This is referred to alternatively as
Self Consistent Field (SCF) or Hartree-Fock (HF) theory.4,26
The HF wavefunction is written as a product of spin orbitals (χ) describing each
electron in the system. As electrons are fermions, the Pauli exclusion principle requires
that the wavefunction is antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of particles. This
can be conveniently achieved by constructing the wavefunction as follows:
ϕHF =
1√
n!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(1) χ2(1) · · · χn(1)
χ1(2) χ2(2) · · · χn(2)
...
...
. . .
...
χ1(n) χ2(n) · · · χn(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.18)
where χi(j) refers to electron j occupying the spin orbital χi and the determinant in
Eqn. 2.18 is called a Slater determinant.
The spin orbitals are themselves written as the product of a spatial component (X)
and a spin component (ζ):
χi = Xiζi (2.19)
The spin component ζ can describe either a spin up or a spin down electron, and
thus for each spatial component there are two possible spin orbitals. The spatial compo-
nents are typically referred to as Molecular Orbitals (MOs), and these MOs are usually
described using a Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO):
Xi =
Nbasis∑
%=1
c%iξ% (2.20)
where ξ% are referred to as basis functions and c%i are the coefficients of basis function
% for the MO Xi. A more detailed description of basis functions is provided in the next
section.
In practice the basis functions in Eqn. 2.20 usually form more spin orbitals than
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there are electrons in a molecule. The lowest energy spin orbitals are occupied according
to the Aufbau principle, with the remaining unoccupied spin orbitals forming what’s
known as the virtual orbitals. The Slater determinant in Eqn. 2.18 is constructed using
the n occupied molecular orbitals.
The HF Hamiltonian is detailed below:
HHF = −1
2
∇2i −
N∑
I=1
ZI
rIi
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
(∫ |ϕHF (rj)|
rij
drj −K(rj)
)
(2.21)
where K(rj) is the exchange operator.
From Eqn. 2.21 it can be seen that the molecular orbitals need to be obtained in
order to calculate the Hamiltonian, which in turn, through the Schro¨dinger equation,
determines the molecular orbitals. To resolve this circularity an initial guess of the
molecular orbitals is derived, and the system of equations is solved iteratively (or Self
Consistently) until convergence is achieved. The calculation of the HF wavefunction
formally scales as O(N4basis) with respect to system size, and thus represents the cheapest
ab initio level of theory.
The Hamiltonian in Eqn. 2.21 accounts for 99% of the electronic energy, but impor-
tantly neglects many body effects, usually referred to as correlation. These effects come
about as a result of repulsion between electrons, which ensures that they, wherever pos-
sible, will be further away from one another than predicted under Hartree Fock theory.
NMR is a property that depends strongly on correlation, and the employment of a level
of theory that appropriately treats correlation is essential.
2.3.2 Full Configuration Interaction
The ideal approach for treating correlation is Full Configuration Interaction (FCI),
which, when combined with an infinite basis set, provides an exact solution to the
Schro¨dinger equation.27 The method functions by considering all possible excitations of
electrons to all virtual orbitals to construct new Slater determinants that serve as basis
functions for the exact wavefunction. As a result, the computational time required for
FCI scales factorially with the number of LCAO basis functions, and is impractical for
anything other than the smallest of systems. The method is, however, useful for the
purpose of benchmarking other correlated methods, as it provides an exact solution.
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2.3.3 Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory
The simplest ab initio level of theory that accounts for correlation is Møller-Plesset per-
turbation theory.28 The exact Hamiltonian for the Schro¨dinger equation can be written
as:
He = HHF + λV (2.22)
where λV is a small perturbation that accounts for the effect of correlation. In addition,
the exact energy and wavefunction can be written as:
ϕ(λ) = ϕHF + λϕ1 + λ
2ϕ2 + · · · (2.23)
E(λ) = EHF + λE1 + λ
2E2 + · · · (2.24)
where ϕ1, ϕ2, etc. and E1, E2, etc. are the first, second, etc. order corrections to the HF
wavefunction and energy respectively.
If Eqns. 2.22, 2.23 and 2.24 are substituted into the electronic Schro¨dinger equation
2.14, then equating all terms of order λN gives the Nth order perturbative correction to
the HF wave equation.
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory up to second order (MP2) is the most widely
used perturbative correction in this family. MP2 scales as O(N5basis) with respect to
the number of basis functions, and thus represents the cheapest ab initio method that
accounts for correlation.
Third and fourth order perturbative corrections (MP3 and MP4) are possible, but
less commonly employed, as they are expensive, and often inferior to coupled cluster
methods (to be discussed in the next section). Detailed studies have also shown that at
high orders Møller-Plesset perturbations are not necessarily convergent.29
2.3.4 Coupled Cluster Theory
Coupled Cluster (CC) theory30 accounts for correlation by perturbing the HF wavefunc-
tion as follows:
ϕCC = e
TϕHF (2.25)
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where the cluster operator T is given by:
T = T1 + T2 + T3 + · · · (2.26)
where T1 produces all possible single electron excitations, T2 produces all possible double
excitations, and so on. In practice, inclusion of all possible excitations of all possible
orders would be prohibitively expensive, and the cluster operator is usually truncated
after a few terms.
Truncating Eqn. 2.26 after the first term yields Coupled Cluster with Single excita-
tions (CCS), while truncating it after two terms yields Coupled Cluster with Singles and
Doubles (CCSD), truncating it after three yields Coupled Cluster with Singles, Doubles
and Triples (CCSDT), and so on.
The extension of CC theory beyond CCSDT, through the introduction of quadruple
and quintuple excitations (CCSDTQ and CCSDTQ5), etc., is typically only required
for highly accurate thermochemical calculations. Each additional level introduces an
increase in the scaling of the method with system size, which renders higher levels of
CC theory impractical for anything other than the smallest of systems. In addition,
at higher levels of CC theory the error introduced by other approximations, such as
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and taking the non-relativistic limit, begin to
dominate, and it is unusual to see such levels without corrections for these effects also
incorporated.
CCS is typically not used, and thus in practice CCSD is the lowest level of CC theory
that is employed.
Coupled Cluster with Singles and Doubles and perturbative Triples CCSD(T) has
often been referred to as the “gold standard” of quantum chemistry. It has been shown
to reproduce experimental shieldings for small molecules to within 1 ppm for heavy
nuclei.31,32 Unfortunately, the computational cost of CCSD(T) scales as O(N7basis) with
respect to number of basis functions, rendering it prohibitively expensive for the majority
of systems. Its application is ordinarily limited to small systems of no more than 10
atoms, when combined with a relatively good basis set.33
CC has largely replaced Configuration Interaction (CI)34 due to the size extensiv-
ity problem with the latter. Another, less commonly utilised approach to achieve size
extensivity is Quadratic Configuration Interaction (QCI).35 The notation for CI and
QCI levels of theory are similar to those employed for CC, such that, for example, the
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equivalent treatments of single and double excitations are denoted CISD and QCISD
respectively. Neither CI nor QCI are utilised in this work, and hence these methods are
mentioned only in passing.
2.3.5 Density Functional Theory
Density Functional Theory (DFT) represents a popular alternative to the ab initio meth-
ods described above. It is derived from a theorem that states that the electronic energy
can be written as a functional of electron density (ρ). This functional is typically de-
composed into four components:
E[ρ] = ET [ρ] + EV [ρ] + EJ [ρ] + EXC [ρ] (2.27)
where ET is the kinetic energy of the electrons, EV is the nuclear-electron Coulomb
energy, EJ is the electron-electron Coulomb energy and EXC is the combined exchange
and correlation energies. Of these terms, only EV can be determined exactly. The
treatment of ET and EJ is consistent between DFT methods, and thus the predominant
distinguishing feature for the myriad of methods that have been conceived is how EXC
is calculated.
There is no exact form for the exchange correlation term, though a few broad families
of functionals exist. In each, the expression for EXC is typically parameterised, with the
values of these parameters determined by benchmarking to reproduce empirical energies
or properties.
The main strength of DFT is that the energy is derived from the density, which is
a 3-dimensional quantity, rather than from single electron molecular orbitals, which for
an n-electron system results in a 3n-dimensional quantity. The scaling of computational
cost with respect to system size varies depending on how the exchange correlation term
is calculated. For the most widely employed functional, B3LYP,36 for example, the
algorithm scales as O(N4basis), and is thus on par with HF in terms of computational
expense.
Unfortunately, for NMR calculations DFT has historically performed poorly. A large
part of this relates to the tendency of functionals to underestimate the energy gap
between occupied and virtual orbitals. As the calculation of the paramagnetic term of
the shielding incorporates excitation energies, this component is typically overestimated.
In addition, hybrid functionals typically perform even more poorly for the calculation of
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NMR parameters.
The latter difficulty can be resolved by using Optimised Effective Potentials (OEPs).
OEPs optimise the energy with respect to the density, rather than the orbitals,37,38
which for magnetic properties has been shown to reduce the error in calculated NMR
shieldings by a factor of 3-4.39
Another approach is to avoid hybrid functionals altogether, and instead use function-
als that have been tailored towards the accurate reproduction of chemical shifts. KT340
is an example of such a functional.
One difficulty with such an approach is that these parameterised functionals are
typically benchmarked to solution phase experimental values. In detailed studies, it
has been found that introducing corrections to account for vibrational and solution
phase effects in the usual way actually increases the error.41 While reasonable results
can thus be achieved using KT3 at relatively little computational cost, it is difficult to
systematically improve the calculated shielding when employing such a functional.
2.4 Basis Set Requirements
The spatial component of the electronic wavefunction has no closed form except in the
case of simple systems such as the hydrogen atom. For this reason, all practical quantum
chemistry calculations make use of basis sets, which are mathematical representations
of orbitals in molecules. Expanding a MO in terms of a linear combination of known
functions is exact in the limit of completeness; however, this would require an infinite
number of basis functions. In practice, the number of basis functions is limited, with
basis sets containing a greater number of basis functions providing a more reliable rep-
resentation of the MOs. As more basis functions are added, the calculated energies and
properties converge to what is known as the basis set limit, which is the result that
would be achieved if an exact wavefunction was used.
The basis functions used to form MOs are based on atomic orbitals, and come in two
forms. The first are Slater Type Orbitals (STOs):
ξSTO = P (r)e
−ζrYlm(θ, φ) (2.28)
And the second are Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTOs):
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ξGTO = P (r)e
−αr2Ylm(θ, φ) (2.29)
where P (r) is a polynomial that depends on the type of orbital the basis function repre-
sents, Ylm is a spherical harmonic, and ζ and α are the exponents of the basis function.
STOs closely approximate the shape of the wavefunction in the regions close to and
far away from the nuclei. GTOs, on the other hand, lack the cusps that are characteristic
of the electron density at the nuclear positions, and decay more rapidly in the distal
portions of the molecule than is physically correct. The regions in between, however,
are fairly faithfully reproduced, and thus GTOs still represent a feasible choice of basis
function.
The predominant advantage associated with GTOs is the ease with which their in-
tegrals can be calculated. While integrals for STOs can only be evaluated numerically,
analytic solutions are available for GTOs. Thus while approximately 3 GTOs are re-
quired to achieve a similar accuracy to that achieved by utilising a single STO, the
computation cost of utilising GTOs is still significantly less. For this reason GTOs are
utilised almost exclusively in practical quantum chemistry calculations.
To improve the accuracy of calculated energies and properties, basis sets utilise sev-
eral GTOs to form a single basis function. In addition, more than one basis function is
used to represent each valence orbital. Such basis sets are referred to as split-valence,
and the number of basis functions used to represent each valence orbital is expressed in
orders of zeta, with double-zeta basis sets having two basis functions, triple-zeta having
three, and so on. Split-valence basis sets allow orbitals to effectively extend or con-
tract radially in response to the molecular environment, and are therefore important in
accurately treating radial correlation.
Many basis sets also incorporate polarisation functions, which are basis functions
with a higher azimuthal quantum number than the atom would normally possess. For
example hydrogen atoms would be assigned p-functions, while carbon atoms would be
assigned d-functions. Polarisation functions allow orbitals to change shape in response
to the molecular environment, and are consequently important in accounting for angular
correlation.
A more accurate treatment of the electron density close to and far from the nucleus
can be achieved through the addition of tight and diffuse functions, which have relatively
high and low exponents respectively. Tight functions tend to be particularly important
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when performing NMR shielding calculations, as shieldings have been shown to depend
strongly on the electron density in the vicinity of the nucleus.42
Differences in exponents, the number of GTOs per basis function, and the inclusion
of polarisation, diffuse and tight functions lead to innumerable potential basis sets, each
appropriate for a different purpose. Amongst the most commonly utilised basis sets are
the Pople basis sets,43–46 the Dunning basis sets,47–51 and the Ahlrichs basis sets.52–54
Pople basis sets are typically represented using the notation X -YZ G, where X is
the number of GTOs that form the core basis functions and Y and Z are the number
of GTOs that form valence basis functions. From this description, it is evident that
this notation only represents double-zeta basis sets. Triple-zeta basis sets are denoted
by adding an additional number. The inclusion of diffuse functions for non-hydrogen
is denoted by a ‘+’, while ‘++’ indicates that diffuse functions are included for all
atoms. Any polarisation functions included are specified in parentheses, with a comma
separating the description of the functions utilised for non-hydrogens and hydrogens.
An example is the basis set 6-311+G(3df,2p), which is triple-zeta, with 6 GTOs forming
the core orbitals, 3, 1 and 1 GTOs used to from the valence orbitals, diffuse functions
included only on non-hydrogens, 3 d-type and one f-type polarisation function on non-
hydrogens, and 2 p-type polarisation functions on hydrogens.
Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets use a simpler notation, namely cc-pVxZ,
where x represents the order of zeta utilised for valence orbitals. Thus cc-pVDZ is
double-zeta, cc-pVTZ is triple-zeta and cc-pVQZ is quadruple-zeta. If additional tight
functions are incorporated into the basis set, this is denoted by the letter ‘C’, while the
inclusion of diffuse functions is indicated by the prefix ‘aug’. The basis set aug-cc-pCVTZ
thus incorporates both diffuse and tight functions.
A basis set family that was specifically optimised for rapid convergence of calculated
NMR shieldings towards the basis set limit is Jensen’s pcS-n.55 Rapid convergence to the
basis set limit is essential for enabling practical shielding calculations for large systems,
as it allows accurate calculations to be achieved with fewer basis functions, which, owing
to the scaling of the computational cost of electronic structure methods with respect to
Nbasis, allows for significantly faster calculations. For this reason, basis sets from the
pcS-n series are utilised extensively in this work.
The pcS-n basis sets incorporate an additional tight (high exponent) p-function,
which has been shown in previous work to significantly improve the calculated Para-
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magnetic Spin-Orbit (PSO) component of the spin-spin coupling.56 The operator for
this component of the spin-spin coupling takes a similar form to the operator for the
paramagnetic component of the shielding constant, and has been found to have similar
basis set requirements. The coefficient for the additional p-function was determined by
maximising the change in the calculated shielding upon its addition.55
Jensen’s basis sets utilise a similar notation to Dunning’s, with the n representing
the highest angular momentum polarisation function incorporated into the basis set.
The pcS-1 basis set is thus double-zeta and includes p-type polarisation functions on
hydrogens and d-type polarisation functions on heavier atoms. The prefix ‘aug’ once
again indicates the inclusion of diffuse functions.
One undesirable aspect of the pcS-n basis sets is that they were developed to converge
rapidly for DFT calculations of shielding constants, and their applicability when used in
conjunction with post-HF ab intio levels of theory has not been established.
2.4.1 Locally Dense Basis Sets
When a calculation is performed on a molecular system, each atom in the molecule of a
given element is typically assigned the same basis set, though this is not strictly required.
In some instances, it is desirable to give particular regions of the molecule a larger basis
set than others, thus allowing the wavefunction to be better represented in this region.
The process of assigning higher quality basis sets to a region of interest is known as the
Locally Dense Basis Set (LDBS) approximation.57,58 This approach is ideal for NMR
shielding calculations since, as noted previously, it is a property that depends strongly
on the electron density near the nucleus.
Caution must be used when employing the LDBS approximation, as the variational
principle will preferentially place electrons near the centre with the most basis functions.
This can result in the introduction of spurious dipoles in the molecule, which can signif-
icantly increase the error of the calculated shieldings. To combat this, adjacent atoms
in the molecule should not be assigned significantly different numbers of basis functions,
particularly near the region of interest in the molecule.
While locally dense basis sets have been employed extensively in practical NMR
shielding calculations, a systematic investigation of the error introduced by utilising
particular basis sets in particular areas of the molecule has not been conducted.
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2.4.2 The Gauge Origin Problem
As can be seen from Eqn. 2.5 the calculation of the NMR shielding requires the computa-
tion of the vector potential ( ~A) for both the diamagnetic and paramagnetic components
of the Hamiltonian. The vector potential is not determined uniquely by the magnetic
field, as the gradient of any scalar function (λ) can be added to ~A without altering the
magnetic field:
~B = ~∇× ~A = ~∇× ( ~A+ ~∇λ) (2.30)
The choice of λ in Eqn. 2.30 is referred to as the gauge. For a homogeneous applied
magnetic field ( ~B0), the vector potential ( ~A0) can be expressed as:
~A0 =
1
2
~B0 × (~r − ~R) (2.31)
Here the vector ~R determines the gauge, and is referred to as the gauge origin of the
vector potential.
In principal, the choice of gauge is arbitrary, since it will not impact the calculated
shielding. However, it can be seen from Eqn. 2.8 and Eqn. 2.9 that under different choices
of gauge the diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms will contribute differing portions to the
total energy, and hence the shielding. In practice, these differences only cancel perfectly
for the exact wavefunction, and the necessary choice of an approximate wavefunction
introduces an error in the calculated shielding. The further away an electron is from the
gauge origin ~R, the larger the paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms are, and thus the
more inaccurate the cancellation.
For a molecule, there is no natural choice of the gauge origin, as a choice that is
convenient for one nucleus will not be for another. Regardless of the choice made, there
will always be portions of the molecule that are well removed from the gauge origin.
Early NMR calculations were severely hampered by the gauge origin problem and
the resulting slow convergence to the exact wavefunction results. It significantly limited
the size of systems that could be accurately calculated, as, in practice, the only way to
resolve it was to utilise a large basis set.
The most ubiquitous solution to the gauge origin problem employed today is Gauge
Including (or Invariant) Atomic Orbitals (GIAO).59 They function by modifying basis
functions as follows:
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ξGIAO% = e
−i ~B0×(~R%−~R)ξ% (2.32)
This effectively shifts the gauge origin to the centre (~R%) of the basis function %,
thereby minimising the error in cancellation of the diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms.
GIAOs were implemented for GTOs as early as the 1970s,60,61 though an efficient
algorithm for solving the lengthy two electron integrals they introduce was not developed
until the 1990s.62 During this interval, alternative methods were developed to address
the gauge origin problem. These include the Individual Gauge for Localised Orbitals
(IGLO),63–65 Localised Orbital/Local Origin (LORG),66 Individual Gauge for Atoms In
Molecules (IGAIM),67 and Continuous Set of Gauge Transformations (CSGT)68 meth-
ods. These methods involve further approximations, and are typically less accurate than
GIAO. The only other method that is still in common usage is CSGT.
2.5 Composite Methods
Another approximation for reducing the computational cost associated with the calcu-
lation of energies and properties is composite methods. Composite methods have seen
extensive use in chemistry, particularly in calculations of energies, heats of formation,
and thermochemical properties. Excepting a few isolated studies,69,70 however, they
have not been investigated in the context of NMR calculations.
Composite methods function by assuming that the error associated with employing
a particular basis set is similar at different levels of theory. The exact form of the
approximation will be discussed in detail in a later chapter. As noted previously, the
accurate treatment of correlation depends on the basis functions present. Thus, with
different treatments of correlation the error associated with employing a particular basis
set will differ. The magnitude of this difference, and hence the error introduced by using
composite methods, can be minimised by utilising larger basis sets, or alternatively
better treatments of correlation.
The most widely used composite methods are the Gaussian G2,71 G372 and G473
methods, which respectively aim to reproduce the energy of the molecules at the QCISD(T)/6-
311+G(3df,2p), QCISD(T)/G3Large and CCSD(T)/G3LargeXP levels. Here we have
used the common notation method/basis to indicate the level of theory and basis set
employed. The Weizmann theories,74–76 which reproduce thermochemical properties to
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sub-kJ/mol accuracies, are another example of composite methods. Due to their com-
putational expense, the Weizmann theories are typically limited to the study of small
gas phase systems. Other approaches include the Feller-Peterson-Dixon approach77–82
and the T1 method.83
2.6 Fragmentation
The computational cost of the model quantum chemistries required to achieve the ac-
curacy desired for NMR calculations is often prohibitive for large systems. The pre-
dominant issue is the (at least) O(N4basis) scaling of traditional methods. An attractive
method for countering this issue is to utilise linear scaling algorithms.
There are a number of linear scaling approximations, all of which rely upon one
of the key tenets of chemistry: that the properties of systems depend predominantly
on the local environment. As noted previously, NMR is particularly amenable to local
approximations.
QM/MM,84 ONIOM,85 and related methods provide such a form of localisation.
These approaches function by assigning an area of interest to a molecule and partitioning
this for accurate calculations. Partition border effects can make these calculations less
accurate. In addition, it is not always possible to specify an individual area of interest in
a molecule, particularly if the purpose of calculations is to distinguish between chemically
similar nuclei.
Another form of localisation, which is closely related, but distinct, is fragmenta-
tion. Fragmentation functions by dividing the molecule up into small chunks, for which
properties are calculated separately, then recombined in a manner that allows them to
approximate the full molecule properties.
Fragmentation approaches can be categorised as energy or density matrix based.
Density matrix based approaches calculate the density for individual fragments, then
combine these to obtain the property, while energy based methods involve performing
the property calculation for fragments in the conventional manner. The energy based
approach has the advantage that it employs already existing software platforms, and
thus requires little additional code to be implemented.
Some common fragmentation methods that have been developed over the past decade
include those by the Collins,86–88 Bettens,89,90 Li,91, Zhang92 and Kitaura93 groups. A
useful review of the various fragmentation methods can be found in Ref. 94.
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The method used in this work was developed by Collins and coworkers and is referred
to as Systematic Molecular Fragmentation by Annihilation (SMFA).88 It is similar to a
previous approach introduced by Collins and coworkers referred to as Systematic Molec-
ular Fragmentation (SMF),86,87 but is more accurate for molecular rings. An indepth
description of this method can be found in Ref. 88, and as such only a brief description
is given here.
The approximation functions by considering the molecule as a collection of N func-
tional groups connected by single bonds. The method applies to any distribution of
bonds between the groups. Here, for simplicity, we use a chain-like molecule as an
example. A chain of N groups is denoted as follows:
M = G1G2 · · ·GN (2.33)
with the total electronic energy of the molecule (E(M)) expressed as:
E(M) = E(G1G2 · · ·GN ) (2.34)
If a single group (k) is annihilated from the system, the energy of the resulting system
can be related to the energy of the original molecule by:
E(M) = E(G1 · · ·Gk−1) + E(Gk+1 · · ·GN ) + dE1 (2.35)
where dE1 is the energy difference that is introduced by annihilating group Gk.
Similarly, if group Gk is retained, but the entirety of the molecule that is at least
“Level” groups away from group Gk is eliminated, then the energy of the original
molecule can be expressed as:
E(M) = E(Gk−Level · · ·Gk · · ·Gk+Level) + dE2 (2.36)
where dE2 is the error introduced by eliminating these groups.
Now if both operations are performed simultaneously, ie. group Gk is eliminated
together with all groups that are at least “Level” bonds away, then we obtain the ex-
pression:
E(M) = E(Gk−Level · · ·Gk−1) + E(Gk+1 · · ·Gk+Level) + dE3 (2.37)
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where dE3 is the error introduced by performing these two operations simultaneously.
For a high enough value of “Level”, the local nature of chemistry means that the
error introduced by each annihilation will be independent of the other. Hence we have
that:
dE3 ≈ dE1 + dE2 (2.38)
And correspondingly, we can combine Eqns. 2.35-2.38 to give:
E(M) ≈ E(G1 · · ·Gk−1) + E(Gk+1 · · ·GN ) + E(Gk−Level · · ·Gk · · ·Gk+Level)
−E(Gk−Level · · ·Gk−1)− E(Gk+1 · · ·Gk+Level) (2.39)
thus yielding that the energy of the entire molecule is equal to the energy of three
fragments, minus the energy of two fragments that are overlaps between the first three.
This process can be repeated until there are no further groups that are at least Level
bonds away from each other, thereby decomposing the molecule into a collection of
overlapping fragments.
The Level that is required for this approximation to be accurate can be established
by systematically increasing the number of bonds separating the groups until conver-
gence is achieved. SMFA has been shown to converge to accurate energies with smaller
fragments than are necessary for similar approaches. This is important, as the scaling of
computational methods with respect to system size ensures that even a modest reduction
in average fragment size results in significant savings in computational time.
The predominant weakness of the approach in its basic form is that it does not
account for through space interactions. In reality there may be a number of groups
that are well separated in terms of connectivity, but in close proximity spatially. The
interactions between such groups can be accounted for by way of background charges,
through space ab initio interactions, and perturbative corrections. These have all been
examined in the course of this thesis as well as previously.87,95
In the case of NMR the perturbative correction takes the form of the McConnell
equation as outlined in Ref. 42. In the context of fragmentation this form of correction
has not been investigated, though it has been applied extensively in NMR calculations.
Full details of its implementation in this work will be provided in a later chapter.
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There are a number of options for specifying background charges. In this thesis,
Stone’s Distributed Multipole Analysis (GDMA) was used.96 This approach approx-
imates the background electric field using a distributed multipole expansion, centred
at the nuclear coordinates. Other approaches to approximating the background elec-
tric field include using charges derived from Natural Population analysis (NPA),97,98
Mulliken population analysis99 and Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics
(CHARMM)100 force field. GDMA was chosen as it has been shown to reliably reproduce
the background electrostatic potential of molecules.95,101
2.7 Additional Considerations
For the purpose of producing theoretical shieldings of proteins that are comparable to
experimental values, a number of additional effects must be accounted for. These are
not examined in this thesis, though many have been addressed elsewhere.84,102–111
As there are only 20 naturally occurring amino acids in proteins, the number of
chemical environments for nuclei is limited. Consequently, peaks in a protein spectrum
occur over a relatively small range of chemical shifts. Nuclei in the same type of amino
acid are particularly difficult to distinguish between. The predominant differences in
shieldings between these nuclei occur as a result of solvation, through space effects and
minor local conformational variation, particularly in the form of small differences in
bond lengths, angles and torsion angles.
Solvation can be treated through a number of methods that can be broadly cat-
egorised as explicit or implicit. The most common implicit methods are continuum
models, that treat the solvent as a bulk dielectric that is polarised by the molecule
under consideration.112,113 There are a number of different continuum models, as well
as innumerable methods for defining the boundary between solute and solvent, more
properly referred to as the cavity. The impact of the solvent on the solute is treated by
placing charges at the cavity boundary, and the number and position of these charges
represents another point of difference between implicit models.
Explicit models introduce solvent molecules directly, thus incorporating them into the
quantum mechanical calculations for the solute.114–117 This approach is more expensive
than implicit solvation, as a large number of solvent molecules are required to provide
a reliable treatment of solvation. In addition, a number of different configurations need
to be considered, as solvent molecules are not stationary. For this reason, a common
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approach is to treat solvation explicitly for the first layer of solvation, while treating
the remaining solvent effects through a continuum model. An alternative approach is to
combine an explicit solvation model with fragmentation, treating each solvent molecule
as an individual fragment. This approach is employed in Ref. 111, in which the calculated
NMR shieldings with explicit and implicit solvation models are compared.
Determining the ground state conformation of a protein is amongst the most in-
tractable of problems in quantum chemisty. Furthermore, at room temperature, a num-
ber of additional conformations are accessible on the NMR time scale. If experimental
structures from NOEs or X-ray crystallography are unavailable, then potential configu-
rations can be obtained from Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Optimising these
geometries using Quantum Mechanical (QM) calculations has also been shown to consid-
erably improve predicted NMR shieldings.31,118,119 Obtaining the correct local geometry
is particularly important for protein NMR calculations, as amino acids often only differ
marginally in their local bonding environment.
In addition to changes in conformation, molecules undergo molecular vibrations,
even at absolute zero. These Zero Point Ro-Vibrational (ZPV) effects can significantly
alter the calculated shielding, by up to 0.7 ppm for hydrogens and more for heavier
nuclei.120 There is some indication that ro-vibrational effects are largely systematic, and
hence their importance in distinguishing between chemically similar nuclei is limited.119
Accounting for the fact that vibrations occur at room temperature rather than absolute
zero introduces an additional thermal correction to the predicted shielding. Thermal
corrections are, however, expensive to calculate and typically an order of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding ZPV correction.
One additional challenge in calculating protein NMR shieldings is determining the
protonation state of side chain amines and carboxylic acids. This is typically assumed
to be fixed, but is often dynamic, and involves interactions with solvent molecules.
The protonation state is also influenced by the acidity of the environment. This is
important, since the protonation state determines the net charge of the molecule, and
explicit charges interact strongly with even distal portions of the molecule.
2.8 This Thesis
Over the next three chapters, this thesis will investigate fragmentation, locally dense
basis sets and composite methods as a means of reducing the computational cost of
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chemical shielding calculations, with the aim of rendering accurate predictions of NMR
shieldings for proteins feasible.
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Chapter 3
Fragmentation
3.1 Introduction
The chemical shielding depends predominantly upon the local electronic environment
in which the observed nuclei is situated. As a consequence, it is often possible to treat
the farthest regions of the molecule at a lower level of theory, or to exclude them from
the calculation altogether, while still maintaining a respectable degree of accuracy. This
approach has existed for a long time in the form of ONIOM, as well as other QM/MM
approximations.84,85 Such approaches are most cost effective in instances where there is
a specific region of interest in the molecule, such as a catalytic centre. In cases where
the nuclei of interest are scattered over the molecule, the efficacy of this approximation
is more questionable.
An alternative method for reducing the system size, whilst still retaining the ability
to perform calculations for the entire system is linear scaling methods, in particular
fragmentation. A variety of such methods have already been applied to the calculation
of NMR shieldings, including the Isodesmic121 and the Combined Fragmentation Meth-
ods (CFM),122 a density matrix based algorithm referred to as GIAO-HF,105–109 Auto-
matic Fragment Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (AF-QM/MM),84,110,111,123
Adjustable Density Matrix Assembler (ADMA)102–104 and the Fragment Molecular Or-
bital (FMO) method.124,125
Of the energy-based fragmentation schemes, Systematic Molecular Fragmentation by
Annihilation (SMFA) provides an accurate description of molecular energies in terms of
the energies of relatively small molecular fragments. Small fragment size is important
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if high levels of ab initio theory, such as CCSD(T), are to be employed to calculate
chemical shieldings in large molecules.
SMFA is systematic in the sense that energies and other properties (including chemi-
cal shieldings) can be evaluated in a hierarchy of “Levels” which correspond to increasing
fragment sizes. Hence, the convergence of the accuracy of SMFA chemical shieldings can
be evaluated as a function of Level, or fragment size. A key portion of this work will thus
be determining the minimum fragment size required for accurate evaluation of shieldings.
SMFA, as with many other energy based fragmentation methods, partitions molecules
based on bonding rather than through space separation. Thus, while the basic algorithm
ensures that the local bonding environment is preserved, it often accounts for through
space interactions inadequately. A simple remedy, employed by some of the aforemen-
tioned algorithms, is to incorporate a long range ab initio non-bonded correction. Whilst
this can in many instances improve the resulting shielding, it can also significantly in-
crease the computational expense for large systems. Thus, the feasibility of replacing all
or part of this additional ab initio calculation with a perturbative long range correction
is investigated.
3.2 Chapter Objectives
The predominant purpose of this chapter is to determine the fragmentation scheme that
represents the ideal compromise between accuracy and computational expense. There
are two main aspects to this: the Level of fragmentation and the treatment of through
space corrections. The base fragment calculation treats through bond interactions, and
represents the predominant contributor to the final shielding for all nuclei. Determining
the ideal level of fragmentation is thus the primary goal of this chapter.
For large molecules, ab initio through space corrections can dominate the CPU time.
Optimising the size of the interacting fragments and the radii of interaction are thus
essential to ensuring that calculations remain feasible. The reduction in accuracy as-
sociated with performing fewer explicit fragment-fragment interactions can be offset by
replacing the distal portions of the interaction with a perturbative term. The introduc-
tion of background charges can further improve the accuracy of shieldings, though there
are many possible approaches for calculating these. Exploring different methods for
approximating the background charge environment is thus another aim of this chapter.
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3.3 Method
3.3.1 Fragmentation
The molecular energy, and subsequently the chemical shielding, are evaluated using the
Systematic Molecular Fragmentation by Annihilation (SMFA) approximation. As this
approximation has been described in detail elsewhere (see Refs. 88, 126 and references
therein), only a brief outline will be given here.
Bonded Interactions.
The approach begins by considering a molecule as a set of functional groups connected
by single bonds. The algorithm allows the user to treat hydrogen bonds as single bonds,
if required. The molecule is then decomposed into fragments by removing functional
groups in an automated sequence of steps that preserves the bonding environment of
each group to some extent. When groups are eliminated in the fragmentation proce-
dure, the remaining groups have unsatisfied valency. The normal valency of each atom
is restored by appending hydrogen atoms along the original bond direction, as previ-
ously described.86 The method has a systematic set of “Levels” which determine the
proximity of eliminated groups, so that with increasing Level, a more extensive bonding
environment is retained. At Level 1, the interaction of each group with its α substituents
is included in the fragments. At Level 2, all β substituent interactions are included, and
so on.
In this scheme, any general molecule can be decomposed as:
M →
Nfrag∑
i=1
ciFi (3.1)
where Fi are overlapping fragments, while ci are the integer fragment coefficients. The
energy of the molecule is then given by:
Eb =
Nfrag∑
i=1
ciE(Fi) (3.2)
where the energy has been denoted Eb to indicate that only nearby through bond inter-
actions have been included. The composition of the fragments in Eqn. 3.1 are determined
by the bonding between groups. If hydrogen bonds are included as single bonds, these
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fragments may contain groups connected only through hydrogen bonds.
Non-bonded Interactions.
A better description of the molecular energy can be obtained if non-bonded interactions
are included:
E = Eb + Enb (3.3)
The SMFA algorithm treats non-bonded interactions as follows: first the molecule is
fragmented at two given Levels, denoted LX and LY. Each LX fragment is then checked
against each LY fragment to determine if their constituent groups have appeared together
at the original Level of fragmentation. To avoid double counting, interactions that
have already been accounted for in Eqn. 3.2 are screened out or modified, as described
previously.86 With this modification, the non-bonded energy is written as:
Enb =
1
2
NfragX∑
i=1
NfragY∑
j=1
cicj(E(FiFj)− E(Fi)− E(Fj)) (3.4)
where the indices i and j run over all LX and LY fragments respectively. This form of
interaction is denoted by the shorthand LXLY.
The allowed interaction pairs are divided into two categories: short and long range.
Interactions that are deemed short range are treated ab initio, while those that are
considered long range are treated perturbatively. The cutoff between long and short is
controlled by a distance based parameter, dtol. For each LX-LY pair the minimum ratio
of the atom-atom distance to Van der Waals radii (rV dW ), denoted dV dW , is determined
as:
dV dW = min
( ||~rm − ~rn||
rVdWm + rVdWn
)
(3.5)
where the indices m and n run over all atoms in the LX and LY fragments respec-
tively. If this is less than the cutoff dtol, then the interaction is considered short range.
Determination of an optimum value for dtol is one of the goals of this work.
Another important parameter is the size of the interacted fragments. Larger frag-
ments should give more accurate interactions, though at a significantly increased cost.
Determination of an ideal Level for the pairwise interacted fragments is thus another
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important goal.
The interaction of pairs of fragments that are separated by more than dtol also make
a contribution to the total molecular energy, and hence a contribution to the chemical
shielding tensor, via Eqn. 2.10. In applications of SMFA to the evaluation of molecular
energies, these long range fragment-fragment interactions are evaluated using perturba-
tion theory.127 Here the contributions of these long range interactions to the chemical
shielding tensors of the fragment nuclei can be directly evaluated using perturbation
theory. These perturbative contributions are commonly denoted as “McConnell correc-
tions”.42
Each fragment, Fj , has a magnetic susceptibility tensor, χ¯j . An external magnetic
field induces a magnetic field proportional to χ¯j , which in turn produces a correction
to the chemical shielding tensor in atom k in fragment i. If fragments j and i are well
separated, the McConnell correction (δσ¯k) is:
δσ¯k =
χ¯j
r3kj
− χ¯j · ~rkj · ~r
T
kj
r5kj
(3.6)
where ~rkj is the vector connecting atom k (in fragment i) with fragment j. There is some
arbitrariness in the choice of origin for fragment j. For this work we have proceeded as
recommended in Ref. 42 and chosen the centre of nuclear charge of fragment j to be the
origin for the purposes of this equation.
Adding the McConnell correction to the terms already described gives a total equa-
tion for the shielding of nucleus k:
σk =
Nfrag∑
i=1
ciσk(Fi)
+
NfragX∑
i=1
NfragY∑
j=1;
dV dW<dtol
cicj(σk(FiFj)− σk(Fi)) (3.7)
+
NfragX∑
i=1
NfragY∑
j=1;
dV dW>dtol
tr
( χ¯j
r3kj
− χ¯j · ~rkj · ~r
T
kj
r5kj
)
where nucleus k is in fragment i but not fragment j, and tr denotes the trace of the
tensor.
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Embedded Charges.
It has been demonstrated for a number of fragmentation methods90,91,125,128,129 that the
ab initio energies in Eqn. 3.2 and Eqn. 3.4 provide more accurate estimates of the total
molecular energy when evaluated in the presence of embedded charges that represent the
charge distribution in the remainder of the molecule. We have verified that similarly sig-
nificant improvement in the accuracy of calculated chemical shielding tensors is obtained
by using such embedded charges. The embedded charges used in this work have been
evaluated using the method of earlier work95 with some modifications. The background
electrostatic environment was approximated by placing distributed multipoles on each
atom, using Stone’s method.96 Using fragmentation, the charges and multipole moments
for nucleus k were calculated as:
q(k) =
Nfrag∑
i=1
ciq(k, i) (3.8)
where q(k) is the charge (or multipole moment) of nucleus k, and q(k, i) is the charge
(or multipole moment) of nucleus k in fragment Fi.
Charges on capping hydrogen atoms were assigned to the heavy atoms to which they
are bonded. Multipoles up to second order were employed. The efficacy of using natural
population analysis charges97,98 was also explored, but found to produce less accurate
shieldings.
A possible improvement, which would more accurately represent the charge environ-
ment experienced by the fragments, would be to calculate the charges iteratively in the
presence of the charges from the remainder of the molecule, allowing them to polarise
the fragments in which the charges are contained. Under this method the charges and
multipoles are calculated as:
q(k) =
Nfrag∑
i=1
ciq(k, i; {q(l), l /∈ Fi}) (3.9)
where {q(l), l /∈ Fi} is used to indicate that the calculation for fragment Fi is performed in
the presence of all charges and multipoles not in the fragment. The number of iterations
required for the calculated charges to converge will also be investigated.
The hydrogen caps can appear as close as 0.5 A˚ to the nearest background charges,
leading to spurious interactions. These interactions largely cancel when similar fragments
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are subtracted, but it is possible to further reduce their impact by moving the nearest
charges further away along the bond axis. This concept has been explored previously in
Ref. 95. The distance that the nearest charges are moved is controlled by the “Move”
parameter, with the new coordinates given by:
~xn = ~xo +M(~xo − ~xcap) (3.10)
where ~xo and ~xn are the old and new coordinates of the charges respectively, ~xcap are the
coordinates of the capping atom and M is the Move parameter. The default calculation,
with the charges unmoved, corresponds to setting M = 1.
Previous studies have also indicated that preserving the overall background charge
provides more accurate molecular energies.130 However, Eqn. 3.9 can result in the sum
of all background charges deviating very slightly from an integer value. As this may
conceivably result in errors, methods for rounding the background charge distribution
were explored.
In the simplest of these methods, referred to as Method 1, the fractional excess
charge is divided evenly between the background charges. As nearer charges will likely
have a greater impact on the shieldings, an alternative method was explored, in which
the proportion of the excess charge received by any given charge is proportional to the
distance away from the fragment squared. This is referred to as Method 2. Another
possible method for preserving the total background charge is to calculate the charges
at Level 0, which corresponds to dividing the molecule into disjoint functional groups.
As the calculation for each group is performed in isolation, this ensures that each group
is assigned an integer charge. All three of these methods were explored.
3.3.2 Molecules Chosen
Calculations were performed on a collection of 15 moderate sized organic molecules with
a variety of structures. The test set includes α-helix and β-sheet like peptides as well as
lipids, phospholipids, and sugars. These molecules contain between 47 and 110 atoms,
with an average of 79 atoms per molecule. Amongst these there are 616 hydrogens, 368
carbons, 57 nitrogens and 131 oxygens. Four of these molecules contain formal charges:
two molecules are zwitterions with two charged sites each (+1 and -1), one is a zwitterion
with four charged sites (+1, -1, +1, -1) and one molecule is a dication with two charged
sites (+1, +1).
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Coordinates for all molecules can be found in Tables A.1-A.15. The coordinates
of 12 of these molecules were obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database,5 and
have not been modified. The coordinates of three molecules (denoted GelA, GelB and
(Gly)12) were obtained from Ref. 131 as structures optimised at the HF/6-31G(d) level
of theory. Visual representations of the structures of all 15 molecules are also contained
in section A.1.2 of the Appendix. To assess the error associated with the fragmentation
approximation, the shieldings calculated at each Level of fragmentation were compared
with those calculated for the full molecule at the same level of theory. Mean absolute
deviations from the full molecule shieldings are evaluated over all nuclei of a given type
across the 15 molecules in the test set.
3.3.3 Computational Details
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian09 program package.6 GIAOs were
used to ensure gauge invariance. Background multipoles were calculated up to second
order using GDMA2.96 Calculations for all systems were performed ab initio and in
vacuo at HF with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.
It should be noted that this level of theory and basis set is not recommended for
practical calculations. The accurate reproduction of experimental results would likely
require calculations of at least MP2 quality with a quadruple zeta basis set.41,55,132
However, the full molecule calculations required to gauge the accuracy of SMFA are not
feasible at such a high level of ab initio theory. Nonetheless, it is useful to investigate
the accuracy of SMFA chemical shieldings for different basis sets and levels of theory.
To this end, additional calculations were performed at B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p), MP2/6-
31G, HF/6-31G and HF/6-311++G(d,p) on 3 molecules from the test set: BAVCAC,
ZEVHIR and GelB. These molecules were chosen as they are broadly representative of
the molecules in this test set, while still being small enough for calculations to be feasible
at the more expensive model chemistries. All shieldings are reported in ppm.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Background Charge Optimisation
The impact of modifying the background charges is explored in Table 3.1. Results
are only displayed for hydrogens since the heavier nuclei exhibit similar trends. While
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Table 3.1: MAD of hydrogens from the full molecule shieldings. Fragmentation was
perfomed at Level 5 with L1L1 through space interactions. Background charges were
calculated using several variations of the default (M = 1).
Charges Hydrogen MAD
Default 0.076
M = 3 0.066
Charges Adjusted Method 1 0.077
Charges Adjusted Method 2 0.074
Level 0 Charges 0.037
the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) from the full molecule values with the default
charge distribution is within the cutoff of 0.1 ppm, it should be considered that this was
achieved at Level 5 fragmentation, and fragments at Level 5 are larger than ideal for
the purposes of practical calculations. Setting the Move parameter to 3, the optimum
value determined in Ref. 95, reduces the MAD by 0.01 ppm. In contrast, adjusting the
background charges to ensure that an integer charge is maintained has little impact. By
far the greatest reduction in error is observed when Level 0 charges are employed, with
an MAD of half the value achieved using the default charge distribution. The precise
cause of this is not clear, though it is possible that Level 0 charges represent the most
effective means of ensuring that the net background charge is preserved. As the errors
achieved with Level 0 charges are the lowest amongst the investigated methods, this
charge distribution is employed for the remainder of this work.
Further improvements could conceivably be achieved if the charge calculation was
iterated until convergence. The number of iterations required to achieve convergence is
investigated in Fig. 3.1. From this figure it can be seen that by the time 7 iterations have
been performed, the background charges, dipoles and quadrupoles are effectively con-
verged. Thus, the background charges calculation are iterated 7 times in all subsequent
shielding calculations.
3.4.2 Interaction Radii Cutoff
Prior to determining the ideal cutoff radii for the ab initio through space interactions,
it is worthwhile investigating the ideal Level of fragmentation to be employed for the
interacting fragments. Several combinations of Levels are shown in Table 3.2. These
calculations were expensive, and were thus performed on a subset of three molecules
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Figure 3.1: Mean absolute deviations of charges, dipoles and quadrupoles from the
corresponding values obtained after 20 iterations. Charges were calculated at Level 0 in
the presence of the charges calculated in the previous iteration.
Table 3.2: MAD of hydrogen shieldings from the corresponding full molecule values
with various Levels of ab initio through space corrections applied. The base fragment
calculation was performed at Level 4 with Level 0 background charges. Calculations
were performed on QEDSAT, ZEVHIR and (Gly)12.
Level of LX and
LY Fragments
MAD
None 0.122
L1L1 0.084
L1L2 0.086
L2L1 0.066
L2L2 0.072
L3L1 0.079
Table 3.3: Mean absolute deviations of the shielding constants from full molecule values
are shown for hydrogen atoms, with and without the McConnell correction. Results are
for dtol = 0.0 and hydrogen bonding included.
Level 2 3 4 5 6
McConnell 0.177 0.079 0.046 0.033 0.021
No McConnell 0.192 0.096 0.064 0.049 0.032
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Figure 3.2: Mean absolute deviations from full molecule calculations as a function of dtol
for hydrogens at Level 4. a) Without and b) with hydrogen bonding.
for which through space interactions were expected to be particularly important. These
molecules were QEDSAT, ZEVHIR and (Gly)12.
A cursory examination of the results indicates that the introduction of through space
interactions improves the shieldings drastically, though the Level of the interacted frag-
ments is less important. As might be expected, increasing the size of the fragment that
shieldings are extracted from (LX) improves the results, but only marginally, with L2L1
interactions yielding shieldings 0.018 ppm better than L1L1. Increasing the size of the
interacting fragment (LY), on the other hand, appears to have little effect. Further-
more, no improvement in MADs is observed upon increasing the size of fragments again
to L3L1, with results appearing slightly worse than was the case for L2L1. As increasing
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the size of interacted fragments has little impact on the accuracy of calculations, whilst
significantly increasing their computational cost, only L1L1 interactions were explored
through the remainder of this work.
The impact of varying the cutoff radii for the through space interactions is illus-
trated graphically in Fig. 3.2. Note that the effect of through space interactions over a
distance larger than dtol are accounted for using the McConnell Correction in Eqn. 3.6.
It is immediately evident from Fig. 3.2 that the inclusion of through space interactions
only reduces the mean deviations if hydrogen bonding was not included in the original
fragment calculations. This suggests that the improved errors at higher values of dtol in
Fig. 3.2a are dominated by an improved description of σ for atoms that are involved in
hydrogen bonding. Inspection of shieldings for individual nuclei confirms that for hy-
drogens, nitrogens and oxygens, all significant improvements in the predicted shielding
occurred for atoms involved in hydrogen bonding. For carbons this was not the case,
and there was no clear pattern to the improvement of errors upon inclusion of hydrogen
bonding.
Furthermore, atoms involved in hydrogen bonding display lower errors when hydro-
gen bonding is included in the fragment calculations than when it is treated through the
non-bonded correction. This is to be expected, since treating hydrogen bonds in a sim-
ilar fashion to single bonds ensures that some fragments in Eqn. 3.1 contain hydrogen
bonds with alpha, beta, gamma, etc. substituent groups, providing a more extensive
description of the chemical environment of these bonds than would be the case if such
interactions were included via Eqn. 3.4.
Overall, this suggests that the inclusion of background charges and the McConnell
correction is adequate for all non-bonded interactions except hydrogen bonds. Further-
more, treating hydrogen bonding at the original Level of fragmentation appears to be
more effective, with Mean Absolute Deviations (MADs) lower at dtol = 0 in Fig. 3.2b
than at any value of dtol in Fig. 3.2a. It should be noted, however, that this can be par-
tially ascribed to the larger average fragment size when hydrogen bonding is included.
Based on this, we conclude that the best practice is to perform calculations without
L1L1 ab initio interactions (that is, dtol = 0), and with hydrogen bonding treated in the
base fragmentation calculation. Setting dtol = 0 (the recommended value) means that
all non-bonded contributions in Eqn. 3.7 are evaluated using the McConnell correction.
The utility of the McConnell correction is illustrated in Table 3.3, from which it can
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Figure 3.3: a) Mean absolute and b) Maximum absolute deviations from full molecule
calculations. dtol = 0.0 and hydrogen bonding is included in calculations.
be seen that its inclusion reduces MADs for hydrogens by approximately 0.015 ppm at
all Levels of fragmentation except Level 6. The magnitude of the correction is similar for
heavier atoms, though owing to the larger shielding scales for these nuclei, such a result
is less significant. As the calculations necessary for performing the McConnell correction
are considerably cheaper than those associated with the first term in Eqn. 3.7, it is worth
including in all calculations for which hydrogen shieldings are of interest.
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Figure 3.4: Shieldings calculated at Level 4 with dtol = 0 and hydrogen bonding included,
are plotted against full molecule shieldings for all a) hydrogens, b) carbons, c) nitrogens,
and d) oxygens in the test set of 15 molecules.
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3.4.3 Convergence with Level of Theory
The convergence of shieldings with respect to Level of fragmentation is displayed for
hydrogens, carbons, nitrogens and oxygens in Fig. 3.3. For all types of nuclei, the MADs
converge approximately exponentially. However, this is not the case for the maximum
deviations. This demonstrates that convergence towards the full molecule results does
not occur at the same rate, and is not necessarily monotonic, for all atoms.
A consequence of this is that a small difference between shieldings for a specific
nucleus at two given Levels of fragmentation suggests, but does not guarantee, that
either Level is a good approximation to the full molecule result. This further suggests
that extrapolation of σ with respect to Level of fragmentation will not guarantee reliable
approximations to the full molecule shieldings.
Regardless, MADs for all types of nuclei are within the desired level of accuracy by
the time Level 4 fragmentation is reached, suggesting that this is a reliable Level for
practical calculations.
It should also be noted that, from an assignment perspective, the ordering of nuclei
with respect to each other is more important than the mean error. The extent to which
this will be correctly reproduced can be assessed from the scatter plots, presented in
Fig. 3.4. Inspecting these scatter plots it is evident that the most satisfactory results,
in terms of relative ordering, are for carbons, for which the results form a near perfect
straight line. Results are slightly less satisfactory for nitrogens and oxygens, though
the correct order appears to be preserved. The only nuclei for which it is clear that
misassignments may be made at this Level of fragmentation is hydrogens, for which the
ordering is incorrect in a small number of cases.
3.4.4 Level of Theory and Basis Set Dependence
MADs for hydrogen shielding constants are displayed for the various level of theory and
basis set combinations in Table 3.4. The shielding constants for other nuclei exhibit
similar trends and are hence not shown. The first three entries in Table 3.4 demonstrate
that the accuracy of SMFA is largely uninfluenced by changes in the basis set. Likewise,
the accuracy of SMFA at MP2 differs negligibly from that at HF. For B3LYP, the MAD
is more than double the corresponding value at HF, suggesting that, for this small sample
set, SMFA is less accurate for DFT calculations of NMR shieldings. However, the MAD
is below 0.1 ppm, so that SMFA still represents a reasonable approximation for the
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Table 3.4: Mean absolute deviations of the shielding constants from full molecule values
are shown for the hydrogen atoms in BAVCAC, ZEVHIR and GelB, using various model
chemistries.
Model Chemistry Hydrogen MAD
HF/6-31G 0.042
HF/6-31++G(d,p) 0.038
HF/6-311++G(d,p) 0.036
B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) 0.098
MP2/6-31G 0.043
shieldings calculated with B3LYP.
3.4.5 Computational Cost
Table 3.5: Total CPU times (in hours) for the 15 molecules in the test set at Level 4
and for the complete molecule.
Total Number
of Basis
Functions
Number of
Fragments at
Level 4
Average Number
of Atoms
per Fragment
Level 4
CPU
Time
Full
Molecule
CPU Time
GENTBS01 569 29 18.17 1.321 1.264
BAVCAC 581 25 17.56 0.959 1.312
BDGPGL 581 32 16.96 1.069 1.631
QAJZAC 701 15 16.93 1.176 2.674
NIYBIG 776 39 16.51 1.474 4.353
ZEVHIR 942 13 38.53 15.030 9.284
QEVKOR 957 44 23.47 7.461 7.363
KIVDIC 974 41 23.90 8.841 9.622
BIHYAS10 1092 33 32.69 17.675 16.300
QEDSAT 1105 19 32.36 17.403 14.532
GelB 1114 53 16.71 1.394 4.511
GelA 1134 41 21.02 7.851 7.394
(Gly)12 1265 43 44.65 61.654 9.801
HEBLIJ 1336 55 39.60 58.492 31.615
DOSLED 1430 21 27.04 13.922 31.416
The CPU times for the full molecule and SMFA Level 4 calculations at HF/6-
31++G(d,p) are displayed in Table 3.5 for the 15 molecules in the test set. The corre-
sponding results for SMFA Levels 3 and 4, at MP2/6-31G, are presented in Table 3.6
for BAVCAC, ZEVHIR and GelB. Table 3.5 shows that, for a number of molecules, the
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Table 3.6: The total CPU time (in hours) at MP2/6-31G is shown for BAVCAC,
ZEVHIR and GelB, for the whole molecule calculation and SMFA Levels 3 and 4.
Molecule
Full Molecule
CPU Time
Level 3
CPU Time
Level 4
CPU Time
BAVCAC 9.31 0.32 0.79
ZEVHIR 151.25 27.03 66.45
GelB 324.12 0.61 1.28
Table 3.7: The effective wall time (in hours) at MP2/6-31G is shown for BAVCAC,
ZEVHIR and GelB, for the whole molecule calculation and SMFA Levels 3 and 4. The
maximum possible eight processors were used for each individual ab initio calculation.
For SMFA calculations, the wall time is that for the largest fragment calculation.
Molecule
Full Molecule
Wall Time
Level 3
Wall Time
Level 4
Wall Time
BAVCAC 1.164 0.005 0.019
ZEVHIR 18.906 0.689 2.063
GelB 40.515 0.016 0.025
HF/6-31++G(d,p) Level 4 calculation proved more computationally expensive than the
full molecule calculation. The large variation observed for SMFA CPU times in Table 3.5
is due primarily to structural differences between the molecules in the test set, rather
than to system size. In particular, the most expensive calculations are for molecules
that produce the largest fragments. These are typically peptides with extensive hydro-
gen bonding, since amides are treated as a single group in SMFA and hydrogen bonding
results in small ring structures. The large variation in CPU times can also be clearly
seen in Table 3.6 for MP2/6-31G, where Level 4 calculations for ZEVHIR are more ex-
pensive than those for GelB by a factor of 50. This is despite GelB having 102 atoms
while ZEVHIR has only 79, and is due to the two molecules producing fragments with
an average of 16.71 and 38.53 atoms respectively.
Nonetheless, the computational advantage of using fragmentation becomes more sig-
nificant with larger systems or higher levels of theory. The latter point is again evident
in Table 3.6, with even the most expensive SMFA calculation proving 2.5 times faster
than its full molecule counterpart. One additional advantage of using SMFA is that an
increase in system size will increase the number of calculations, but will not increase
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the size of the individual fragment calculations, thereby keeping the largest system cal-
culations within the realm of feasibility. In addition, SMFA is readily amenable to
parallelisation, since the calculations for each fragment are independent. As a conse-
quence, each fragment calculation can be run on separate CPUs, and the effective wall
time is simply the CPU time of the largest fragment calculation. For the full molecule,
the Gaussian09 calculation is only partly parallel, and limited to eight processors. The
wall times for the full molecule and SMFA calculations are displayed in Table 3.7.
3.5 Conclusions
SMFA has been shown here to reproduce whole molecule values of NMR shielding con-
stants for H, C, N, and O atoms with MADs of 0.046, 0.26, 0.24 and 1.04 ppm, respec-
tively, at Level 4. This is comparable to previously reported ab initio shielding constants
obtained via fragmentation.84,102,110,122 Due mostly to the different ways that fragments
are defined in different algorithms, SMFA generally produces the smallest fragments of
all algorithms. The ability to produce comparable accuracy using smaller fragments is
likely due to two factors; the inclusion of hydrogen bonding in the primary molecular
fragmentation, and the use of the McConnell correction to describe all non-bonded ef-
fects. In addition to reducing the size of the fragments required for the determination
of accurate shieldings, SMFA provides accurate calculations without ab initio through
space corrections. It should be noted, however, that the errors introduced by the frag-
mentation approximation are within acceptable limits for all algorithms.
Chapter 4
Locally Dense Basis Sets
4.1 Introduction
The choice of basis set has historically been a central concern for the prediction of NMR
parameters. In early years this was due to the gauge origin problem,133 though even since
its effective resolution59–64,66,68,134 it has been noted that large basis sets are required
for reliable predictions.135,136 In particular, NMR parameters, being predominantly local
properties,42 benefit from tighter Gaussians than provided by the standard, energy op-
timised, basis functions.55,56,137–145 The development of separately optimised basis sets
for NMR parameters therefore reduces the computational cost associated with attaining
a desired level of accuracy.
For chemical shieldings one such specifically optimised basis set series is pcS-n, de-
veloped by Jensen.55 These were developed from the polarisation consistent basis sets
through the addition of tight p-functions, which were discovered in a previous study56
to improve the predicted Paramagnetic Spin-Orbit (PSO) component of the spin-spin
coupling. The operator for this component is of a similar form to the operator for the
paramagnetic component of the shielding constant.
The pcS-n basis sets were designed for the purpose of rapid convergence at the DFT
level, though they have found additional use in post-HF methods.132,146 The rate of
convergence at post-HF levels has, however, not been investigated.
The local nature of shieldings has prompted the suggestion that large basis sets are
only required in the vicinity of the nuclei under study, and that significant computational
savings can be made by utilising smaller basis sets elsewhere in the molecule. This
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Locally Dense Basis Set (LDBS) approximation was first explored in Ref. 57, and has
been in common usage since.147,148 While it has been noted that chemically intuitive
partitionings yield better results,58 to the best of our knowledge no systematic study
of partitioning schemes to determine the requirements for accurate shieldings has been
performed.
The LDBS approximation has also been employed in the calculation of other prop-
erties, with mixed results.147,149,150 In particular, calculations of the molecular energy
have been attempted. This however is a global property, hence calculations of the energy
can not be expected to be accurate. The danger of introducing locally dense basis sets,
particularly for non-local properties, is that it introduces spurious dipoles, as electrons
migrate from regions with few basis functions to regions that are well populated.
4.2 Chapter Objectives
The goals of this chapter are thus twofold: to compare basis set convergence of the
pcS-n series with other standard basis sets at post-HF levels of theory, represented
here by MP2; and to conduct a systematic study of partitioning schemes for the LDBS
approximation.
The first phase is necessary, as the utility of the pcS-n basis set series is largely
unbenchmarked for post-HF methods, and convergence towards the Complete Basis Set
(CBS) limit is often significantly slower at these levels of theory.56 These calculations will
serve to establish the most appropriate family of basis sets for NMR shielding calculations
at post-HF levels.
Similarly, a systematic investigation of partitioning schemes for locally dense basis
sets will aid in establishing which regions of a molecule can be reasonably given a small
basis set, and the computational savings associated with doing so. This is an essential
step towards reducing the computational expense for large molecules.
4.3 Method
Calculations of NMR shielding constants have been carried out at the HF, MP2, B3LYP
and KT3 levels of theory using the Gaussian096 and DALTON20117 program packages.
In all cases the GIAO technique was utilised to ensure gauge independence. Since this
study is concerned with convergence of shielding constants with basis set size, the molec-
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ular geometries employed are not particularly significant. All calculations have been
carried out at the HF/cc-pVDZ equilibrium geometry. The geometries of all molecules
studied are presented in Tables A.16-A.83. No vibrational or thermal averaging of the
shielding constants has been undertaken, although this would be necessary for compar-
ison with experimental values.
4.3.1 Basis Set Convergence
The rate of convergence of MP2 shielding constants with the number of basis functions
was examined for several common types of basis set: Jensen’s pcS-n and aug-pcS-n
bases with n=0-4;55 Dunning’s cc-pVxZ,47,48 aug-cc-pVxZ50 and cc-pCVxZ51 bases
with x=D, T, Q, 5; the Pople style bases STO-3G, 6-31G** and 6-311G(2df,2pd);43–46
and Ahlrich’s SVP,52 TZV53 and QZVP54 bases. Basis sets not featured in the standard
implementation for each program package were obtained from EMSL.151 Given the high
computational cost of these MP2 calculations, shielding constants were evaluated for all
atoms in a test set of relatively small molecules: NH3, H2O, HF, CH4, C2H4, C2H2, HCN,
CH3F, F2, CO and N2. Aside from ensuring tractability, these molecules were chosen for
possessing lone pairs and/or multiple bonds (methane being the sole exception), and thus
representing cases for which correlation might be important. Given that Jensen’s pcS-n
and aug-pcS-n basis sets have been shown to provide rapid convergence for shielding
constants at DFT levels, the largest basis set (aug-pcS-4) has been taken to represent
the basis set limit. Hence, all shielding constants are presented relative to the MP2/aug-
pcS-4 value.
4.3.2 Locally Dense Basis Sets
All calculations with locally dense basis sets have been carried out using the HF, B3LYP
and KT3 methods, and the pcS-n basis sets. When investigating basis set partitionings
we distinguish between through bond and through space interactions. Through bond
effects are those that occur between atoms that are close in the sense of connectivity,
namely they are separated by only a few bonds. Through space interactions are those
that occur between atoms that are in close spatial proximity, but well separated in
terms of connectivity. The distinction was largely practical, as through bond effects can
be investigated for relatively small and simple molecules, while through space effects
require molecules that are large enough to have groups that are well separated in terms
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of connectivity. For this reason we group delocalised pi-systems together with through
space interactions, even though this is a through bond effect, since it requires larger
systems to investigate.
When investigating through bond effects, calculations were performed on the fol-
lowing molecules: 2-methoxyethylamine, 1,2-diaminoethane, methylethylamine, diethy-
lamine, 1,3-diaminopropane, 3-hydroxy-1-aminopropane, azetidine, pyrollidine, n-propyl-
amine, cyclopropylamine, isopropylamine, cyclobutylamine, propylene imine, allylamine,
n-Butylamine, n-propanol, i-propanol, n-butanol, i-butanol, s-butanol, t-butanol, 2-
chloroethanol, isobutylamine, ethandiol, 2-aminoethanol, allyl alcohol, sec-butylamine
and tert-butylamine. Coordinates for this test set can be found in Tables A.27-A.54.
These molecules are within a size range of 4-5 heavy atoms, and are thus small enough
that uniform pcS-4 calculations are feasible, though large enough to contain functional
groups with α, β, and more distant substituent groups. None of these molecules have
appreciable through space interactions, and they thus represent an appropriate test set
for examining through bond effects. There are a total of 244 hydrogen and 126 heavy
atoms in these molecules.
For the purpose of investigating through space effects, molecules with some form of
long range interactions (ie. explicit charges, intramolecular hydrogen bonds and delo-
calised systems) were selected. Calculations were performed on the following molecules:
2-aminopropanol, aniline, anisole, benzene, butanal, butanone, ethanoic acid (depro-
tonated), ethoxybenzene, glycine (neutral and zwitterion), isopropanoic acid (depro-
tonated), 2-cyanoethanol, malondialdehyde, n-butylamine (protonated), n-propylamine
(protonated), n-methylaniline, nitrobenzene, propanal, propanamide, propanoic acid
(protonated and deprotonated), sec-butylamine (protonated), 3-aminopropanol, isobuty-
lamine (protonated), isopropylamine (protonated), acetylacetone, acrolein, acrylic acid
and allylcyanide. The coordinates for these molecules can be found in Tables A.55-A.83.
These molecules are significantly larger than those of the first test set, with the largest
containing 9 heavy atoms. For this reason the investigation was limited to the HF level
of theory. There are a total of 209 hydrogens and 160 heavy atoms in these molecules.
For both test sets the largest basis set (pcS-4) has been taken to represent the conver-
gence limit, with all shielding constants presented as deviations from the corresponding
HF, B3LYP and KT3 values obtained with the pcS-4 basis set on all atoms in the
molecule.
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The initial partitioning schemes in this work were based on connectivity rather than
distance. This allowed the effect of each atom and group to be studied systematically.
Additional distance and group based partitionings were considered to improve the shield-
ings for particular long range interactions.
Atoms are considered connected if the distance between them is less than the sum of
their covalent radii (plus a small tolerance of 0.4A˚). This criteria was chosen to reproduce
the ordinary chemical assignment of bonds. Two different schemes to partition the basis
set throughout the molecule were considered.
(i) The atom-based partition: An atom is chosen for which the shielding constant
is calculated. This is henceforth referred to as the “focus” atom. The basis set for this
atom is denoted pcSx. All atoms bonded to the focus atom are assigned a common basis,
denoted pcSy. All other atoms in the molecule are assigned a common basis, denoted
pcSz. The complete basis set is then denoted as pcSx/pcSy/pcSz.
(ii) The group based partition: The bonded atoms are assigned to groups containing
a single heavy atom and any hydrogens bonded to it. A group is chosen for which the
shielding constants are calculated. This will henceforth be referred to as the “focus”
group. The common basis set for each atom in this group is denoted pcSx. All atoms
in groups that are bonded to the focus group are assigned a common basis, denoted
pcSy. All other atoms in the molecule are assigned a common basis, denoted pcSz. The
complete basis set is then denoted as pcSx/pcSy/pcSzG.
Other group based partitions are considered, including carboxylic acids, aromatic
rings, nitro groups and amides. These are described as they are implemented. They
are, however, problematic in that they contain several heavy atoms, all of which are
assigned a pcSx basis set when part of the “focus” group. For this reason, an alternative
method of grouping, referred to as soft-grouping, is considered wherever possible for
these functional groups. Under this scheme, if the “focus” group is in a soft-group, then
the atoms in the focus group are assigned a pcSx basis set, while the remainder of the
soft-group is assigned a pcSy basis set.
In addition, distance based criteria are specified in which all atoms with a given
distance of any atom in the focus group is given a pcSy basis set.
A partitioning scheme is locally dense if:
x > y > z.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 MP2 and Uniform Basis Set Calculations
Prior to discussing data, it is important to note that the criteria for satisfactory results
depends on the nuclei under consideration. The chemical shift scale for 13C is more
than an order of magnitude larger than for 1H, while heavier nuclei such as 15N and 18O
vary over an even larger scale. For the purpose of this study, absolute deviations of 0.1
ppm for 1H and 1 ppm for all other nuclei are deemed satisfactory, as this represents
approximately 1% (or less) of the total shielding scale.
The results at MP2 for the various basis sets studied are displayed in Fig. 4.1 as a
function of the average number of basis functions per atom, taken to be the total number
of basis functions for all molecules divided by the total number of atoms for all molecules.
Comparing Jensen’s results55 with those of Fig. 4.1(b) reveals that for the pcS-n basis
set series, the reduction in MADs with increasing n is slower for MP2 than for DFT
methods. Nonetheless, convergence of shielding constants towards the basis set limit at
MP2 is more rapid for pcS-n than for the other basis sets studied, indicating that these
bases represent a sensible choice for shielding calculations at the MP2 level. We note
in passing that the corresponding MADs for HF/pcS-n shielding constant calculations
demonstrate more rapid convergence to the basis set limit than observed for the MP2
calculations of Fig. 4.1.
The similarity in convergence for the pcS-n and aug-pcS-n basis sets also indicates
that the addition of diffuse functions only improves shielding predictions to the extent
that they add basis functions. This has been observed previously by Jensen.55
The results of uniform basis set calculations at the HF, B3LYP and KT3 levels for the
28 molecules used in the LDBS study are displayed in Fig. 4.2 for hydrogens. From this
figure it is evident that convergence is essentially achieved by the time pcS-3 is reached.
These results also confirm the assertion made by Jensen that rates of convergence at
DFT and HF are similar.55
As a final note, one practical consequence of the difference in rates of convergence
between MP2 and HF or DFT150 is that a partitioning scheme deemed satisfactory in
the following section may be less so at the MP2 level.
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Figure 4.1: Mean absolute deviation from MP2/aug-pcS-4 shieldings as a function of
the average number of basis functions per atom. a) hydrogens and b) non-hydrogens.
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Figure 4.2: Mean absolute deviations from pcS-4 shieldings for hydrogens with the pcS-n
basis set.
4.4.2 Through Bond Effects
An initial indication of the effect of locally dense basis sets on the shielding of the focus
atom was obtained by placing a pcS-4 basis set on the focus atom alone, and varying
the basis set in the remainder of the molecule. The MADs for calculations on the set of
28 molecules are presented in Fig. 4.3. For hydrogens it can be seen that satisfactory
results are achieved with the pcS4/pcS2/pcS2 partitioning, while for non-hydrogens the
desired accuracy is achieved at pcS4/pcS1/pcS1. This indicates that a large basis set is
only required on the focus atom, with a moderate basis set sufficing in all other parts
of the molecule. Group based calculations mirrored these results, exhibiting a slightly
more rapid convergence towards the basis set limit.
To investigate the possibility of using smaller basis sets in the distal regions of the
molecule, calculations were performed with the pcS4/pcSn/pcS0 and pcS4/pcSn/pcS0G
partitionings. MADs and maximal deviations with the group based partitioning are
displayed for hydrogens in Fig. 4.4. Whilst it can be seen that average deviations slowly
converge towards the basis set limit, the same behaviour is not observed for the maximal
deviations, which remain well above the desired level of accuracy. Since, for this set of
molecules, the pcS4/pcS4/pcS0G partitioning generally assigns the pcS-0 basis set to
only one or two groups, this implies that pcS-1 or higher is required in all portions of
the molecule, at least in systems of the size studied in this work.
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Figure 4.3: Mean absolute deviations from pcS-4 shieldings with a pcS-4 basis set on the
focus atom and pcS-n on the remainder of the molecule. a) hydrogens b) non-hydrogens.
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Figure 4.4: a) Mean absolute and b) maximal deviations from pcS-4 shieldings for hy-
drogens with the pcS4/pcSn/pcS0 partitioning.
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Figure 4.5: Mean absolute deviations from pcS-4 shieldings for non-hydrogens with the
pcS4/pcSn/pcS0G partitioning.
Results for non-hydrogens are similar, the only notable difference being the relative
convergence behaviour of the levels of theory studied. This is evident from the MADs
presented in Fig. 4.5. Maximal deviations (not shown) again indicate that at least a
pcS-1 basis set is required in all portions of the molecule. This being the case, it can be
concluded that the previously explored pcS4/pcS1/pcS1 partitioning (see Fig. 4.3(a))
represents an appropriate choice for non-hydrogen shieldings. Further calculations will
thus focus on determining appropriate partitioning schemes for hydrogens.
As a final note on non-hydrogen results, the difference in errors between the pcS4/
pcS0/pcS0, pcS4/pcS0/pcS0G and pcS4/pcS4/pcS0 partitionings provide an indication
of the relative importance of hydrogens and heavy atoms directly bonded to those species.
For any given non-hydrogen, the first and second schemes differ only in having pcS-0
and pcS-4 basis sets on attached hydrogens (if they exist), while the second and third
schemes differ only in having pcS-0 and pcS-4 basis sets on adjacent heavy atoms. MADs
for non-hydrogens at these levels were 1.07, 0.787 and 0.407 respectively. While this is
far from rigorous, it provides some support for the conclusion that adjacent heavy atoms
influence shieldings more strongly than adjacent hydrogens, a conclusion that has been
previously made by others.118
With a view towards decreasing the computational cost associated with obtaining
hydrogen shieldings, calculations were performed with the pcS4/pcSn/pcS1 atom and
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group based partitionings. Group based MADs and maximal deviations are displayed
in Fig. 4.6. While improvement is consistent between the levels studied in going from
n=1 to n=2, the benefit of increasing n to 3 is more variable. Since both average and
maximal deviations are satisfactory with n=2, and CPU time was a factor of 3 greater
with n=3, the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning is recommended.
Results with atom based partitionings were similar, though convergence towards the
basis set limit was less rapid. The predominant cause of this is that, while the focus
atom is given a pcS-4 basis set, other hydrogens bonded to the same parent are given
a pcS-1 basis set under this scheme. For this reason, group based partitionings are to
be preferred for practical hydrogen shielding calculations. Adopting this scheme also
presents the advantage of yielding accurate non-hydrogen shieldings, should they be
desired.
As it was noted previously that deviations between pcS-3 and pcS-4 in unpartitioned
calculations were small, the possibility of using pcS-3 in place of pcS-4 on the focus group
was evaluated. MADs for the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G and pcS3/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning are
virtually identical for hydrogens, though for non-hydrogens they are 0.170 and 0.328
respectively. The majority of this difference is due to the oxygen and nitrogen atoms
within the test set, which, if examined separately, have MADs of 0.421 and 0.720 for the
two schemes. Shieldings with the pcS3/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning are compared to those
obtained through full molecule pcS-4 calculations in Fig. 4.7 for hydrogens and carbons.
While the correlation is evidently better for carbons, it is fair to conclude that it is
satisfactory for both types of atoms, and this method thus represents a good balance of
computational cost and accuracy for these nuclei.
In addition, the possibility of reducing the basis set size further by replacing pcS-n
with pc-n in the distal and adjacent regions was investigated: the localised basis set
pcS3/pcS2/pcS1G was replaced by pcS3/pcS2/pc1G and pcS3/pc2/pc1G. While this
slightly reduced the total number of basis functions, the mean absolute and maximal
errors were found to increase significantly. Hence this approach was not further pursued.
An indication of the relative computational cost of the various schemes is given in
Table 4.1. It is evident from these results that the recommended partitionings represent a
significant reduction in computation time, even though separate calculations are required
for each atom or group. Furthermore, the relative computational saving is expected to
become more pronounced as the system size is increased.
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Figure 4.6: a) Mean absolute and b) maximal deviations from pcS-4 shieldings for hy-
drogens with the pcS4/pcSn/pcS1G partitioning.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the shieldings obtained using the pcS3/pcS2/pcS1G parti-
tioning and pcS-4 on all atoms for a) hydrogens and b) carbons.
Table 4.1: The number of CPU hours required to obtain NMR shieldings at KT3 for all
nuclei in a molecule, averaged over the 28 molecules in the test set.
Average CPU
Basis Set Time (hours)
pcS-4 256.67
pcS-3 31.51
pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G 20.19
pcS4/pcS1/pcS1 12.25
pcS3/pcS2/pcS1G 5.69
4.4.3 Through Space Interactions
When the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning scheme is applied to the second test set, it
yields the results displayed in the first row of Table 4.2. While the MADs are at the
required level for some atoms, the maximal deviations are not. The least satisfactory
results occur for the hydrogens and oxygens. If the errors are examined in detail then
it can be seen that the largest errors for hydrogens occur in hydrogen bonded systems,
while the largest error for oxygens occur in deprotonated carboxylic acids. This is
unsurprising, since electron density is delocalised in both these systems, though the
partitioning assigns a pcS-1 basis set to all heavy atoms that are not directly connected
to the group. The oxygen is chemically equivalent to the other carboxylic oxygen, but
with one given a pcS-4 basis set while the other receives pcS-1, more of the charge will
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migrate to the oxygen that the calculation is being carried out on, thus giving it an
artificial excess of negative charge.
Table 4.2: Deviations from HF/pcS-4 shieldings
Partitioning H C N O
Scheme MAD Max MAD Max MAD Max MAD Max
a 0.050 0.305 0.374 1.660 0.444 1.558 3.804 10.701
b 0.041 0.138 0.219 0.627 0.233 0.749 0.958 2.876
c 0.033 0.124 0.122 0.798 0.198 0.749 0.865 2.876
d 0.031 0.112 0.117 0.798 0.199 0.749 0.319 1.046
e 0.045 0.192 0.374 1.660 0.258 0.749 1.189 5.560
f 0.035 0.112 0.228 0.627 0.420 1.558 1.097 7.687
g 0.035 0.112 0.226 0.627 0.288 0.749 0.406 1.334
a the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning.
b the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with all groups that are within 2.5 A˚ given
the pcS-2 basis set.
c the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with all groups that are within 3.0 A˚ given
the pcS-2 basis set.
d the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with all groups that are within 3.0 A˚ given
the pcS-2 basis set and carboxylic acids treated as a group.
e the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with all oxygens and nitrogens that are within
3.0 A˚ of a hydrogen given the pcS-2 basis set and carboxylic acids treated as a
group.
f the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with all oxygens, nitrogens, carbons and hy-
drogens that are within 3.0 A˚, 3.0 A˚, 2.6 A˚ and 2.5 A˚ of a hydrogen given the
pcS-2 basis set, carboxylic acids treated as a group and aromatic rings treated as a
soft-group.
g the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with all oxygens, nitrogens, carbons and hy-
drogens that are within 3.0 A˚, 3.0 A˚, 2.6 A˚ and 2.5 A˚ of a hydrogen, and all
hydrogens within 2.0 A˚ of an oxygen given the pcS-2 basis set. Carboxylic acids are
treated as a group and aromatic rings, nitros and amides are treated as a soft-group.
Hydrogen bonded systems can be appropriately treated by introducing a distance
based criteria in addition to the bond based one. As the majority of deviations greater
that 0.1 ppm occur for hydrogens within 2.5 A˚ of the atom they are interacting with, a
pcS-2 basis set was given to all groups within this distance. This is labelled partition-
ing scheme b in Table 4.2. The errors under this partitioning scheme are significantly
reduced, though the maximum error still occurs for a hydrogen bonded hydrogen in
glycine, at a distance of 2.6 A˚ from the oxygen it is interacting with. If the distance
based cutoff is increased to 3.0 A˚ then the results labelled c in Table 4.2 are obtained.
In addition to improving the shieldings of hydrogens, it can seen from row b and c of
Table 4.2 that the introduction of a distance based cutoff reduces the maximal errors for
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oxygens. This occurs since the typical distance between two oxygens in a deprotonated
carboxylic acid is less than 2.3 A˚. As a result, the distance based criteria ensures that
when one oxygen is the “focus group”, the other receives a pcS-2 basis set. This is still
unsatisfactory, as the two oxygens are chemically equivalent and the negative charge is
delocalised between them. In order to reflect this, carboxylic acids can be treated as a
group, thus ensuring that both oxygens receive a pcS-4 basis set. The results from this
partitioning scheme are displayed in row d of Table 4.2. Under this scheme, the maximal
errors for all atoms are satisfactory, however, if the allocation of basis sets is examined
in detail it can be seen that in many cases the majority of the molecule is assigned a
pcS-2 basis set. This is excessive, and does not appropriately test the impact of having
a pcS-1 basis set in the more distal portions of the molecule.
A more computationally efficient paritioning could be achieved if the distance based
criteria was only introduced for hydrogens involved in hydrogen bonding. If this is done,
then the results in row e of Table 4.2 are obtained. The errors for this partitioning
are noticeably greater than those in row d for hydrogens, carbons and oxygens. For
hydrogens the maximal errors occur for atoms that are in close through space proximity
to carbons or other hydrogens, suggesting that a distance based cut-off should be in-
troduced for these. All significant deviations occur for hydrogens within 2.5 A˚ of other
hydrogens or within 2.6 A˚ of a carbon. The largest errors for carbons occur for the atoms
in an aromatic system immediately adjacent to a substituent. This could be resolved
by treating aromatic systems as a soft-group, thus ensuring that the substituent group
would receive a pcS-2 basis set. With these two modifications, the results in row f of
Table 4.2 are achieved.
Results from this partitioning are considerably improved for hydrogens and carbons,
though worse for nitrogens and oxygens. Close inspection reveals that the largest errors
occur for oxygens involved in hydrogen bonds, nitro groups and amides. Treating amide
and nitro group as soft-groups and giving a pcS-2 basis set to all hydrogens within 2.0
A˚ of an oxygen yields the results in row g of Table 4.2. These deviations are comparable
to those achieved in row d for all atoms, while significantly reducing the proportion of a
molecule given the pcS-2 basis set. The errors are graphed below in Fig. 4.8, in a similar
format to the graphs shown earlier.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the shieldings obtained with pcS-4 on all atoms and those ob-
tained using the pcS4/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning with carboxylic acids treated as groups,
aromatics, amides and nitros treated as soft-groups, and all oxygens, nitrogens, carbons
and hydrogens within 3.0 A˚, 3.0 A˚, 2.6 A˚ and 2.5 A˚ of a hydrogen, or hydrogens within
2.0 A˚ of an oxygen given a pcS-2 basis set. Shieldings are displayed for a) hydrogens, b)
carbons, c) nitrogens and d) oxygens.
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4.5 Conclusions
It has been successfully demonstrated that for nuclear magnetic shieldings the pcS-n
basis sets converge more rapidly at MP2 than all other tested basis sets. While the
difference in convergence behaviour is not as pronounced at this level as for DFT, this
still indicates that the pcS-n basis sets are the most suitable for shielding calculations
at post-HF levels.
The examination of partitioning schemes has revealed that at least pcS-1 is re-
quired everywhere in a molecule, though it is not necessary to go beyond pcS-2 ex-
cept on the focus group. For molecules with no significant long range interactions the
pcS3/pcS2/pcS1G partitioning was found to yield satisfactory results for both hydro-
gens and carbons, while other heavy nuclei benefitted from pcS-4 on the focus group.
If only non-hydrogen shielding constants are required, the pcS4/pcS1/pcS1 partitioning
provides an economical alternative.
When long range interactions are considered a number of modifications are necessary.
The most significant of these is the treatment of hydrogen bonding, which proved par-
ticularly important for the shieldings of hydrogens and oxygens. For hydrogens, through
space interactions with carbons and other hydrogens also proved significant. Obtain-
ing accurate shieldings for oxygens required grouping of carboxylic acids, though other
delocalised systems, namely aromatics, nitros and amides, could be treated adequately
using soft-groups.
Although they have not been investigated, other delocalised systems are likely to
require similar treatment. For extended delocalised systems, and for groups involving
multiple bonds for a number of heavy atoms, such as the phosphates in DNA, grouping
is likely to be a computationally expensive endeavour, though the employment of soft-
groups may serve to mitigate this to some extent.
Also, as previously mentioned, convergence at MP2 is slower than at the other levels
of theory. Hence it is possible that the partitioning schemes presented as satisfactory
in this study will be less so at post-HF levels. This potential problem is difficult to
quantify, as calculations at MP2 with a pcS-4 basis set are impractical for any molecules
for which the partitioning schemes examined are meaningful.
It is also important to recognise that while the recommended local basis sets can
provide reliable estimates of the shielding constants, they are unlikely to yield accurate
or reliable estimates of the molecular electronic energy. If the electronic energy is re-
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quired, for example to obtain a thermal average of the shielding constants, then separate
calculations should be performed using other well-established methods and basis sets.
Finally, it should be noted that the LDBS approximation in isolation only allows for
the extension of quantitative calculations to moderate sized molecules. However, if used
in conjunction with other approximations, such as systematic fragmentation, accurate
nuclear magnetic shielding calculations on biologically relevant systems may be feasible.
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Chapter 5
Composite Methods
5.1 Introduction
The accurate prediction of NMR parameters depends heavily on the treatment of electron
correlation.31,41,132,152 While MP2153,154 and some density functional methods (such as
KT3)40 yield NMR shieldings with moderate accuracy, more reliable results are obtained
using CCSD(T)155 with large basis sets. Unfortunately, the computational time associ-
ated with CCSD(T) scales as the seventh power of the number of basis functions, N7basis.
This means that CCSD(T)/large-basis-set calculations are not feasible for molecules
with any more than approximately 10 atoms heavier than hydrogen.33 In isolation this
would not be problematic, though when combined with the basis sets required to obtain
reasonable shieldings (typically triple zeta),31,156 this makes calculations for systems the
size for the largest fragments produced in chapter 3 untenable.
One approach to circumvent this is to approximate high level of theory/large-basis-
set shieldings with composite sequences of calculations using different levels of ab initio
theory and basis sets. The most commonly utilised examples of such composite methods
are the G2 and G3 methods,71,72 though other such methods include the the Weizmann
theories,74–76 Feller-Peterson-Dixon approach77–82 and the T1 method.83 These methods
are common in ab initio calculations of molecular energies, though they have also been
explored for the purpose of NMR parameter calculations to a more limited extent.69,70
The aim of a composite method is to reproduce high level of theory/large-basis-
set results using a combination of more feasible model chemistries. Generally these
approximations rely on the assumption that the error associated with using a finite basis
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set is similar at different levels of theory. This approximation becomes more reliable as
the size of the basis set is increased, or as the treatment of correlation is improved.
The error associated with the approximation can also be greatly reduced if the basis
set is tailored specifically towards shielding calculations. One such basis set family is
the pcS-n series, developed by Jensen.55 These basis sets have been shown to converge
rapidly towards the basis set limit for shieldings, and thus represent a sensible choice for
a composite method designed to reproduce shieldings.
5.2 Chapter Objectives
The goal of this chapter is to construct a composite method that reliably approximates
CCSD(T)/CBS results, whilst remaining computationally feasible. This will involve
two phases: establishing the converge of the pcS-n basis sets towards the CBS limit, and
constructing a composite method that reliably approximates CCSD(T)/pcS-4 shieldings.
While chapter 4 illustrated that the pcS-n basis sets converged towards aug-pcS-4
level results by the time the pcS-3 basis set was employed, it is worth benchmarking
pcS-n shieldings against experimental values as this provides a more reliable foundation
for examining convergence towards the CBS limit. These calculations will also serve to
elucidate the prospective errors associated with shielding calculations at CCSD(T), and
thus the greatest accuracy we can hope to attain at this level.
5.3 Method
5.3.1 Composite Methods
The simplest form of composite method is:
Lhigh/Blarge ≈ Llow/Blarge − Llow/Bsmall + Lhigh/Bsmall (5.1)
where Lhigh and Llow are two levels of theory, with Lhigh providing the more accurate
treatment of correlation; Blarge and Bsmall are two basis sets, with Blarge being the largest;
and here L/B represents the NMR shielding constant obtained at that model chemisty.
For all calculations in this work Lhigh represents CCSD(T), and Blarge represents the
pcS-4 basis set.
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The rationale behind Eqn. 5.1 is that the basis set correction for a high level of ab
initio theory, Lhigh/Blarge − Lhigh/Bsmall, is approximately the same as the basis set
correction for a lower level of ab initio theory. The computation time for the high level
of ab initio theory scales up much more rapidly with Nbasis than does the time for the
low level of theory. The right-hand-side of Eqn. 5.1 is much faster to compute than
the left-hand-side because the high level of ab initio theory is only evaluated with the
smaller basis set.
In addition it is possible to add a further, intermediate level of theory/basis set, such
that the approximation becomes:
Lhigh/Blarge ≈ Llow/Blarge − Llow/Bmedium + Lintermediate/Bmedium
− Lintermediate/Bsmall + Lhigh/Bsmall (5.2)
This form of composite method is referred to in this work as a “Double Composite”.
The rationale behind Eqn. 5.2 is as follows: the intermediate level of theory with a
medium sized basis set should account for electron correlation reasonably well; and the
change of basis set size used for the low level of theory is reduced, which reduces the error
associated with use of this low level of theory. As we will see, Eqn. 5.2 may also allow a
reduction in the size of Bsmall, such that the calculation at the high level of theory can
be performed with a smaller basis set, and without significant loss of accuracy. In this
work MP2 is used exclusively as Lintermediate.
5.3.2 Computational Details
The accuracy of Eqn. 5.1 and Eqn. 5.2 was investigated using a test set of 27 molecules,
for which very large basis set CCSD(T) calculations of the shielding constant have been
reported in Table II of Ref. 41. These molecules are listed in Table A.111. The geome-
tries of these 27 molecules were optimised at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ in Ref. 41. Each
molecule contains no more than 3 heavy atoms. This gives a total of 20 carbon, 37
hydrogen, 8 nitrogen, 15 oxygen, 10 fluorine, 2 phosphorus, 3 silicon, 3 aluminium and
2 lithium atoms.
To compare calculated shieldings with experimental results, we have only considered
a subset of the 27 molecules, for which reliable gas-phase values are available. These
molecules contained a total of 6 carbon, 21 hydrogen, 6 nitrogen and 4 oxygen atoms.
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These molecules are also listed in Table A.112. Calculations have been carried out at the
Hartree-Fock (HF), MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory, and using density functional
theory with the B3LYP and KT3 functionals. We have used the Dalton7 and CFOUR8
program packages. In all cases the GIAO60–62 technique was utilised to ensure gauge
invariance.
5.3.3 ZPE Correction
Theoretical calculations of a shielding constant are normally carried out with a molecule
in its minimum energy geometry. However, even at zero Kelvin, a molecule has zero
point energy (ZPE), and occupies a distribution of configurations, given by the ground
state nuclear wavefunction. Hence, even at zero Kelvin, there is a difference between
the value of the shielding constant at the minimum energy geometry and the value of
the shielding constant in the ground state. Calculation of this zero-point-vibrational-
correction, δσZPE , to the shielding constant is a computationally demanding task,
120
but has been reported in Ref. 41 at B3LYP/aug-cc-pCVTZ. Subtracting δσZPE from
the experimental value of the shielding constant gives an “empirical shielding” estimate
of the value of the shielding constant at the minimum energy geometry. Note that
the experimental shielding constants have been measured at temperatures well above
absolute zero. Thermal excitations will therefore result in additional shifts to the NMR
shielding constant. Accounting for these shifts is a computationally demanding task and
has not attempted in this work.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Comparison with Experiment
Before considering the utility of composite methods, it is useful to establish the con-
vergence of theoretical approaches to experimental data. The experimental values of
the NMR shielding constant, for various nuclei in gas-phase molecules are presented in
Table II of Ref. 41. Table A.112 lists the nuclei and molecules for which gas-phase
experimental values of the shielding constant have been considered herein.
Fig. 5.1 presents the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the empirical shieldings from
the values calculated at the minimum energy geometry using the CCSD(T) method with
various basis sets.
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Figure 5.1: MADs from empirical shieldings at CCSD(T) with various basis sets in the
pcS-n series, and for CCSD(T) results from Ref. 41.
The results on the right hand side of Fig. 5.1 use the data from Ref. 41 obtained
with the Dunning type basis, aug-cc-pCVQZ, and results extrapolated to the basis set
limit, using a sequence of Dunning type basis sets.157,158 We note that the MAD in this
extrapolated limit is of the order of 0.15 ppm for hydrogen nuclei, 0.4 ppm for carbon,
3 ppm for nitrogen and 4 ppm for oxygen. For carbon, the MAD is within acceptable
limits, nearly so for hydrogen, and larger than desired for nitrogen and oxygen. For
nitrogen, the calculated shieldings appear to worsen slightly as the size of the basis
set is increased beyond pcS-2. This behaviour is consistent between the pcS-n and
Dunning’s basis sets, suggesting that there is some cancellation of error between basis
set incompleteness and possibly level of theory. Moreover, shieldings for the oxygen
nuclei appear to improve less rapidly than for the other nuclei, suggesting that achieving
accurate results for oxygen is a more computationally demanding task.
The residual MAD may be due to a number of factors, including: the neglect of
thermal effects, the approximate nature of B3LYP for the treatment of the ZPE correc-
tion, and possibly the inadequacy of the CCSD(T) method. Nonetheless, the reliability
of the CCSD(T) method with large basis sets is reasonable. Importantly, Fig. 5.1 also
shows that the pcS-n sequence of basis sets converges to the extrapolated basis set limit
very well by pcS-4. Moreover, pcS-3 values are very close to the basis set limit results,
and even pcS-2 values are reasonable. Hence, in developing composite methods, we have
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used CCSD(T)/pcS-4 shieldings as the Lhigh/Blarge “target” method, and smaller pcS-n
basis sets as Bsmall and Bmedium, in Eqn. 5.1 and Eqn. 5.2. These results also have a
broader implication in that they indicate the degree to which calculations are feasible.
The errors do not appear to be systematic in nature, which means that they will not be
reduced once a reference shielding is subtracted off them to produce a shift.
It is also notable that the results reported in Ref. 41 at aug-cc-pCVQZ are in between
those obtained at pcS-2 and pcS-3 in terms of MADs, though the basis set is roughly
equivalent to pcS-4 in terms of the number of primitives. This demonstrates that, despite
having been originally designed for use with DFT, the pcS-n basis sets converge rapidly
towards the basis set limit at post Hartree-Fock levels of theory, and represents a sensible
choice of basis set at these levels.
5.4.2 Basic Composites
The Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the lhs and rhs of Eqn. 5.1 are displayed in
Table 5.1 for various combinations of Llow and Bsmall, with CCSD(T) as Lhigh and pcS-4
as Blarge. With HF, B3LYP and KT3 as Llow, the MADs begin to approach the required
accuracy by the time Bsmall reaches pcS-2, though for all nuclei aside from carbon,
the errors are not below these criteria until pcS-3 is reached. Even for the pcS-2 and
pcS-3 basis sets, there is considerable variation in the errors between levels of theory
and nuclei. HF has an MAD which is marginally lower than those for B3LYP and
KT3 for hydrogens, but clearly higher for carbons, nitrogens and oxygens, and roughly
comparable for fluorine. Interestingly, KT3 does not appear to provide a significant
advantage over B3LYP in terms of MADs for the majority of nuclei considered here, even
though the KT3 functional was developed specifically for NMR shielding calculations.40
Unsurprisingly, the lowest MADs are achieved using MP2 as Llow. This is likely
due to the relative similarity in the treatment of electron correlation between MP2
and CCSD(T), as compared with the lack of correlation in HF and the semi-empirical
approach used in the two DFT methods. At MP2, the MADs with pcS-1 as Bsmall are
approximately equivalent to those obtained with pcS-2 at the other levels of theory. The
required accuracy for hydrogen and carbon nuclei is already achieved at this level.
Based solely on MADs there appears to be little clear advantage to using B3LYP or
KT3 over the less expensive HF method. The preferred method would depend on the
type of nuclei under consideration. While HF and DFT are considerably cheaper than
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MP2, this advantage is offset by the fact that a larger basis set is required for Bsmall in
order to attain a similar accuracy. This in turn means [see the rhs of Eqn. 5.1] that a
larger basis set will be required for the CCSD(T) calculation, and thus the composite
calculation is more expensive (and less feasible) overall. A possible means for achieving
similar results whilst avoiding these expensive CCSD(T) calculations is to employ a
double composite method.
Table 5.1: Mean absolute deviations of basic composite methods from CCSD(T)/pcS-4
shieldings for all hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and fluorine atoms in the test set.
Results are presented for various combinations of Llow and Bsmall.
Llow Bsmall H C N O F
HF
pcS-0 0.327 12.999 55.501 119.474 12.982
pcS-1 0.309 2.787 9.172 14.804 5.120
pcS-2 0.136 1.259 3.999 4.511 2.452
pcS-3 0.024 0.171 0.389 0.593 0.315
B3LYP
pcS-0 0.367 3.732 13.216 39.497 20.007
pcS-1 0.256 1.660 6.728 11.062 8.056
pcS-2 0.141 0.729 2.004 3.869 1.986
pcS-3 0.022 0.118 0.311 0.518 0.230
KT3
pcS-0 0.329 5.300 2.928 21.388 27.788
pcS-1 0.296 2.524 6.363 9.698 12.297
pcS-2 0.150 0.845 1.098 2.900 3.037
pcS-3 0.024 0.089 0.180 0.523 0.273
MP2
pcS-0 0.123 3.220 41.239 101.006 6.887
pcS-1 0.039 0.169 2.256 4.815 1.441
pcS-2 0.010 0.119 1.057 1.787 0.728
pcS-3 0.002 0.024 0.126 0.126 0.100
5.4.3 Double Composites
From the results in Table 5.1, the most appropriate double composite methods would be
those in which the lower basis set provides satisfactory results when used with MP2 and
the medium basis set provides satisfactory results with HF or DFT. Thus, pcS-1 is used
exclusively as Bsmall, while pcS-2 and pcS-3 are explored as possibilities for Bmedium.
HF and B3LYP are explored for Llow, with Lintermediate kept at MP2. The results are
shown in Table 5.2.
Comparing the entries in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, we see that the MADs labelled by
HF and pcS-2 are comparable for all nuclei except oxygens. For this case, Eqn. 5.1 and
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Eqn. 5.2 imply:
CCSD(T)/pcS-4 ≈ HF/pcS-4−HF/pcS-2 + CCSD(T)/pcS-2 (5.3)
and
CCSD(T)/pcS-4 ≈ HF/pcS-4−HF/pcS-2 + MP2/pcS-2−MP2/pcS-1
+ CCSD(T)/pcS-1 (5.4)
The computational advantage of Eqn. 5.4 over Eqn. 5.3 is that CCSD(T) calcula-
tions are only performed with the small pcS-1 basis set, though at the cost of requiring
MP2/pcS-2 calculations. From Table 5.2, we see that Eqn. 5.4 provides shielding con-
stants close to the desired accuracy for all atoms other than oxygen. The MADs are
further reduced if pcS-3 is substituted for pcS-2 in Eqn. 5.4:
CCSD(T)/pcS-4 ≈ HF/pcS-4−HF/pcS-3 + MP2/pcS-3−MP2/pcS-1
+ CCSD(T)/pcS-1 (5.5)
Previous studies1,2,70,121,159 have shown that accurate shielding constant calculations
for oxygen atoms are more demanding in terms of level of theory and basis sets than
for carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen. It is therefore fortunate that spectra for hydrogen,
carbon and nitrogen are more commonly measured and used for structural analysis than
are spectra for oxygen. As in Table 5.1, the MADs for B3LYP in Table 5.2 are not
significantly superior to those for HF. Moreover, the fact that the MADs for nitrogen
and oxygen become larger for B3LYP as the basis set is improved suggests that the
results for B3LYP with pcS-2 may have been fortuitous.
Table 5.2: Mean deviations of double composite methods from CCSD(T)/pcS-4 shield-
ings for all hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and fluorine atoms in the test set. Results
are presented for various combinations of Llow and Bmedium.
Llow Bmedium H C N O F
B3LYP
pcS-2 0.169 0.791 1.536 2.253 2.665
pcS-3 0.061 0.215 2.236 4.372 1.483
HF
pcS-2 0.164 1.290 3.337 6.132 2.481
pcS-3 0.063 0.241 2.160 4.366 1.254
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The average CPU times for the composite methods in Eqn. 5.3, Eqn. 5.4 and Eqn. 5.5
are compared to the CCSD(T)/pcS-4 CPU times in Table 5.3. From Table 5.3 it can be
seen that the employment of composite methods reduces the CPU time by approximately
a factor of 15 when compared to CCSD(T)/pcS-4.
For the molecules in this test set, the 3 recommended methods differ little in terms
of computational expense. This is because the CPU time is dominated by the HF/pcS-4
calculation, which accounts for 90% of the CPU time even in the method represented
by Eqn. 5.5. For larger molecules this will not be the case, as the N5 and N7 scaling
of MP2 and CCSD(T) respectively will ensure that these components of the composite
method will become expensive more rapidly than the HF component.
Table 5.3: CPU times (in hours) for several composite methods and the CCSD(T)/pcS-4
calculation, averaged over all of the molecules in the test set.
Composite Method CPU Time
Basic Composite (Eqn. 5.3) 2.308
Double Composite (Eqn. 5.4) 2.297
Double Composite (Eqn. 5.5) 2.537
CCSD(T)/pcS-4 34.019
5.5 Conclusions
We have shown that the pcS-n family provides a convenient sequence of basis sets that
rapidly converge CCSD(T) calculations of the chemical shielding constant to the results
of large Dunning-type basis sets, and to gas-phase experimental data. We have then
used these pcS-n basis sets to evaluate composite methods of the type shown in Eqn. 5.1
and Eqn. 5.2.
Calculations on a moderately large test set of molecules have then demonstrated that
the composite methods of Eqn. 5.3 to Eqn. 5.5 approximate the CCSD(T)/pcS-4 shield-
ing constants to acceptable accuracy. The recommended composite methods are outlined
in Eqn. 5.3 and Eqn. 5.4. While Eqn. 5.4 and Eqn. 5.5 only require CCSD(T)/pcS-1
calculations, this is at the expense of requiring MP2/pcS-2 and MP2/pcS-3 calculations
respectively. For the majority of systems this will prove to be a worthwhile tradeoff, ow-
ing to the N7basis scaling of CCSD(T), though this will depend on the size of the system
and the required accuracy.
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In many cases the cost of the MP2/pcS-2 calculations in Eqn. 5.4 and the MP2/pcS-3
calculations in Eqn. 5.5 could be substantially reduced using the local basis set method.2
The cost of the HF/pcS-4, HF/pcS-3 and HF/pcS-2 calculations could also be reduced
using local basis sets. Furthermore, the application of systematic fragmentation, as
outlined in chapter 3, would limit the size of fragments for which calculations would be
required, and could thus extend the size of systems for which composite methods could
be applied.
Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
6.1 Summary
This thesis has examined three approximations that improve the efficiency of calculations
for NMR shieldings: fragmentation, locally dense basis sets, and composite methods.
Fragmentation allows large molecules to be divided into smaller chunks, effectively
reducing the (at least) O(N4basis) scaling of computational methods to linearity. Indeed,
if sufficient processors are available, the effective wall time is independent of system size.
The ideal balance between computational cost and accuracy was achieved with Level 4
fragmentation. This allowed an accuracy of 0.1 ppm to be achieved for hydrogens and 1
ppm for heavier atoms.
In addition, the McConnell correction, when coupled with the identification of hydro-
gen bonds as single bonds, proved sufficient for the treatment of long range interactions
with the remainder of the molecule.
Finally it was found that background charges, calculated at Level 0 and iterated 7
times, yielded the most accurate approximation to the electronic environment of the full
molecule.
This approximation is key to bringing NMR calculations for proteins into the realm
of feasibility, as it allows calculations for large systems to be performed with similar
resource allocations to their smaller counterparts. Upon successful application of frag-
mentation, a large system will simply consume additional CPU time, and this can be
mitigated to a great degree by running calculations in parallel, in which case the effec-
tive CPU time is equal to the CPU time consumed by the largest fragment. This is
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particularly relevant with the advent of supercomputers that allow for the calculation
to be parallelised extensively.
Locally dense basis sets further reduce the calculation time for relatively small sys-
tems, and are ideal when paired with fragmentation. The reduction in CPU time is
in terms of the prefactor rather than the scaling, and for large systems (or fragments)
the cost continues to scale as (at least) O(N4basis). Of the approximations considered
in this work, locally dense basis sets introduced the smallest error, with the maximum
deviations falling below the desired values.
It has been established that the pcS-0 basis set cannot be utilised within the molecule
without reducing the accuracy of the calculations considerably, suggesting that it intro-
duces a steep gradient in terms of the change in number of basis functions with position.
The optimum approach combined the pcS-4, pcS-2 and pcS-1 basis sets with group
based partitioning, and additional through space criteria defined on a nuclei specific
basis. Groupings that were found necessary for reliable calculations included aromatic
rings, carbonlyls, nitrates and the grouping of hydrogen atoms to their parent heavy
atom.
For heavier atoms the atom based grouping was often adequate, though for hydrogens
group based partitioning was universally required. The effects of hydrogen bonding also
appear to be more significant for the shieldings of hydrogen atoms than the atoms they
are hydrogen bonded to. This allows for some scope in applying different partitioning
schemes if only nuclei of a particular type are of interest.
Another key finding was that Jensen’s pcS-n basis set family converges more rapidly
to the basis set limit than the Dunning, Pople and Ahlrichs basis sets at the MP2 level of
theory. In addition it was found that CCSD(T) calculations converged to experimental
values by the time the pcS-3 basis set was reached, with pcS-2 providing results compa-
rable to aug-cc-pCVQZ, while having only a fraction of the number of basis functions.
From this it can concluded that the pcS-n basis set represents the most appropriate
choice at post-HF ab initio levels.
Composite methods allow the results of high levels of theory to be approximately
obtained at a fraction of the cost. Although the B3LYP, KT3, HF and MP2 methods
were examined, the DFT methods were not capable of reliably reproducing CCSD(T)
shieldings without requiring a large basis set. The most reliable composite methods
utilised HF or MP2. While the latter scales less favourably with system size, it also
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allows the pcS-1 basis set to be used in conjunction with CCSD(T), whereas the former
requires at least pcS-2 in order to reproduce CCSD(T)/pcS-4 shieldings.
Double composites, which utilise HF, MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations with the pcS-
1, pcS-2 and pcS-4 basis sets were found to provide a useful compromise between the
expense of MP2 and the basis set size required when employing HF. This allowed the
CCSD(T) calculations to be performed with pcS-1. While the methods examined differ
little in the way of CPU time for the systems examined, larger systems can be expected
to cause more substantive variation. The bulk of the CPU time was consumed by the
HF/pcS-4 calculation, though this can be expected to represent one of the cheaper
components of the calculation for larger systems.
6.2 Further Work
Further work in this field will involve combining the approximations examined in this
work, and comparing shieldings for a full molecule gas phase system to experimental
values. This system will be large enough that fragmentation would be applicable and the
full size molecular quantum mechanical calculation would be impractical. Experimental
gas phase NMR data for molecules of this size is far less commonly available than solution
phase data, though experiments have been conducted for some moderate sized molecules;
see for example Refs. 160 - 161.
In order to reproduce protein spectra, solution phase effects will need to be combined
with the approximations considered in this work. In particular, this will involve examin-
ing the utility of both explicit and implicit solvation models, and comparing calculated
shieldings to solution phase experimental spectra. It should be noted that some work
has already been conducted in this area.104,111
Finally, the impact of ro-vibrational effects will need to be explored. Though it has
been suggested that these are largely systematic, and hence negligible in the context of
calculating relative shifts,119 it is worth invesigating this in further detail.
The successful aggregation of the approximations investigated in this work, coupled
with the treatment of solvation, should be sufficient to bring protein NMR calculations
of chemical accuracy to the realm of feasibility. This will allow proposed experimen-
tal structures to be verified through comparison with the expected theoretical spectra,
effectively confirming or invalidating proposed geometries.
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Appendix A
Molecular Coordinates
A.1 Fragmentation
A.1.1 Coordinates of Molecules used in Fragmentation Calculations
The structures of 12 of these molecules were obtained from the Cambridge Structural
Database (www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk), and are referred to by the appellations given therein.
The remaining 3 molecules–GelA, GelB and (Gly)12–were obtained from Ref. 131.
Table A.1: Cartesian coordinates of BAVCAC.
Atom Label x y z
C 2.314300 8.878100 0.576100
O 2.000300 9.761500 -0.506700
C 2.672900 9.659400 1.834900
O 3.839000 10.446400 1.484800
C 3.057800 8.710300 2.984000
O 3.539000 9.559600 4.037200
C 1.930300 7.851800 3.496500
O 0.926400 8.639900 4.131000
C 2.467700 6.780200 4.445700
O 3.505100 6.017000 3.827100
C 1.375100 5.882100 4.996500
O 1.952800 5.127900 6.028700
C 1.046800 4.238900 6.663900
C 1.647100 3.897600 8.004400
O 1.987200 5.112100 8.690800
C 2.855800 2.977900 7.878800
Continued on next page
84 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
O 3.326000 2.541400 9.141200
C 2.519400 1.783800 6.985900
O 3.683500 0.966200 6.763500
C 2.032500 2.289500 5.646100
O 0.827100 3.076500 5.873500
C 1.633900 1.185000 4.709200
O 1.349700 1.673800 3.394800
H 1.492700 8.185700 0.712200
H 2.887100 7.960700 0.519000
H 1.831000 10.174600 2.280600
H 3.884700 8.107500 2.629300
H 1.449800 7.234700 2.747400
H 2.827900 7.280600 5.336100
H 1.260300 5.475600 3.999200
H 0.582900 6.329500 5.583900
H 0.115400 4.688700 6.984700
H 0.979900 3.417000 8.709200
H 3.567500 3.500800 7.251900
H 1.836700 1.269500 7.650900
H 2.835800 2.929900 5.303200
H 0.892900 0.727800 5.353100
H 2.568500 0.685000 4.486900
H 2.736200 10.120000 -1.051000
H 4.236500 11.211000 1.957700
H 4.152000 8.913500 4.453200
H 0.873200 8.847900 5.090300
H 3.480800 6.062900 2.845500
H 1.671300 5.335000 9.594600
H 2.702100 2.415200 9.890300
H 3.668500 0.420200 7.580800
H 1.017600 2.574200 3.182100
Table A.2: Cartesian coordinates of BDGPGL.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.194700 0.270700 22.537200
C 2.516400 -0.327400 22.986800
C 2.396400 -0.720500 24.463800
C 2.098700 0.572600 25.229500
C 0.742100 1.073800 24.754700
C 0.231200 2.323900 25.421600
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 85
Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
O 1.397800 0.736400 21.236000
O 2.849700 -1.456300 22.211200
O 3.627900 -1.313500 24.870100
O 1.996000 0.355000 26.639800
O 0.850100 1.385900 23.350100
O 1.133700 3.428000 25.272500
C -0.550500 3.838900 22.070200
C 0.678900 3.602200 21.250900
C 0.457300 2.648200 20.065800
C 0.221000 1.209700 20.559400
C -0.185500 0.217700 19.458500
C 0.933800 -0.203300 18.539000
O -0.169600 4.663300 23.178200
O 1.070600 4.858000 20.644300
O 1.584000 2.664100 19.213100
O -0.787700 -0.941600 20.068300
O 0.385700 -1.064500 17.543200
H 0.423600 -0.483600 22.633700
H 3.303100 0.416200 22.954300
H 1.601300 -1.445700 24.585100
H 2.864200 1.310400 25.023400
H 0.004500 0.310200 24.968600
H 0.228600 2.148300 26.490300
H -0.732300 2.696700 25.096800
H 3.395500 -1.079800 21.485500
H 3.499700 -2.032900 25.527700
H 2.852300 0.013400 26.980900
H 0.845600 3.932000 24.479200
H -1.301200 4.254300 21.409300
H -0.913100 2.942300 22.557500
H 1.456800 3.231900 21.907000
H -0.458100 2.893500 19.541600
H -0.647200 1.186700 21.206300
H -1.029600 0.640800 18.928100
H 1.724600 -0.679400 19.105400
H 1.358500 0.696000 18.110300
H -0.932600 5.183400 23.515300
H 1.687900 5.326500 21.249100
H 2.051300 3.528900 19.204300
H -0.053400 -1.567700 20.255300
H 1.093100 -1.707700 17.314700
86 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.3: Cartesian coordinates of BIHYAS10.
Atom Label x y z
O 1.474800 0.138500 8.619800
C 2.548600 0.393900 7.663700
C 3.761600 -0.466900 8.041600
O 3.624000 -1.654100 8.314600
C 1.998700 -0.039700 6.305400
C 2.991900 0.232900 5.215200
C 3.680900 -0.704200 4.604700
N 4.966700 0.141700 8.035200
C 6.178500 -0.617200 8.335600
C 6.407100 -0.834000 9.839300
O 7.327100 -1.546800 10.235000
C 7.278400 0.283400 7.754100
C 6.746600 1.684200 8.028700
C 7.467400 0.034300 6.260200
C 5.246200 1.562900 7.742800
N 5.610200 -0.140600 10.653300
C 5.720100 -0.245800 12.100400
C 5.044300 -1.521000 12.573600
O 3.983300 -1.867700 12.027700
C 4.972400 0.997200 12.704500
C 5.598800 2.299200 12.166600
C 4.933600 0.996100 14.235600
C 7.087000 2.369000 12.318500
N 5.583900 -2.197200 13.605700
C 6.884700 -1.829100 14.206500
C 4.803200 -3.306100 14.180700
C 4.131300 -2.765100 15.451800
O 4.818300 -2.633100 16.461200
C 5.627000 -4.559800 14.498900
C 4.677600 -5.686900 14.901000
C 6.477900 -4.975200 13.305300
N 2.823900 -2.400100 15.442100
C 2.285800 -1.982600 16.742200
C 1.872300 -2.581500 14.322800
C 1.168900 -1.254800 13.965900
O 0.315200 -0.770700 14.691100
C 0.848100 -3.652800 14.636100
N 1.501300 -0.740600 12.767500
C 0.873500 0.475500 12.257100
C 0.544800 0.351000 10.767900
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 87
Table A.3 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C 1.749600 0.519500 9.878000
O 2.818800 0.965000 10.228500
H 2.756500 1.456800 7.672600
H 1.867500 -1.112600 6.373500
H 1.049900 0.456000 6.141200
H 3.136200 1.278900 4.974200
H 3.569700 -1.727900 4.940100
H 4.351200 -0.399600 3.810400
H 6.195400 -1.595700 7.871800
H 8.184000 0.023200 8.287900
H 6.976400 1.918200 9.060800
H 7.325000 2.383200 7.437400
H 7.846400 -0.971800 6.129700
H 6.536900 0.043700 5.706100
H 8.073200 0.799900 5.791300
H 4.673600 2.217900 8.387800
H 4.968700 1.800200 6.723300
H 4.753900 0.252400 10.292200
H 6.778100 -0.289200 12.327800
H 3.954800 0.975600 12.334700
H 5.411200 2.387700 11.103700
H 5.145600 2.989600 12.867200
H 5.883900 1.177900 14.722200
H 4.455500 0.088700 14.583400
H 3.910400 1.197400 14.527800
H 7.641200 1.637400 11.743500
H 7.440900 3.338800 11.991200
H 7.454700 2.190300 13.321300
H 6.814000 -0.817900 14.587800
H 6.952100 -2.453500 15.088800
H 7.667900 -1.789400 13.459500
H 4.149600 -3.583800 13.363000
H 6.310700 -4.377800 15.318800
H 5.182600 -6.644600 14.926500
H 4.162200 -5.374000 15.800700
H 3.986100 -5.907700 14.097300
H 7.131200 -4.160100 13.019400
H 7.073800 -5.829100 13.603200
H 5.810100 -5.323800 12.527200
H 1.256100 -1.729900 16.521500
H 2.457000 -2.764100 17.472200
Continued on next page
88 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.3 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 2.908500 -1.243800 17.231600
H 2.427100 -2.954700 13.470800
H 0.304900 -3.369400 15.529200
H 1.404300 -4.572400 14.769900
H 0.300900 -3.851000 13.722800
H 2.378600 -1.102600 12.424900
H 1.433500 1.375400 12.479400
H -0.048000 0.579500 12.816500
H 0.044100 1.296200 10.598300
H 0.114000 -0.620300 10.558600
Table A.4: Cartesian coordinates of DOSLED.
Atom Label x y z
F 10.498100 -3.859600 -1.088300
F 11.227300 -1.861900 -1.322600
F 9.243600 -2.194900 -0.574200
F 7.021400 -1.081200 5.640900
F 7.244100 0.249300 7.313600
F 5.657700 0.555000 5.897400
O 10.660800 -0.375100 1.046900
O 12.317200 -1.224100 2.302100
O 12.188900 -3.563300 0.914300
O 8.566100 1.631400 3.021900
O 6.722000 0.362500 3.227100
O 9.223600 0.837900 5.558700
N 9.039700 3.108100 -0.865900
H 9.263800 3.951200 -0.358800
C 9.933100 1.912000 1.108700
H 10.180100 2.880700 1.525400
C 8.516600 1.575000 1.559500
H 8.253000 0.576000 1.234900
C 7.511300 2.574500 1.028200
H 7.662200 3.528300 1.518400
H 6.510300 2.234000 1.262800
C 7.638100 2.759800 -0.484600
H 7.344900 1.845900 -0.986100
H 6.970300 3.548900 -0.807400
C 9.979900 2.048400 -0.399800
H 10.987500 2.298400 -0.708400
H 9.713400 1.103300 -0.856600
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 89
Table A.4 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C 10.977100 0.940400 1.588600
H 11.958300 1.253800 1.254200
H 10.980700 0.905400 2.671000
C 11.438600 -1.366200 1.492100
C 11.061300 -2.739800 0.916400
C 10.496800 -2.652700 -0.525600
C 13.322200 -3.129900 0.160000
H 13.236700 -3.489700 -0.858000
H 14.226300 -3.523800 0.607600
H 13.362500 -2.047700 0.159300
C 10.020900 -3.395500 1.835200
C 8.885900 -2.710000 2.256300
H 8.728500 -1.687400 1.936200
C 7.962800 -3.319400 3.075200
H 7.088300 -2.771400 3.403500
C 8.147200 -4.625500 3.479000
H 7.413700 -5.108600 4.112600
C 9.270100 -5.310300 3.071800
H 9.420000 -6.332500 3.396600
C 10.209700 -4.706100 2.250100
H 11.088000 -5.254300 1.932400
C 7.630500 0.968700 3.708700
C 7.885600 1.139000 5.223100
C 6.930500 0.211900 6.012500
C 9.760300 -0.415800 5.114500
H 9.354800 -1.217300 5.719500
H 10.838800 -0.399900 5.211700
H 9.493000 -0.575900 4.077300
C 7.617300 2.587700 5.621600
C 6.482200 3.242400 5.137700
H 5.803700 2.725500 4.470400
C 6.225000 4.545800 5.508400
H 5.344000 5.048100 5.128200
C 7.077300 5.210000 6.355100
H 6.866000 6.230700 6.649000
C 8.203500 4.572600 6.831400
H 8.879300 5.097500 7.495300
C 8.475100 3.268900 6.468800
H 9.362300 2.777300 6.848700
C 9.187300 3.283100 -2.342900
H 8.729400 2.435800 -2.838300
Continued on next page
90 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.4 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 10.242300 3.274500 -2.587300
C 8.577800 4.547100 -2.890600
C 9.265700 5.746000 -2.802600
H 10.198800 5.785500 -2.254300
C 8.784300 6.894300 -3.403200
H 9.341200 7.821000 -3.340100
C 7.580800 6.846600 -4.087200
H 7.200400 7.734600 -4.576700
C 6.868700 5.672100 -4.144100
H 5.917100 5.643900 -4.660500
C 7.361100 4.524300 -3.545500
H 6.790600 3.604900 -3.591500
F 7.086500 6.868200 3.006600
F 8.309100 8.573100 3.451200
F 7.316100 8.419700 1.552500
O 9.826700 5.161900 0.556100
O 7.709200 5.871400 0.433400
O 9.995600 6.533200 2.987400
C 8.860500 5.921400 0.876900
C 9.233700 7.026900 1.897700
C 7.976100 7.720500 2.470600
C 9.518500 5.356000 3.634100
H 8.462500 5.463900 3.848600
H 10.061300 5.207700 4.559400
H 9.670000 4.501400 2.986300
C 10.086700 8.083800 1.211100
C 9.792400 8.472400 -0.093500
H 8.964400 8.015400 -0.621200
C 10.564100 9.448600 -0.718200
H 10.328800 9.754300 -1.730200
C 11.628500 10.030000 -0.054400
H 12.226600 10.789600 -0.542300
C 11.922200 9.634600 1.229600
H 12.761200 10.079100 1.750400
C 11.153700 8.675600 1.860500
H 11.390400 8.383200 2.876000
Table A.5: Cartesian coordinates of GENTBS01.
Atom Label x y z
C 3.212300 5.965500 1.411200
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 91
Table A.5 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C 3.889700 4.975600 2.345900
C 4.896300 4.143400 1.577300
C 4.280900 3.507100 0.349000
C 3.525400 4.556900 -0.465300
C 2.789000 3.939800 -1.630400
O 2.226000 6.665800 2.101600
O 4.521800 5.708500 3.385100
O 5.417100 3.139000 2.456700
O 5.330400 2.957900 -0.465500
O 2.575600 5.221700 0.371500
O 1.858600 2.980300 -1.136300
C 1.518100 2.011600 -2.072800
C 0.463400 1.106900 -1.469100
C -0.064400 0.138400 -2.523600
C -0.497700 0.862400 -3.788900
C 0.584500 1.836800 -4.267900
C 0.101600 2.768500 -5.359200
O 1.036900 0.382900 -0.381300
O -1.173100 -0.569100 -1.982500
O -0.736000 -0.110100 -4.813700
O 0.975100 2.684900 -3.192100
O -0.902500 3.668400 -4.895500
H 3.847600 6.763500 1.047100
H 3.106000 4.347100 2.750300
H 5.745100 4.763200 1.316100
H 3.565500 2.741000 0.621300
H 4.221300 5.322200 -0.785900
H 2.193000 4.675700 -2.156000
H 3.585100 3.528700 -2.238700
H 1.716400 7.229800 1.478400
H 5.191600 5.081200 3.737600
H 6.383900 3.310200 2.504800
H 5.170100 2.002300 -0.631200
H 2.400500 1.439900 -2.332500
H -0.384500 1.705700 -1.160200
H 0.722900 -0.577400 -2.724900
H -1.419600 1.400900 -3.607200
H 1.448800 1.276500 -4.602500
H -0.350400 2.192200 -6.157000
H 0.933500 3.382500 -5.681300
H -0.875100 -1.490600 -1.814300
Continued on next page
92 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.5 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -1.657700 0.109500 -5.075500
H -0.524100 4.243500 -4.193800
H 0.309700 0.303200 0.275300
Table A.6: Cartesian coordinates of GelA.
Atom Label x y z
C -12.220450 1.876231 0.539352
C -11.084357 1.345636 -0.334529
C -10.063993 0.516894 0.448114
C -8.924928 -0.019970 -0.420532
C -7.904194 -0.848406 0.362077
C -6.767667 -1.388022 -0.508415
C -5.743871 -2.213725 0.273133
C -4.611209 -2.757060 -0.600091
C -3.581346 -3.576197 0.180465
C -2.453507 -4.123327 -0.696578
C -1.414399 -4.931053 0.083533
C -0.291664 -5.481390 -0.797960
C 0.761383 -6.270372 -0.017385
C 1.857505 -6.851687 -0.916887
C 2.973075 -7.613151 -0.174509
C 4.240813 -6.827541 0.201708
C 4.095725 -5.710971 1.255086
C 3.815516 -4.297436 0.722356
C 5.015655 -3.647781 0.028573
C 4.736380 -2.232889 -0.450985
O 4.467494 -1.418297 0.667595
P 4.137086 0.136126 0.501256
O 4.054035 0.756953 1.828780
O 4.907686 0.735648 -0.609293
O 2.564221 0.053112 -0.053576
C 2.179286 0.622170 -1.251075
C 1.211668 1.790254 -1.066896
N 1.704657 3.045375 -0.363738
C 0.684404 4.115811 -0.710941
C 0.532063 5.443957 0.073136
C 1.750359 6.384633 0.145102
C 2.228311 6.927653 -1.206877
C 3.470272 7.823806 -1.119054
C 3.262001 9.129190 -0.349183
Continued on next page
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Table A.6 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C 1.778826 2.814853 1.117332
C 3.062642 3.412288 -0.878154
C -0.163103 5.301544 1.448005
C -1.047833 6.501183 1.797341
H -11.840279 2.516368 1.330758
H -12.767089 1.062650 1.007974
H -12.928419 2.456999 -0.044020
H -11.500073 0.740030 -1.137202
H -10.577732 2.180659 -0.814356
H -10.573180 -0.316457 0.929643
H -9.649556 1.124315 1.251366
H -8.417074 0.813998 -0.902889
H -9.341135 -0.626920 -1.222929
H -8.412133 -1.681027 0.845862
H -7.486656 -0.240774 1.163411
H -6.261547 -0.555348 -0.995098
H -7.186031 -1.997373 -1.307815
H -6.249925 -3.044404 0.762144
H -5.322879 -1.603400 1.070636
H -4.109036 -1.926457 -1.094557
H -5.032952 -3.371607 -1.393766
H -4.083429 -4.404260 0.678027
H -3.155830 -2.960242 0.971034
H -1.957575 -3.295426 -1.201470
H -2.879197 -4.746339 -1.481665
H -1.909129 -5.756492 0.592999
H -0.984570 -4.305254 0.863517
H 0.192995 -4.656042 -1.317410
H -0.720158 -6.117559 -1.571337
H 0.276748 -7.087433 0.515132
H 1.194708 -5.628976 0.743341
H 2.293921 -6.061656 -1.524382
H 1.380310 -7.532803 -1.618328
H 2.559100 -8.071352 0.722426
H 3.296076 -8.439226 -0.803640
H 4.953679 -7.556739 0.579396
H 4.687417 -6.427890 -0.705767
H 3.316985 -5.990055 1.961067
H 5.012728 -5.664645 1.838076
H 2.974152 -4.309198 0.034646
H 3.523547 -3.663017 1.551877
Continued on next page
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Table A.6 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 5.861830 -3.618290 0.709892
H 5.324418 -4.233952 -0.834500
H 3.880038 -2.227444 -1.121377
H 5.585479 -1.833525 -0.990318
H 3.033453 0.904070 -1.847200
H 1.603414 -0.103197 -1.821829
H 0.885843 2.108708 -2.049283
H 0.347981 1.460443 -0.507202
H 0.866172 4.340659 -1.751998
H -0.273968 3.619119 -0.655176
H -0.193540 5.945652 -0.567291
H 1.460849 7.223623 0.765899
H 2.572322 5.911778 0.674379
H 2.452037 6.109339 -1.885281
H 1.415461 7.486759 -1.667507
H 3.787980 8.061738 -2.130506
H 4.287748 7.264353 -0.669429
H 3.054018 8.956477 0.701632
H 4.150544 9.749356 -0.404068
H 2.435398 9.700069 -0.763664
H 0.789107 2.573387 1.472573
H 2.465223 2.015753 1.344970
H 2.126224 3.722639 1.579729
H 2.996248 3.552992 -1.947796
H 3.377970 4.326920 -0.409523
H 3.770612 2.628258 -0.658401
H -0.788323 4.413277 1.455079
H 0.571089 5.165070 2.234198
H -1.507910 6.359315 2.769355
H -0.486917 7.428600 1.836748
H -1.844619 6.625000 1.069694
Table A.7: Cartesian coordinates of GelB.
Atom Label x y z
C 13.802796 8.768436 -0.660471
H 12.970821 9.420028 -0.912262
H 14.257725 8.439779 -1.590486
H 14.537037 9.362174 -0.125715
C 13.337873 7.578111 0.177430
H 14.197009 6.965331 0.441781
Continued on next page
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Table A.7 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 12.920264 7.938129 1.115259
C 12.300147 6.712124 -0.539189
H 12.719572 6.352732 -1.477439
H 11.442215 7.327514 -0.805634
C 11.827992 5.519336 0.293999
H 11.407716 5.879319 1.231517
H 12.685980 4.905005 0.561313
C 10.791611 4.653480 -0.424855
H 11.212697 4.291263 -1.361110
H 9.934168 5.268015 -0.694246
C 10.316754 3.462483 0.409647
H 9.893510 3.824057 1.345106
H 11.173334 2.847963 0.680414
C 9.282225 2.596123 -0.311343
H 9.706274 2.231074 -1.245048
H 8.425850 3.210382 -0.584664
C 8.804500 1.407530 0.525120
H 8.377007 1.771053 1.457619
H 9.659313 0.792881 0.800090
C 7.772719 0.540733 -0.199473
H 8.201053 0.171980 -1.129478
H 6.917239 1.153971 -0.477117
C 7.293123 -0.644543 0.641205
H 6.859051 -0.278677 1.568928
H 8.145910 -1.258736 0.920344
C 6.264594 -1.510899 -0.090882
H 6.703705 -1.886661 -1.013683
H 5.405717 -0.904950 -0.369989
C 5.795976 -2.683031 0.762700
H 5.309176 -2.341080 1.664621
H 6.629412 -3.310884 1.052665
N 4.823130 -3.502359 0.015617
C 4.035811 -4.382573 0.603747
H 4.852432 -3.455918 -0.979706
O 3.977464 -4.627520 1.781870
C 3.037805 -5.146958 -0.295900
H 3.436883 -5.379732 -1.273262
C 1.726468 -4.355061 -0.392598
H 1.948528 -3.387177 -0.818541
H 1.311084 -4.205247 0.595307
S 0.506171 -5.232960 -1.444844
Continued on next page
96 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.7 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
S -1.302654 -4.840272 -0.555811
C -1.901773 -3.373134 -1.486101
H -1.572716 -3.452771 -2.514067
H -1.480507 -2.469423 -1.068790
C -3.432348 -3.243161 -1.437491
H -3.724235 -2.410568 -2.062686
C -3.981735 -3.116882 0.000868
O -4.343660 -4.141257 0.524089
N -3.957385 -1.912722 0.540226
H -3.737918 -1.128202 -0.033647
C -4.427854 -1.639164 1.911630
H -4.279333 -2.545182 2.478707
H -3.773831 -0.877574 2.316733
C -5.886950 -1.193086 1.967697
H -6.515487 -1.983713 1.566670
H -6.147779 -1.097112 3.017641
C -6.170424 0.129431 1.251041
H -5.510713 0.901364 1.643745
H -5.939364 0.035978 0.189306
C -7.624437 0.584839 1.398479
H -8.284515 -0.192255 1.017893
H -7.856718 0.691423 2.455329
C -7.917835 1.901978 0.677606
H -7.686626 1.792991 -0.381364
H -7.252618 2.675199 1.057320
C -9.368903 2.361490 0.833384
H -10.033809 1.586768 0.455715
H -9.598075 2.470209 1.891449
C -9.664157 3.678495 0.113009
H -9.434717 3.568947 -0.945884
H -8.997542 4.451660 0.490797
C -11.114300 4.139607 0.271178
H -11.780580 3.365764 -0.106063
H -11.342841 4.248306 1.329705
C -11.410406 5.456887 -0.448255
H -11.181268 5.347951 -1.507154
H -10.743698 6.230179 -0.070555
C -12.860295 5.918203 -0.289994
H -13.527520 5.145191 -0.667812
H -13.089947 6.027096 0.768524
C -13.157731 7.235763 -1.008218
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 97
Table A.7 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -12.492991 8.009589 -0.630151
H -12.929530 7.128194 -2.066602
C -14.607891 7.689506 -0.845934
H -14.786970 8.625148 -1.365619
H -15.297162 6.951704 -1.246586
H -14.857131 7.839860 0.200482
N 2.812289 -6.443420 0.425252
H 3.566788 -7.097980 0.265418
H 2.817098 -6.235061 1.423555
H 1.947822 -6.896191 0.158824
N -4.099678 -4.474097 -1.984441
H -5.023806 -4.268016 -2.341186
H -3.578238 -4.927741 -2.720858
H -4.226235 -5.119876 -1.204153
Table A.8: Cartesian coordinates of HEBLIJ.
Atom Label x y z
N -9.495200 12.487000 6.736100
C -9.615400 12.744800 9.224900
O -9.978800 13.242100 10.255100
C -10.048500 13.247100 7.850600
C -9.819500 14.744200 7.703000
C -8.328400 15.073000 7.716300
C -10.490200 15.284500 6.453000
O -8.810200 11.664100 9.181600
C -7.208400 10.343900 10.458300
O -6.658900 10.112500 11.550600
C -8.503000 11.062700 10.509300
C -9.609600 10.177000 10.912300
N -6.708500 9.927500 9.294900
C -4.312100 10.066300 9.060600
O -4.294000 10.871000 8.125900
C -5.504600 9.114500 9.227200
C -5.553200 8.124700 8.057100
C -4.245300 7.392700 7.922800
C -6.682800 7.120100 8.280200
N -3.298000 10.008400 9.958700
C -2.172300 12.239200 10.207400
O -1.273600 12.787700 10.849000
C -2.058700 10.776800 9.740000
Continued on next page
98 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.8 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C -1.043700 10.026600 10.612600
C -1.864100 9.570600 11.769300
C -3.207300 9.131000 11.137600
N -3.305600 12.853800 9.889900
C -4.012500 14.997000 8.913000
O -4.129900 16.185000 8.884100
C -3.618500 14.228600 10.160700
C -4.629800 14.430200 11.289700
C -5.952000 13.838700 10.952200
C -4.097400 13.894800 12.620700
O -4.236700 14.208800 7.838400
C -5.317600 13.906400 5.673700
O -5.884300 14.359200 4.653500
C -4.637400 14.883000 6.592900
C -3.439200 15.504200 5.906800
N -5.201200 12.601000 5.901300
C -7.041500 11.115500 5.379500
O -7.182700 10.490900 6.427500
C -5.665800 11.598000 4.931100
C -4.698400 10.414900 4.816700
C -5.220300 9.402000 3.856500
C -3.316100 10.909000 4.437100
N -8.113800 11.393100 4.595800
C -10.138200 11.558400 6.080000
O -11.284900 11.234500 6.363100
C -9.437900 10.831300 4.930000
C -10.203000 11.006500 3.608900
C -9.604900 12.257300 3.019500
C -8.154800 12.111900 3.289200
H -8.528900 12.710000 6.549900
H -11.127600 13.200200 7.929900
H -10.245800 15.149600 8.612200
H -8.173200 16.143900 7.673200
H -7.758700 14.390400 8.334700
H -7.737900 14.734400 6.874000
H -10.455600 16.366500 6.483200
H -10.021900 14.697500 5.672600
H -11.443600 14.834400 6.205300
H -8.436700 11.940600 11.139900
H -9.342100 9.808700 11.894900
H -10.535900 10.709200 10.734100
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 99
Table A.8 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -9.707200 9.534100 10.046200
H -7.197500 10.169000 8.446000
H -5.421400 8.563700 10.155900
H -5.842100 8.701300 7.187000
H -3.475800 8.117400 7.686900
H -3.883300 6.898100 8.815600
H -4.330600 6.688000 7.104900
H -7.593600 7.594300 8.624200
H -6.843900 6.743800 7.277600
H -6.558800 6.835400 9.317800
H -1.782100 10.661600 8.699300
H -0.557100 9.312000 9.960300
H -0.196100 10.662000 10.837900
H -1.986500 10.533800 12.248900
H -1.468400 8.710100 12.294600
H -3.168600 8.091100 10.837600
H -4.050400 9.334900 11.786100
H -3.963400 12.322200 9.339600
H -2.687900 14.676000 10.487200
H -5.035900 15.430200 11.378300
H -3.097400 14.265900 12.808000
H -4.811500 13.914700 13.434700
H -4.187700 12.843100 12.378600
H -5.765800 13.614900 9.909100
H -5.577800 12.825400 10.873300
H -6.669300 14.130200 11.709500
H -5.419700 15.612000 6.764300
H -3.728400 15.881100 4.933600
H -2.843900 16.214900 6.466700
H -2.674000 14.738800 5.868200
H -4.820200 12.306500 6.788000
H -5.781400 12.086700 3.971500
H -4.682900 10.068600 5.842700
H -4.555100 8.566600 3.676400
H -6.128100 8.848600 4.062400
H -5.183000 10.109000 3.036900
H -2.556700 10.137600 4.471100
H -3.461900 11.312200 3.442500
H -2.766200 11.337100 5.266000
H -9.323000 9.818400 5.295600
H -9.925300 10.137600 3.025200
Continued on next page
100 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.8 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -11.270700 11.060400 3.782500
H -9.719100 12.390600 1.950800
H -9.970700 13.205800 3.392800
H -7.635700 13.055100 3.406500
H -7.781700 11.462300 2.507100
Table A.9: Cartesian coordinates of KIVDIC.
Atom Label x y z
N -3.101600 6.940900 9.181000
C -2.885000 6.414700 10.520100
C -1.426400 6.537700 10.986600
C -0.485500 5.907600 9.968200
C -1.231300 5.853400 12.324400
C -3.851900 7.113700 11.504100
O -3.416700 7.941800 12.279000
N -5.140200 6.808500 11.467000
C -5.828400 6.050900 10.405900
C -7.181000 5.715600 11.085700
C -7.421800 6.907000 12.009200
C -6.053500 7.335300 12.475800
C -6.118800 6.921700 9.192000
O -6.141900 8.134300 9.253900
N -6.439100 6.245300 8.077200
C -7.028200 6.971000 6.970700
C -8.487800 7.350000 7.274900
C -3.159000 6.180800 8.077200
O -3.181400 4.955000 8.096500
H -3.157800 7.943300 9.080500
H -3.165600 5.370400 10.459800
H -1.178700 7.588000 11.079400
H -0.530200 6.560300 9.105200
H 0.527100 6.233000 10.172200
H -0.610800 4.835600 9.878300
H -1.852200 6.263300 13.111400
H -1.631200 4.850800 12.237200
H -0.178900 6.030800 12.508300
H -5.266500 5.190800 10.063200
H -7.062800 4.939600 11.831900
H -7.883400 5.470200 10.298800
H -7.863400 7.675300 11.386700
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 101
Table A.9 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -8.102600 6.610400 12.797500
H -5.808500 6.943300 13.455100
H -5.976900 8.412700 12.554600
H -6.395100 5.250600 7.914000
H -6.522900 7.863300 6.622500
H -8.865400 7.785100 6.357800
H -8.484800 7.877400 8.220800
H -8.998400 6.438200 7.559100
C -6.976500 6.180800 5.685300
C -3.107300 6.971000 6.791800
N -7.033900 6.940900 4.581600
O -6.954100 4.955000 5.666000
N -3.696400 6.245300 5.685300
C -1.647700 7.350000 6.487700
H -3.612600 7.863300 7.140100
C -7.250500 6.414700 3.242500
H -6.977700 7.943300 4.682000
C -4.016700 6.921700 4.570500
H -3.740400 5.250600 5.848600
H -1.270100 7.785100 7.404800
H -1.650700 7.877400 5.541800
H -1.137100 6.438200 6.203500
C -8.709100 6.537700 2.775900
C -6.283600 7.113700 2.258400
H -6.969900 5.370400 3.302800
C -4.307100 6.050900 3.356700
O -3.993600 8.134300 4.508600
C -9.650000 5.907600 3.794300
C -8.904200 5.853400 1.438200
H -8.956800 7.588000 2.683100
O -6.718800 7.941800 1.483600
N -4.995300 6.808500 2.295600
C -2.954600 5.715600 2.676800
H -4.869000 5.190800 3.699300
H -9.605300 6.560300 4.657400
H -10.662700 6.233000 3.590300
H -9.524700 4.835600 3.884200
H -8.283300 6.263300 0.651200
H -8.504300 4.850800 1.525400
H -9.956600 6.030800 1.254300
C -4.082000 7.335300 1.286800
Continued on next page
102 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.9 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C -2.713700 6.907000 1.753300
H -3.072800 4.939600 1.930600
H -2.252100 5.470200 3.463700
H -4.327000 6.943300 0.307400
H -4.158700 8.412700 1.207900
H -2.272100 7.675300 2.375800
H -2.032900 6.610400 0.965100
Table A.10: Cartesian coordinates of NIYBIG.
Atom Label x y z
O 5.588100 7.609400 5.420800
O 3.299000 6.769800 3.949900
O 1.120800 5.846300 5.574600
O 0.711500 7.534500 7.861300
O 4.319400 7.776400 7.308100
O 3.616800 7.026500 9.899700
O 4.976600 9.804500 3.584600
O 4.985600 8.928800 1.521200
O 4.332900 4.776300 3.750600
O 0.161500 7.123300 3.970300
O 0.506900 5.829000 9.328500
O 4.171200 8.071200 11.785400
C 4.295500 7.825400 5.882100
H 3.928500 8.786600 5.544100
C 3.386800 6.705200 5.389300
H 3.761900 5.740000 5.706300
C 1.984400 6.946200 5.934900
H 1.589700 7.861500 5.511400
C 2.011500 7.066400 7.451300
H 2.239500 6.112100 7.909800
C 3.043300 8.126000 7.857000
H 2.739800 9.077000 7.437100
C 3.220300 8.300100 9.345100
H 3.980500 9.045600 9.543000
H 2.292000 8.630000 9.794900
C 6.358100 8.820600 5.265900
H 7.384600 8.636900 5.558100
H 5.956900 9.591300 5.912500
C 6.315300 9.287900 3.832800
H 7.051300 10.065600 3.670300
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 103
Table A.10 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 6.530600 8.465000 3.162500
C 4.397900 9.491600 2.405500
C 2.959800 9.910300 2.362100
C 2.380600 10.647200 3.525200
H 1.324800 10.822100 3.359700
H 2.890900 11.596300 3.633200
H 2.512200 10.062900 4.427500
C 2.255700 9.582200 1.279900
H 2.778000 9.003400 0.528200
H 1.215100 9.863200 1.174700
C 3.797000 5.727400 3.242900
C 3.587900 5.923300 1.771600
H 4.383600 6.535500 1.365400
H 2.635900 6.411300 1.602700
H 3.587900 4.959000 1.278700
C 0.241900 6.070400 4.551200
C -0.582300 4.855800 4.250500
H -1.633700 5.113000 4.285600
H -0.372600 4.090700 4.987700
H -0.336100 4.483400 3.263700
C 0.065300 6.831100 8.835400
C -1.230800 7.497800 9.181100
H -1.751900 6.910600 9.927100
H -1.844200 7.579600 8.292200
H -1.032200 8.487100 9.574300
C 4.071600 7.049500 11.158300
C 4.446400 5.677500 11.634700
H 4.229300 5.590300 12.692200
H 5.504000 5.514300 11.468400
H 3.876700 4.937600 11.086300
Table A.11: Cartesian coordinates of QAZJAC.
Atom Label x y z
O -2.129700 8.873400 2.605700
O 1.193200 9.486900 -0.405800
O 0.617600 5.427300 1.532700
O 3.446900 7.467200 1.619300
O 2.575200 5.397400 -3.270900
O 3.671300 7.307200 -3.814300
O 6.401900 6.846300 2.803400
Continued on next page
104 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.11 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
O 6.512000 6.972200 0.571900
N -0.405100 9.206300 1.170000
N 0.939900 7.442700 0.538000
N -0.752500 7.144000 2.103200
N 4.002400 5.548900 0.595100
C -1.175600 8.443400 2.004800
C 0.611800 8.766700 0.383400
C 0.286900 6.584900 1.414600
C 2.068100 6.880400 -0.210900
C 3.229200 6.644700 0.735400
C 3.855300 4.522600 -0.427800
C 4.764200 4.712500 -1.624100
N 4.552800 5.954400 -2.333300
C 3.524300 6.151700 -3.155300
C 2.666600 7.826800 -4.743100
C 1.442200 8.165000 -3.940000
C 2.426200 6.871900 -5.856100
C 3.312600 9.106000 -5.261600
C 5.042200 5.385700 1.609600
C 6.061900 6.483600 1.568100
C 7.333200 7.975100 2.931200
C 7.235500 8.477600 4.275600
H 4.109800 3.573200 0.026900
H 2.815300 4.547900 -0.728600
H 4.581000 5.378900 2.589500
H 5.523800 4.439700 1.395100
H 4.623800 3.864600 -2.283000
H 2.353000 7.614400 -0.954500
H 1.682300 5.980200 -0.673000
H 5.793000 4.749000 -1.287700
H -1.326100 6.574900 2.707500
H -0.712300 10.152000 0.998800
H 2.670800 9.586000 -5.990000
H 0.991900 7.262400 -3.545800
H 1.915800 5.990000 -5.489200
H 0.771100 8.550100 -4.697700
H 1.874600 7.291000 -6.688500
H 3.372400 9.720600 -4.371900
H 4.252600 8.896200 -5.756900
H 7.918600 9.306100 4.416900
H 6.199600 8.770600 4.393400
Continued on next page
A.1 Fragmentation 105
Table A.11 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 3.417200 6.550000 -6.151600
H 1.562200 8.753500 -3.038800
H 5.315000 6.614400 -2.370200
H 7.600300 7.497400 4.556700
H 8.249200 7.523700 2.570500
H 7.132500 8.816900 2.280000
Table A.12: Cartesian coordinates of QEDSAT.
Atom Label x y z
F -5.876100 -0.492000 3.502900
F -6.959700 -0.874900 1.708700
F -5.444200 -2.228400 2.342700
O 2.594400 0.160900 -6.096400
O 1.995100 -0.873500 -7.975000
O -0.477600 0.970600 -6.782000
O -2.903600 -0.993200 -5.242100
O -0.402800 -1.642100 -2.319300
O -1.794500 1.309700 -0.724300
O -4.708900 -0.470700 0.235600
N -3.969000 0.682100 2.038000
N -1.725100 -0.373600 0.758200
N -2.555800 -1.382800 -1.672400
N -2.107300 0.416200 -3.681100
N 0.076200 -0.425500 -5.108500
C 3.770300 0.698000 -6.751500
C 4.883700 -0.267200 -6.749200
C 1.836400 -0.650200 -6.811300
C 0.811700 -1.384100 -5.947600
C -0.128900 -2.179200 -6.830100
C 1.572100 -2.306900 -4.987800
C -0.622400 0.599600 -5.625300
C -1.527700 1.361500 -4.639700
C -2.609500 2.115400 -5.398000
C -0.665700 2.325500 -3.835800
C -2.712400 -0.715300 -4.072500
C -3.178300 -1.692600 -2.956800
C -4.696300 -1.510400 -2.830200
C -5.236800 -0.106400 -2.759900
C -6.728200 -0.062500 -2.430600
C -7.296600 1.323000 -2.328600
Continued on next page
106 Molecular Coordinates
Table A.12 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C -2.830200 -3.129900 -3.403300
C -3.229500 -4.186900 -2.393100
C -1.230400 -1.408000 -1.419200
C -0.765000 -1.196600 -0.003500
C 0.624000 -0.563800 0.043400
C -0.736300 -2.571400 0.687900
C -2.141600 0.817700 0.336300
C -3.076900 1.598200 1.286800
C -3.911900 2.578100 0.487500
C -2.219400 2.330800 2.304000
C -4.744100 -0.188800 1.418000
C -5.771800 -0.946700 2.272400
H -3.990400 0.731300 2.871300
H -1.783500 -0.545100 1.500100
H -3.055800 -1.116900 -1.089900
H -2.047800 0.571700 -2.953300
H -0.107800 -0.664800 -4.219000
H 4.044200 1.493100 -6.295700
H 3.551000 0.921400 -7.650400
H 4.603800 -1.066300 -7.165200
H 5.619800 0.105000 -7.227300
H 5.145300 -0.438800 -5.853800
H 0.371200 -2.796100 -7.342200
H -0.590000 -1.580900 -7.414900
H -0.755200 -2.635300 -6.288600
H 2.071400 -2.933100 -5.488200
H 2.162800 -1.781700 -4.453400
H 0.952900 -2.752300 -4.427600
H -2.204600 2.732300 -6.003800
H -3.146400 1.505100 -5.879600
H -3.151700 2.602000 -4.782700
H -0.284300 2.978300 -4.418200
H 0.026800 1.850800 -3.399800
H -1.203000 2.772200 -3.185300
H -5.094700 -1.919900 -3.585000
H -4.970000 -1.950500 -2.039200
H -4.763000 0.374900 -2.086100
H -5.098600 0.323100 -3.599000
H -7.197400 -0.519900 -3.113800
H -6.862500 -0.493300 -1.598500
H -6.842300 1.810900 -1.646600
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Table A.12 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -7.188000 1.780300 -3.158400
H -8.221100 1.277700 -2.116500
H -1.892300 -3.176400 -3.541600
H -3.280600 -3.301400 -4.221300
H -2.981700 -5.036500 -2.717700
H -4.169800 -4.149700 -2.258300
H -2.786100 -4.011400 -1.569200
H 0.593000 0.305800 -0.355100
H 1.236500 -1.103600 -0.432400
H 0.904900 -0.477300 0.948100
H -0.121800 -3.131200 0.237900
H -0.464100 -2.457100 1.592700
H -1.602900 -2.949100 0.661000
H -3.338300 3.173800 0.010500
H -4.458200 2.108700 -0.125400
H -4.461800 3.087300 1.078200
H -1.637500 2.939700 1.854000
H -1.705800 1.709900 2.796200
H -2.779000 2.825400 2.898200
Table A.13: Cartesian coordinates of QEVKOR.
Atom Label x y z
F 2.178300 0.761600 5.333400
F 2.751300 -1.139600 4.445400
O 2.103300 2.179100 1.066000
O 3.950800 2.722900 -0.020100
O 4.235300 0.121400 2.621700
C 3.293000 2.564900 1.024700
C 4.015600 2.863800 2.330200
N 3.532000 2.097500 3.460900
C 3.699500 0.791300 3.488500
C 3.200600 0.088200 4.765400
N 1.797400 1.138900 -1.494200
C 2.968600 0.314700 -1.876700
C 3.387100 -0.597800 -0.783100
O 2.338500 -1.502400 -0.512900
C 2.742400 -2.453000 0.467300
C 1.586700 -3.295700 0.820200
O 0.656600 -2.538600 1.578900
C -0.548000 -3.212700 1.886200
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Table A.13 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C 1.504700 2.238400 -2.454200
O 0.538300 0.255400 2.253900
H 3.849500 3.913600 2.538100
H 5.066900 2.637400 2.202100
H 3.057000 2.591000 4.201800
H 1.962300 1.564000 -0.594000
H 0.993200 0.533600 -1.423700
H 2.632100 -0.228000 -2.751400
H 3.756200 1.020700 -2.109600
H 3.590200 -0.042000 0.124000
H 4.309800 -1.083700 -1.075300
H 3.031200 -1.929300 1.370200
H 3.582300 -3.041900 0.119900
H 1.031300 -3.694900 -0.019500
H 1.915400 -4.174800 1.360600
H -0.904300 -3.663100 0.968000
H -0.399000 -4.042800 2.565800
H 0.928600 1.794600 -3.256800
H 2.449300 2.730200 -2.651000
H 1.037900 1.007800 1.866000
H 0.999000 -0.583600 2.030000
C 4.296500 -0.088200 5.831400
F 5.318800 -0.761600 5.263400
F 4.745900 1.139600 6.151500
C 3.797700 -0.791300 7.108400
O 3.261800 -0.121400 7.975200
N 3.965100 -2.097500 7.135900
C 3.481600 -2.863800 8.266600
C 4.204100 -2.564900 9.572100
O 5.393800 -2.179100 9.530800
O 3.546300 -2.722900 10.617000
H 3.647600 -3.913600 8.058700
H 2.430300 -2.637400 8.394700
H 4.440200 -2.591000 6.395000
C -1.504700 -2.238400 2.454200
N -1.797400 -1.138900 1.494200
C -2.968600 -0.314700 1.876700
C -3.387100 0.597800 0.783100
O -2.338500 1.502400 0.512900
C -2.742400 2.453000 -0.467300
C -1.586700 3.295700 -0.820200
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Table A.13 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
O -0.656600 2.538600 -1.578900
C 0.548000 3.212700 -1.886200
H 0.904300 3.663100 -0.968000
H 0.399000 4.042800 -2.565800
H -1.031300 3.694900 0.019500
H -1.915400 4.174800 -1.360600
H -3.031200 1.929300 -1.370200
H -3.582300 3.041900 -0.119900
H -3.590200 0.042000 -0.124000
H -4.309800 1.083700 1.075300
H -2.632100 0.228000 2.751400
H -3.756200 -1.020700 2.109600
H -1.962300 -1.564000 0.594000
H -0.993200 -0.533600 1.423700
H -0.928600 -1.794600 3.256800
H -2.449300 -2.730200 2.651000
Table A.14: Cartesian coordinates of ZEVHIR.
Atom Label x y z
O -1.731600 -8.680900 -0.495000
O -3.666000 -10.409600 -2.830400
O -5.705300 -11.946000 -0.014700
O -2.885000 -14.334300 0.291700
O -4.459500 -16.297800 -2.286900
O -7.402100 -17.533100 -1.812500
O -7.248200 -15.663400 -3.021900
N -2.494200 -7.163800 -1.988600
N -4.663200 -8.854300 -1.529000
N -3.732900 -10.844200 0.125900
N -3.288300 -13.018000 -1.487700
N -5.530200 -14.631100 -1.217400
C -1.429900 -6.377100 0.026500
C -1.899400 -7.509800 -0.827100
C -2.845900 -8.153100 -3.016700
C -3.681600 -7.420400 -4.089100
C -1.593800 -8.813200 -3.628800
C -0.566700 -7.829200 -4.170800
C -3.751400 -9.247700 -2.448900
C -5.669300 -9.750700 -0.957500
C -6.632200 -10.261900 -2.038700
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Table A.14 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C -6.446600 -8.940200 0.092100
C -5.023300 -10.948200 -0.237900
C -2.985300 -11.969700 0.724700
C -1.513600 -11.547000 0.799800
C -3.524900 -12.291800 2.136600
C -3.060200 -13.224100 -0.171600
C -3.466100 -14.120200 -2.437800
C -4.040600 -13.524700 -3.743700
C -2.145900 -14.831800 -2.720700
C -4.510100 -15.121600 -1.939200
C -6.611200 -15.502000 -0.747600
C -6.120900 -16.401900 0.387400
C -7.760500 -14.592700 -0.290200
C -7.104300 -16.373900 -1.906800
C -7.635400 -16.388300 -4.213600
H -2.634700 -6.183200 -2.180400
H -4.663700 -7.885600 -1.246400
H -3.259300 -9.966700 -0.028900
H -3.356300 -12.073700 -1.836700
H -5.544000 -13.640300 -1.027200
H -1.722800 -6.533600 1.057300
H -0.351300 -6.349100 -0.066100
H -1.725800 -5.366400 -0.226000
H -3.938400 -8.127500 -4.868200
H -4.577600 -7.041200 -3.613500
H -3.093400 -6.620700 -4.521800
H -1.933100 -9.433600 -4.449000
H -1.127300 -9.443100 -2.881500
H 0.262800 -8.366100 -4.614400
H -0.999200 -7.220800 -4.955400
H -0.195800 -7.183600 -3.384300
H -7.362600 -10.924400 -1.590800
H -7.168700 -9.460200 -2.531000
H -6.110000 -10.844000 -2.787800
H -7.230400 -9.546400 0.529200
H -5.761400 -8.537700 0.827900
H -6.900600 -8.102900 -0.423300
H -0.914400 -12.335300 1.238400
H -1.131100 -11.361800 -0.196300
H -1.394100 -10.653100 1.399600
H -2.920300 -13.084200 2.560300
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Table A.14 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -3.441700 -11.393400 2.735700
H -4.557600 -12.602400 2.037400
H -4.284300 -14.284900 -4.475400
H -4.881700 -12.861200 -3.584700
H -3.136700 -12.990300 -4.008800
H -1.454000 -14.152000 -3.202500
H -1.707000 -15.280600 -1.838200
H -2.355500 -15.594000 -3.460900
H -6.951600 -16.984400 0.766300
H -5.319700 -17.049600 0.053600
H -5.744600 -15.865000 1.249400
H -8.556600 -15.221000 0.089700
H -7.450400 -13.981300 0.548300
H -8.166100 -14.004300 -1.104000
H -7.792600 -15.694400 -5.030100
H -6.910400 -17.168100 -4.411200
H -8.580700 -16.852200 -3.960100
Table A.15: Cartesian coordinates of (Gly)12.
Atom Label x y z
C -13.131500 -0.172000 2.176700
C -11.949800 -0.472100 1.288400
O -10.813700 -0.445200 1.684600
H -12.805200 0.439900 3.004700
H -13.519700 -1.105700 2.571900
H -13.929300 0.328600 1.640800
N -12.233300 -0.775800 -0.008500
C -11.228100 -1.400500 -0.844300
C -10.020700 -0.528100 -1.145400
O -8.961300 -1.037600 -1.408900
H -13.186300 -0.932200 -0.250200
H -10.840300 -2.305600 -0.396900
H -11.686900 -1.661600 -1.789900
N -10.195200 0.804500 -1.122800
C -9.094000 1.701700 -1.379300
C -7.941500 1.604600 -0.387900
O -6.850700 2.010300 -0.709200
H -11.087600 1.169800 -0.884600
H -8.667600 1.522600 -2.355600
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Table A.15 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -9.465100 2.718300 -1.359300
N -8.190700 1.070100 0.817000
C -7.124500 0.891000 1.772200
C -6.005600 -0.035500 1.315500
O -4.913700 0.050100 1.824900
H -9.089800 0.695200 1.030800
H -6.655000 1.833400 2.013500
H -7.547700 0.482900 2.680900
N -6.282700 -0.924500 0.348700
C -5.249900 -1.784000 -0.173600
C -4.087300 -1.055500 -0.834100
O -3.019500 -1.610600 -0.943800
H -7.186900 -0.953400 -0.070800
H -4.817700 -2.395500 0.605300
H -5.694000 -2.441100 -0.910100
N -4.299200 0.193900 -1.275800
C -3.219100 0.963100 -1.841200
C -2.057700 1.225700 -0.891900
O -0.966500 1.488800 -1.340200
H -5.181100 0.639300 -1.137700
H -2.796300 0.469600 -2.704200
H -3.613400 1.919700 -2.159100
N -2.297500 1.154300 0.426400
C -1.225300 1.318500 1.375500
C -0.113900 0.282900 1.269000
O 0.982600 0.534200 1.711000
H -3.200100 0.898500 0.766200
H -0.749100 2.282100 1.266300
H -1.642600 1.259500 2.372500
N -0.403300 -0.887700 0.680200
C 0.623000 -1.878700 0.477500
C 1.773700 -1.434700 -0.415700
O 2.839700 -1.999500 -0.342400
H -1.307100 -1.051200 0.290500
H 1.069100 -2.178400 1.414700
H 0.167900 -2.751100 0.026400
N 1.552200 -0.417700 -1.262600
C 2.620400 0.102200 -2.078400
C 3.791000 0.691200 -1.302200
O 4.870100 0.794000 -1.835900
H 0.671800 0.051900 -1.274400
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Table A.15 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 3.037800 -0.665800 -2.713400
H 2.215100 0.880500 -2.712100
N 3.570200 1.079800 -0.036800
C 4.651300 1.575100 0.777600
C 5.768100 0.573900 1.042900
O 6.857400 0.970500 1.378600
H 2.676100 0.949000 0.386300
H 5.121600 2.434700 0.322500
H 4.243800 1.880100 1.732800
N 5.487400 -0.730900 0.892800
C 6.519100 -1.723900 1.051700
C 7.655000 -1.650500 0.038400
O 8.702300 -2.199400 0.283000
H 4.586500 -1.024500 0.581100
H 6.981900 -1.651600 2.025300
H 6.064400 -2.702500 0.967100
N 7.434200 -0.975500 -1.100000
C 8.479200 -0.808000 -2.079300
C 9.650200 0.080800 -1.669700
O 10.647000 0.070800 -2.341800
H 6.563800 -0.512700 -1.251700
H 8.910400 -1.762000 -2.345800
H 8.041600 -0.378500 -2.970800
N 9.492200 0.848100 -0.573800
C 10.568800 1.637400 -0.032200
C 11.399700 0.983100 1.067700
O 12.264300 1.628700 1.606100
H 8.632700 0.822100 -0.069300
H 11.249400 1.901000 -0.827500
H 10.172000 2.554000 0.384100
N 11.121600 -0.287200 1.386600
C 11.881600 -0.983400 2.397700
H 10.407800 -0.784100 0.902400
H 11.830400 -0.463200 3.346400
H 11.464400 -1.974500 2.514200
H 12.924600 -1.069400 2.116200
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A.2 Locally Dense Basis Sets
A.2.1 Coordinates of Molecules used in MP2 Calculations
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Table A.16: Cartesian coordinates of ammonia.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.126664 1.445683 0.003984
H 1.132273 1.387281 -0.002870
H -0.181363 0.842462 0.749698
H -0.180624 1.007915 -0.849702
Table A.17: Cartesian coordinates of water.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.005934 0.011160
O 0.000000 0.003302 0.957470
H 0.000000 0.918053 1.199836
Table A.18: Cartesian coordinates of hydrogen fluoride.
Atom Label x y z
F 0.007757 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.909243 0.000000 0.000000
Table A.19: Cartesian coordinates of methane.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 -0.001320
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.090000
H 1.028906 0.000000 1.453773
H -0.514453 -0.891059 1.453773
H -0.514453 0.891059 1.453773
Table A.20: Cartesian coordinates of ethene.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.071812
H 0.000000 0.923028 1.640237
H 0.000000 -0.923028 1.640237
C 0.000000 0.000000 -0.249115
H 0.000000 -0.923028 -0.817540
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Table A.20 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.923028 -0.817540
Table A.21: Cartesian coordinates of ethyne.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 0.003247
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.067175
H 0.000000 0.000000 3.322935
C 0.000000 0.000000 2.259007
Table A.22: Cartesian coordinates of hydrogen cyanide.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 -0.002761
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.063921
N 0.000000 0.000000 2.198222
Table A.23: Cartesian coordinates of fluoromethane.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.091580
H 1.029940 0.000000 1.446678
H -0.514970 -0.891954 1.446678
H -0.514970 0.891954 1.446678
F 0.000000 0.000000 -0.274611
Table A.24: Cartesian coordinates of fluorine.
Atom Label x y z
F 0.000000 0.000000 -0.173826
F 0.000000 0.000000 1.173826
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Table A.25: Cartesian coordinates of carbon monoxide.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 -0.055070
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.055070
Table A.26: Cartesian coordinates of nitrogen.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.000000 0.000000 -0.038650
N 0.000000 0.000000 1.038650
A.2.2 Coordinates of Molecules used in the Through Bond Locally
Dense Basis Set Study
Table A.27: Cartesian coordinates of 2-methoxyethylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.014093 0.063927 -0.009432
C 0.540741 0.668387 1.297036
O 2.408438 0.085362 -0.026015
N -0.912542 0.672243 1.342967
C 2.978318 -0.465328 -1.169175
H 0.634149 -0.959923 -0.099132
H 0.613466 0.636822 -0.857823
H 0.997339 1.659898 1.409042
H 0.914993 0.051757 2.116117
H -1.279902 1.372790 0.720201
H -1.230050 0.926953 2.261946
H 4.059998 -0.394325 -1.068481
H 2.672923 0.075030 -2.073017
H 2.703905 -1.519721 -1.289263
Table A.28: Cartesian coordinates of 1,2-diaminoethane.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.000776 0.090002 0.089260
C 0.422590 0.769013 1.326986
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Table A.28 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
N 2.450136 0.050976 0.020951
N -1.029834 0.725918 1.304285
H 0.617433 -0.930871 0.039182
H 0.632065 0.599431 -0.806889
H 0.832960 1.788707 1.399705
H 0.764561 0.232079 2.217111
H 2.824348 -0.441501 0.815124
H 2.830225 0.982095 0.063770
H -1.383251 1.302701 0.558545
H -1.407009 1.109171 2.153782
Table A.29: Cartesian coordinates of methylethylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.056735 0.093735 -0.026108
N 0.524182 -1.127327 0.544238
C 2.577289 0.074287 -0.043319
C -0.921136 -1.169812 0.584822
H 0.683219 0.177099 -1.050943
H 0.704656 0.993320 0.504851
H 0.885868 -1.241674 1.475697
H 2.941782 -0.791520 -0.598809
H 2.981690 0.018647 0.971850
H 2.972825 0.980238 -0.507746
H -1.318416 -1.170368 -0.432880
H -1.378766 -0.323556 1.119438
H -1.249211 -2.092771 1.065659
Table A.30: Cartesian coordinates of diethylamine.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.974121 -0.075044 -0.008003
C 0.435384 -0.237837 -1.343595
C 2.422063 -0.045433 0.047966
C -1.085297 -0.257296 -1.323379
C 2.912584 0.129887 1.476920
H 0.611516 0.774478 0.392215
H 0.804318 -1.186793 -1.742994
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Table A.30 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 0.784901 0.545234 -2.035732
H 2.850846 0.745314 -0.588649
H 2.794633 -0.994037 -0.348886
H -1.448435 -1.052318 -0.669802
H -1.485678 -0.418652 -2.326655
H -1.486455 0.691765 -0.955254
H 2.579949 1.085584 1.893042
H 4.003864 0.112993 1.518473
H 2.525896 -0.667416 2.114003
Table A.31: Cartesian coordinates of 1,3-diaminopropane.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.013769 0.025668 0.089298
C 0.456805 1.285161 -0.560449
C 2.535327 -0.009437 0.137599
N -0.997521 1.283977 -0.516310
N 3.000747 -1.263502 0.710066
H 0.607036 -0.049122 1.102761
H 0.664775 -0.858809 -0.452950
H 0.860074 1.374701 -1.580333
H 0.806700 2.163277 -0.010168
H 2.900627 0.876591 0.678262
H 2.933037 0.061406 -0.878832
H -1.357431 0.526775 -1.074034
H -1.358669 2.127109 -0.928879
H 2.711789 -1.329927 1.672375
H 4.006106 -1.288916 0.720954
Table A.32: Cartesian coordinates of 3-hydroxy-1-
aminopropane.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.039580 -0.033831 0.080650
C 0.489818 1.386310 0.091536
C 2.559519 -0.091647 0.107036
N -0.963798 1.372178 0.138564
O 3.050015 -1.401680 0.022887
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Table A.32 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 0.631848 -0.570170 0.943893
H 0.689519 -0.562755 -0.811929
H 0.891853 1.936632 -0.772078
H 0.847625 1.906637 0.984635
H 2.939613 0.409553 1.006042
H 2.973190 0.438185 -0.751992
H -1.331778 0.971283 -0.708631
H -1.319396 2.312139 0.177114
H 2.742751 -1.894851 0.769053
Table A.33: Cartesian coordinates of azetidine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.361465 1.108239 0.071059
C -0.984054 0.371507 -0.073145
C 1.001739 -0.291488 0.001752
N -0.308669 -0.870639 0.321539
H 0.478358 1.569126 1.051583
H 0.630914 1.828101 -0.700743
H -1.347160 0.374135 -1.107674
H -1.802679 0.674529 0.582325
H 1.791667 -0.525512 0.717891
H 1.362877 -0.530662 -1.005461
H -0.563959 -1.693567 -0.194405
Table A.34: Cartesian coordinates of pyrollidine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.940504 -0.759003 0.000471
C 0.904168 0.775956 0.198358
C -0.589419 1.138249 0.051887
N -1.211018 0.062292 -0.709298
C -0.535412 -1.141447 -0.242329
H 1.362691 -1.283868 0.859199
H 1.306832 1.085114 1.164493
H 1.552929 -1.021224 -0.865158
H 1.498301 1.277252 -0.569008
H -0.756597 2.102270 -0.429161
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Table A.34 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -1.065151 1.181871 1.035580
H -0.997928 0.193246 -1.684871
H -0.660273 -1.958499 -0.953335
H -1.002797 -1.455461 0.695123
Table A.35: Cartesian coordinates of n-propylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.037782 -0.105247 -0.050196
C 0.475026 -1.509788 -0.226460
C 2.562908 -0.063902 -0.054403
N -0.979165 -1.483375 -0.260177
H 0.639318 0.528871 -0.846391
H 0.665214 0.312825 0.892286
H 0.880704 -2.162392 0.561514
H 0.825192 -1.919009 -1.178538
H 2.966476 -0.443118 -0.997431
H 2.981309 -0.671107 0.753231
H 2.929118 0.956728 0.075337
H -1.339284 -1.192741 0.634156
H -1.340887 -2.408872 -0.415759
Table A.36: Cartesian coordinates of cyclopropylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.029260 -0.080419 0.870014
C 0.741322 0.117533 -0.405563
C -0.749166 -0.123829 -0.434458
N 0.071972 -1.268322 1.671733
H -0.188671 0.807622 1.470853
H 1.106857 1.107380 -0.650943
H 1.383100 -0.691625 -0.735051
H -1.094310 -1.089334 -0.786505
H -1.402571 0.698335 -0.697018
H 0.022523 -2.090378 1.094910
H 0.966308 -1.298757 2.132830
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Table A.37: Cartesian coordinates of isopropylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.031233 0.070909 0.068538
C 0.517493 -1.242505 -0.512081
C 0.487217 0.315960 1.478151
N 2.487600 0.086559 -0.010045
H 0.678063 0.882393 -0.575843
H 0.851121 -2.091713 0.093506
H 0.896013 -1.382776 -1.525197
H -0.574325 -1.262738 -0.539345
H 0.808131 -0.476794 2.161830
H -0.605647 0.344429 1.487082
H 0.849435 1.267884 1.876318
H 2.870242 -0.627169 0.590260
H 2.844876 0.960570 0.338586
Table A.38: Cartesian coordinates of cyclobutylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.001550 0.025342 1.129539
C 0.645753 -1.267788 1.702412
C -1.317972 -0.366901 1.839599
N 0.521991 1.295763 1.591190
C -0.537437 -1.396698 2.690869
H -0.055469 0.067791 0.040550
H 0.662752 -2.080208 0.972641
H 1.647278 -1.164113 2.126527
H -1.829644 0.441388 2.364072
H -2.027593 -0.842228 1.160550
H 0.601695 1.301252 2.595345
H 1.454894 1.432878 1.238082
H -0.982239 -2.385889 2.804825
H -0.296321 -1.019996 3.686953
Table A.39: Cartesian coordinates of propylene imine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.062524 -0.033748 0.918667
C 0.753442 0.084907 -0.377396
Continued on next page
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Table A.39 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
N -0.700253 0.088398 -0.308888
C 0.069332 -1.331504 1.687221
H 0.007737 0.853934 1.540536
H 1.202786 1.023565 -0.677924
H 1.251390 -0.795749 -0.769271
H -1.069501 -0.805060 -0.587665
H 0.156120 -2.188375 1.014216
H 0.908765 -1.365199 2.385686
H -0.852016 -1.445852 2.263891
Table A.40: Cartesian coordinates of allylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.012692 -0.169997 -0.198119
C 0.154534 -1.355579 0.143766
C 2.209974 0.070138 0.309398
N -1.167111 -0.915585 0.566025
H 0.579181 0.522282 -0.913707
H 0.674923 -1.980773 0.880956
H 0.026336 -1.965698 -0.755179
H 2.666195 -0.595552 1.034433
H 2.784892 0.940202 0.016899
H -1.102077 -0.429353 1.445031
H -1.764570 -1.709244 0.723156
Table A.41: Cartesian coordinates of n-butylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.977205 0.084167 0.004107
C 0.410660 1.275477 0.773445
C 2.499764 0.038791 -0.008719
C -1.115263 1.314365 0.783101
N 2.976067 -1.088669 -0.795685
H 0.595427 -0.845276 0.444718
H 0.623017 0.101232 -1.030726
H 0.792810 2.203741 0.334893
H 0.778157 1.252605 1.805183
H 2.870171 0.033077 1.027378
Continued on next page
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Table A.41 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 2.882205 0.953828 -0.469691
H -1.514749 1.374363 -0.232836
H -1.485694 2.179158 1.338282
H -1.530547 0.416720 1.249511
H 2.712376 -1.953712 -0.352790
Table A.42: Cartesian coordinates of n-propanol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.032395 0.114037 0.035767
C 1.486783 0.095943 -0.049003
C -0.550115 -0.023487 1.464257
O 1.959414 0.279270 -1.355302
H -0.392363 1.045080 -0.410638
H -0.433384 -0.700741 -0.579200
H 1.902814 0.915125 0.539245
H 1.875349 -0.836372 0.380262
H -1.641344 -0.010438 1.489511
H -0.219292 -0.960803 1.920185
H -0.194210 0.795901 2.094691
H 1.664292 -0.438965 -1.895015
Table A.43: Cartesian coordinates of i-propanol.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.018983 0.024048 0.031189
C 1.536270 0.029181 -0.010287
C -0.529033 -0.011263 1.451955
O -0.406471 1.184427 -0.644825
H -0.340773 -0.863410 -0.505681
H 1.883485 0.066330 -1.043651
H 1.925829 0.906294 0.511329
H 1.942310 -0.867588 0.462402
H -1.623167 -0.008576 1.447226
H -0.202177 -0.911224 1.977945
H -0.190925 0.863663 2.011901
H -1.351099 1.198414 -0.678423
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Table A.44: Cartesian coordinates of n-butanol.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.007953 -0.007392 0.054876
C 1.533058 0.003768 -0.022749
C -0.520626 -0.009733 1.481786
C 2.062708 0.002484 -1.454230
O -1.920202 0.038024 1.541241
H -0.402819 0.863634 -0.464805
H -0.376593 -0.891463 -0.469758
H 1.914975 0.885367 0.503195
H 1.931974 -0.865593 0.511236
H -0.136826 -0.882994 2.023854
H -0.167775 0.875343 2.012532
H 3.154714 0.013489 -1.471107
H 1.730153 -0.886027 -1.997820
H 1.711759 0.878980 -2.005310
H -2.273843 -0.738705 1.134201
Table A.45: Cartesian coordinates of i-butanol.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.007308 0.018872 0.031632
C 1.528757 0.057024 -0.028550
C 2.006505 0.034101 -1.481055
O -0.394771 -0.089512 1.371531
C 2.090107 1.260090 0.730398
H -0.402757 0.929193 -0.425499
H -0.360473 -0.834937 -0.549624
H 1.883597 -0.853485 0.466269
H 3.097408 0.027024 -1.531519
H 1.644545 -0.851578 -2.009725
H 1.657298 0.916100 -2.027095
H -1.337932 -0.071209 1.419224
H 1.741180 1.265789 1.762418
H 3.182754 1.240175 0.736650
H 1.777023 2.198498 0.260923
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Table A.46: Cartesian coordinates of s-butanol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.001275 0.028108 0.028053
C 1.520504 0.033747 -0.024178
C 2.082657 -0.008297 -1.441960
C -0.535178 -0.002913 1.454258
O -0.443743 1.184527 -0.645428
H -0.362414 -0.863531 -0.502588
H 1.875931 0.933286 0.487946
H 1.889428 -0.823612 0.546912
H 3.174832 0.003273 -1.426959
H 1.767250 -0.916176 -1.964347
H 1.738477 0.848973 -2.020119
H -1.629053 0.005113 1.459005
H -0.207783 -0.903360 1.978703
H -0.189096 0.871422 2.009797
H -1.386770 1.170417 -0.707440
Table A.47: Cartesian coordinates of t-butanol.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.025853 0.049739 0.011527
C 1.549495 0.054155 0.056876
C -0.560061 -0.043280 1.421030
C -0.500278 1.287018 -0.717152
O -0.319666 -1.111612 -0.720683
H 1.955546 0.080724 -0.955499
H 1.923847 0.920363 0.606265
H 1.913632 -0.851943 0.543573
H -1.653117 -0.081790 1.384450
H -0.206909 -0.948960 1.916986
H -0.278368 0.819407 2.028889
H -0.216037 2.206413 -0.200441
H -0.104838 1.322348 -1.733677
H -1.592611 1.264593 -0.779586
H -1.261516 -1.170752 -0.783812
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Table A.48: Cartesian coordinates of 2-chloroethanol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.035932 0.042233 0.029043
C 1.477351 0.063647 0.059147
O -0.450495 0.048212 1.365890
Cl 2.137118 0.058129 -1.614443
H -0.404401 0.917804 -0.512719
H -0.379658 -0.852696 -0.497127
H 1.845670 0.960178 0.548347
H 1.870458 -0.813489 0.563967
H -1.394712 0.035359 1.404853
Table A.49: Cartesian coordinates of isobutylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.985610 -0.039819 -0.042877
C 0.449338 -0.109862 1.389612
C 0.412100 1.175775 -0.773370
C 2.514566 -0.041491 -0.079779
N 0.862998 -1.333327 2.060521
H 0.633969 -0.939089 -0.566271
H -0.642738 0.015055 1.364154
H 0.845858 0.736494 1.959343
H 0.711106 2.106532 -0.281119
H -0.680276 1.149632 -0.801095
H 0.769916 1.218683 -1.804671
H 2.913514 0.862587 0.391674
H 2.879899 -0.067249 -1.109763
H 2.917422 -0.901701 0.452931
H 0.405625 -2.127015 1.642551
H 0.570290 -1.318844 3.022339
Table A.50: Cartesian coordinates of ethandiol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.055384 -0.040281 0.022228
C 1.457797 -0.016651 -0.061842
O -0.407167 0.154736 1.363269
O 1.905891 -0.217238 -1.373209
Continued on next page
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Table A.50 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -0.471239 0.751005 -0.615864
H -0.420844 -0.998895 -0.360006
H 1.829799 0.923316 0.357877
H 1.863539 -0.827023 0.541862
H -1.344963 0.095182 1.458464
H 1.733204 0.557920 -1.885951
Table A.51: Cartesian coordinates of 2-aminoethanol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.046864 -0.078588 0.011206
C 1.470570 -0.025220 -0.062924
N -0.486577 0.077415 1.387349
O 1.944906 -0.201216 -1.369456
H -0.458043 0.750743 -0.573208
H -0.387129 -1.004586 -0.470787
H 1.822702 0.913861 0.375123
H 1.898390 -0.837211 0.527856
H -1.487072 0.165141 1.428156
H -0.259161 -0.745766 1.920529
H 1.711897 0.553802 -1.888606
Table A.52: Cartesian coordinates of allyl alcohol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.016969 0.093955 -0.073578
C 1.485906 0.070836 -0.076873
C -0.752568 1.173048 0.134608
O 2.005025 -0.490839 -1.251690
H -0.497192 -0.861772 -0.264035
H 1.876722 1.079689 0.092638
H 1.846650 -0.559661 0.736574
H -1.834783 1.131495 0.135734
H -0.301789 2.142132 0.321085
H 1.711640 0.022801 -1.990198
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Table A.53: Cartesian coordinates of sec-butylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 1.090987 0.072556 -0.089440
C 0.584911 1.462450 -0.483888
C 0.490690 -1.014427 -0.984632
N 2.550021 0.068598 -0.072173
C 0.997671 2.572127 0.478685
H 0.768490 -0.120171 0.939590
H -0.506504 1.429176 -0.557464
H 0.949318 1.695427 -1.492290
H 0.767917 -0.853616 -2.031500
H -0.600638 -1.027086 -0.925185
H 0.853121 -2.003570 -0.691739
H 2.903290 0.165533 -1.011327
H 2.891724 -0.816469 0.262721
H 0.597862 2.388784 1.480090
H 0.617685 3.539804 0.142140
H 2.082194 2.635383 0.560830
Table A.54: Cartesian coordinates of tert-butylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.939370 0.055927 0.039469
C 0.450711 0.452308 1.435299
C 0.450714 1.074601 -0.993859
C 0.418613 -1.344549 -0.319301
N 2.402765 0.113099 0.054117
H 0.809493 -0.254754 2.189057
H -0.640604 0.463509 1.483301
H 0.822753 1.442994 1.700451
H 0.809499 0.817034 -1.994731
H 0.822757 2.070749 -0.750030
H -0.640600 1.107503 -1.030566
H 0.771336 -1.647809 -1.309287
H -0.673969 -1.380040 -0.328394
H 0.771334 -2.086442 0.402942
H 2.767201 -0.157538 -0.844948
H 2.767199 -0.556475 0.712322
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A.2.3 Coordinates of Molecules used in the Through Space Locally
Dense Basis Set Study
Table A.55: Cartesian coordinates of 2-aminopropanol.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.017924 -0.085416 -0.013130
C -0.147699 0.277167 1.457796
C 1.439207 -0.223258 -0.427906
O 1.547727 -0.571547 -1.791372
N -0.679115 -1.341226 -0.392118
H -1.193544 0.380965 1.743423
H 0.296362 -0.501685 2.079797
H 0.359749 1.216005 1.680629
H -0.461367 0.697716 -0.630300
H -0.450731 -2.059224 0.287920
H -1.685240 -1.234694 -0.365566
H 0.820181 -1.197109 -1.923151
H 1.966737 0.718201 -0.281276
H 1.915371 -0.977117 0.214534
Table A.56: Cartesian coordinates of analine.
Atom Label x y z
C -1.406467 -0.074121 -0.082466
C -0.756278 1.166778 -0.050729
C -0.623671 -1.236119 -0.058550
N -2.779455 -0.149717 -0.135782
C 0.631260 1.239686 0.003140
C 0.763483 -1.156253 -0.004658
C 1.403986 0.080622 0.026684
H -1.345022 2.075611 -0.068528
H -1.108842 -2.204082 -0.082458
H -3.337712 0.679657 -0.152876
H -3.243066 -1.035355 -0.158458
H 1.107612 2.210670 0.026725
H 1.343794 -2.069058 0.012795
H 2.481849 0.139969 0.068544
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Table A.57: Cartesian coordinates of anisole.
Atom Label x y z
C -3.654299 -0.766889 -1.719859
C -2.903410 0.400527 -1.651994
C -1.713530 0.404959 -0.922055
H -3.237028 1.294747 -2.158655
C -1.284124 -0.742911 -0.270985
H -1.117669 1.305192 -0.859381
C -2.041998 -1.915791 -0.341300
H -0.365514 -0.757879 0.298732
C -3.233609 -1.928891 -1.069369
O -1.535446 -2.987320 0.331461
H -3.835503 -2.821580 -1.138289
H -4.578320 -0.785665 -2.281531
C -2.292795 -4.182075 0.268625
H -3.286667 -4.045728 0.698524
H -1.745398 -4.914564 0.852028
H -2.390810 -4.536963 -0.758815
Table A.58: Cartesian coordinates of benzene.
Atom Label x y z
C -3.693791 -0.881613 -1.462303
C -2.889422 0.255799 -1.410421
C -1.633065 0.194210 -0.809435
H -3.240075 1.185992 -1.836419
C -1.181079 -1.004790 -0.260332
H -1.009033 1.076624 -0.769185
C -1.985448 -2.142202 -0.312214
H -0.206390 -1.052572 0.205918
C -3.241804 -2.080614 -0.913200
H -1.634794 -3.072395 0.113784
H -3.865838 -2.963027 -0.953451
H -4.668480 -0.833832 -1.928552
Table A.59: Cartesian coordinates of butanal.
Atom Label x y z
C -1.963844 1.158992 -0.417869
Continued on next page
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Table A.59 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C -0.714218 0.666273 0.295493
C -2.359065 2.561599 0.021515
H -1.558889 3.271560 -0.185557
H -2.557300 2.589851 1.092547
H -3.253746 2.904632 -0.494414
C -0.295472 -0.723567 -0.118720
O 0.671609 -1.303116 0.327815
H -0.859859 0.656660 1.378003
H 0.130791 1.333075 0.109836
H -1.794046 1.144243 -1.496339
H -2.786212 0.466798 -0.226230
H -0.936248 -1.211109 -0.879150
Table A.60: Cartesian coordinates of butanone.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.290112 3.332970 -1.144752
C 0.287579 1.889291 -0.680338
C 1.630984 1.422272 -0.170220
O 2.604190 2.153616 -0.145231
C 1.718054 -0.009099 0.314180
H 0.772419 -0.538246 0.231627
H 2.043785 -0.009594 1.352698
H 2.476832 -0.531002 -0.265903
H -0.694004 3.627186 -1.503008
H 1.009607 3.475757 -1.947346
H 0.577216 3.996060 -0.332287
H -0.438819 1.723226 0.120316
H -0.009886 1.207082 -1.481828
Table A.61: Cartesian coordinates of deprotonated ethanoic
acid.
Atom Label x y z
H -0.662320 1.270032 -0.106274
C 0.080543 2.036119 -0.323867
C 1.511620 1.586161 0.091519
O 2.409792 2.434310 -0.137705
Continued on next page
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Table A.61 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
O 1.602456 0.442367 0.601332
H -0.176455 2.956516 0.202815
H 0.068974 2.266026 -1.390441
Table A.62: Cartesian coordinates of ethoxybenzene.
Atom Label x y z
C -3.710389 -0.778327 -1.554411
C -2.982049 0.405212 -1.564870
C -1.719181 0.434035 -0.970811
H -3.389108 1.292783 -2.027717
C -1.196189 -0.705764 -0.376332
H -1.139258 1.346871 -0.970213
C -1.931593 -1.895010 -0.367519
H -0.220095 -0.701897 0.088378
C -3.195909 -1.932351 -0.959672
O -1.331362 -2.956965 0.240369
H -3.782392 -2.837818 -0.965589
H -4.690303 -0.815924 -2.010744
C -2.058522 -4.179642 0.262082
C -1.199623 -5.193441 0.977923
H -2.273461 -4.500046 -0.760922
H -3.009701 -4.034832 0.781399
H -0.255886 -5.326267 0.454493
H -1.711716 -6.152891 1.023029
H -0.989774 -4.862294 1.992108
Table A.63: Cartesian coordinates of neutral glycine.
Atom Label x y z
N -0.159139 0.000000 -0.060132
C -0.002244 0.000000 1.379738
C 1.398093 0.000000 1.963856
O 1.640059 0.000000 3.147951
O 2.365436 0.000000 1.015509
H 3.199549 0.000000 1.509558
H -0.505358 -0.867933 1.804646
H -0.505358 0.867933 1.804646
Continued on next page
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Table A.63 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 0.308238 -0.805389 -0.454789
H 0.308238 0.805389 -0.454789
Table A.64: Cartesian coordinates of glycine zwitterion.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.092826 0.000000 1.493950
C 1.411135 0.000000 1.943569
O 2.194392 0.000000 0.953437
N -0.046103 0.000000 -0.006861
O 1.578977 0.000000 3.161258
H -0.616660 -0.890977 1.824328
H -0.616660 0.890977 1.824328
H -0.944128 0.000000 -0.481487
H 0.543155 0.791043 -0.271713
H 0.543155 -0.791043 -0.271713
Table A.65: Cartesian coordinates of deprotonated iso-
propanoic acid.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.925715 0.951802 -0.117526
C 0.115236 2.031604 -0.364852
H -0.970610 0.720361 0.946576
H -0.652349 0.029993 -0.626834
H -1.920075 1.266297 -0.452184
C 1.556096 1.599614 0.062601
O 2.440289 2.467999 -0.148489
O 1.670434 0.453981 0.565201
C -0.253814 3.329030 0.346362
H 0.169618 2.243176 -1.437683
H -1.214967 3.728311 0.007481
H 0.527564 4.066573 0.177291
H -0.326086 3.153989 1.422904
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Table A.66: Cartesian coordinates of 2-cyanoethanol.
Atom Label x y z
C -1.293811 -0.254047 -0.096267
C 0.041492 -0.974852 0.104680
C 1.142000 -0.100304 -0.288002
N 1.969874 0.662182 -0.610001
O -1.393418 0.905453 0.701937
H -0.750134 1.543604 0.375068
H 0.159119 -1.238462 1.154480
H 0.077950 -1.888403 -0.488512
H -2.098164 -0.913288 0.220241
H -1.431441 -0.029674 -1.156410
Table A.67: Cartesian coordinates of malondialdehyde.
Atom Label x y z
O -0.456926 0.000000 0.246673
C -0.083617 0.000000 1.431388
C 1.297165 0.000000 1.824553
C 2.259512 0.000000 0.860710
O 2.003546 0.000000 -0.433655
H -0.841095 0.000000 2.225906
H 1.573958 0.000000 2.865232
H 3.316552 0.000000 1.095820
H 1.005029 0.000000 -0.493588
Table A.68: Cartesian coordinates of protonated n-
butylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C -1.082958 1.324032 0.643545
C 0.430992 1.268646 0.794620
C 1.022170 0.062641 0.067469
C 2.525728 0.022468 0.227471
N 3.098475 -1.176463 -0.497410
H 0.582520 -0.854682 0.467781
H 0.763934 0.115294 -0.993458
H 0.878774 2.181412 0.398241
H 0.698488 1.216943 1.851285
Continued on next page
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Table A.68 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 2.827149 -0.077097 1.267246
H 3.009339 0.897174 -0.200208
H -1.368119 1.401393 -0.404451
H -1.490697 2.185955 1.164994
H -1.549459 0.431348 1.057173
H 2.701340 -2.042116 -0.129140
H 2.870579 -1.137273 -1.492006
H 4.114033 -1.233774 -0.409350
Table A.69: Cartesian coordinates of protonated n-
propylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 2.570015 -0.067238 -0.050621
C 1.045269 -0.081782 -0.049907
C 0.533332 -1.491786 -0.250046
N -0.979370 -1.505647 -0.249247
H 0.666621 0.560961 -0.847175
H 0.669811 0.312288 0.896597
H 0.845817 -2.160401 0.548238
H 0.842600 -1.910440 -1.204526
H 2.964636 -0.435343 -0.995466
H 2.967830 -0.684557 0.752261
H 2.935120 0.945384 0.093105
H -1.342360 -1.143264 0.633988
H -1.357334 -2.444948 -0.382506
H -1.345349 -0.911004 -0.994664
Table A.70: Cartesian coordinates of n-methylaniline.
Atom Label x y z
C -3.524096 -0.580210 -1.933614
C -2.870291 0.598387 -1.570729
C -1.843322 0.535809 -0.634876
H -3.157516 1.542865 -2.009666
C -1.466506 -0.678467 -0.063766
H -1.323449 1.437538 -0.339554
C -2.120206 -1.866611 -0.424734
Continued on next page
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Table A.70 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -0.665452 -0.699078 0.660824
C -3.156808 -1.794238 -1.371124
N -1.767641 -3.075591 0.123546
H -3.671809 -2.702465 -1.660821
H -4.325808 -0.555479 -2.659584
C -0.719287 -3.221702 1.094599
H -2.270439 -3.889704 -0.173159
H -0.637183 -4.269731 1.368790
H 0.248352 -2.898312 0.702324
H -0.922291 -2.649579 2.003583
Table A.71: Cartesian coordinates of nitrobenzene.
Atom Label x y z
C -3.718959 -0.838081 -1.487665
C -2.894289 0.276672 -1.420899
C -1.639191 0.245227 -0.828487
C -1.198551 -0.956652 -0.282315
H -1.038619 1.140748 -0.803612
C -2.004470 -2.092805 -0.334310
H -0.224616 -1.004122 0.183929
C -3.260407 -2.030629 -0.935816
H -1.655251 -3.022725 0.092122
H -3.885841 -2.911178 -0.976488
H -4.685580 -0.758877 -1.959507
N -3.369798 1.542846 -2.001483
O -4.483595 1.544708 -2.519904
O -2.621563 2.514599 -1.929742
Table A.72: Cartesian coordinates of propanal.
Atom Label x y z
C -2.815436 2.065154 0.349163
C -1.436599 2.309449 -0.235118
H -3.574385 2.605990 -0.211263
H -2.855071 2.387109 1.387008
H -3.058522 1.005504 0.329220
C -0.341317 1.587413 0.497274
Continued on next page
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Table A.72 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -1.176093 3.371706 -0.233910
H -1.377864 2.001506 -1.282962
O -0.516542 0.874116 1.463028
H 0.677021 1.744643 0.096450
Table A.73: Cartesian coordinates of propanamide.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.917166 0.872823 0.004334
C 0.225372 1.877822 0.029168
H -0.884878 0.208408 0.867242
H -0.897839 0.266850 -0.900939
H -1.875577 1.386837 0.028362
C 1.640181 1.328230 0.000489
H 0.169118 2.502687 0.920055
H 0.156266 2.560251 -0.817476
O 2.610319 2.069527 0.017464
N 1.763471 -0.027435 -0.044926
H 0.973794 -0.641423 -0.059084
H 2.690458 -0.412730 -0.064508
Table A.74: Cartesian coordinates of protonated propanoic
acid.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.663071 2.911530 0.064555
C -0.188425 1.470920 0.113499
H -0.210035 3.493825 0.862871
H -0.385311 3.376940 -0.877708
H -1.744372 2.960282 0.170169
C 1.303210 1.356671 -0.029035
H -0.464114 0.985461 1.050108
H -0.638042 0.869476 -0.677083
O 2.077424 2.274708 -0.168656
O 1.705130 0.062491 0.017382
H 2.668386 0.089816 -0.081461
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Table A.75: Cartesian coordinates of deprotonated propanoic
acid.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.948512 0.924668 0.006345
C 0.195977 1.925755 0.030951
H -0.872818 0.247783 0.855373
H -0.885666 0.305289 -0.886500
H -1.928071 1.412059 0.029661
C 1.615651 1.282103 -0.000806
H 0.144866 2.553121 0.924128
H 0.132000 2.610683 -0.818015
O 2.560372 2.108358 0.019309
O 1.652300 0.026360 -0.042414
Table A.76: Cartesian coordinates of protonated sec-
butylamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.527065 -1.019960 -1.004400
C 0.995206 0.074888 -0.070568
N 2.515415 0.047611 -0.041869
C 0.552726 1.469353 -0.476906
C 1.032586 2.572987 0.458918
H 0.699206 -0.131900 0.957803
H -0.536424 1.450172 -0.496149
H 0.871454 1.660822 -1.504965
H 0.856560 -0.830028 -2.026094
H -0.559758 -1.042174 -1.005881
H 0.877303 -2.003309 -0.693223
H 2.886918 0.225435 -0.977212
H 2.867798 -0.859493 0.266268
H 0.748656 2.368257 1.490687
H 0.587925 3.524060 0.178949
H 2.113138 2.724771 0.419411
H 2.883853 0.767108 0.582145
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Table A.77: Cartesian coordinates of 3-aminopropanol.
Atom Label x y z
O -0.153086 -0.313910 0.004329
C -0.058220 -0.088721 1.398362
C 1.380821 -0.027253 1.892245
C 2.127754 1.199609 1.388519
N 2.207215 1.186500 -0.081765
H 0.485808 0.303950 -0.388063
H 2.601930 2.055212 -0.419787
H 2.839891 0.452079 -0.378509
H 1.572415 2.093867 1.675420
H 3.110010 1.261558 1.866943
H 1.386054 -0.014052 2.984221
H 1.902405 -0.934245 1.577017
H -0.582068 -0.910253 1.885342
H -0.570036 0.839179 1.684992
Table A.78: Cartesian coordinates of protonated isobuty-
lamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.428319 1.185828 -0.770207
C 0.966895 -0.054748 -0.062972
C 2.492570 -0.069850 -0.070673
C 0.412284 -0.060501 1.349940
N 0.877799 -1.284560 2.105647
H 0.590360 -0.941250 -0.582523
H -0.674538 -0.084994 1.367409
H 0.761245 0.799206 1.919272
H 0.793516 2.091744 -0.286299
H -0.660157 1.209927 -0.771001
H 0.765579 1.200356 -1.803536
H 2.890599 0.778803 0.487657
H 2.859229 0.008131 -1.091423
H 2.924598 -0.988148 0.333774
H 0.571576 -2.136985 1.634159
H 0.519142 -1.306312 3.060837
H 1.897668 -1.308272 2.147449
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Table A.79: Cartesian coordinates of protonated isopropy-
lamine.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.512898 -1.244498 -0.527027
C 0.952736 0.085318 0.046262
N 2.474198 0.127238 0.015044
C 0.510995 0.315677 1.475361
H 0.642594 0.908304 -0.595269
H 0.856265 -2.071222 0.095138
H 0.869288 -1.390279 -1.545751
H -0.573351 -1.276555 -0.549617
H 0.854316 -0.489425 2.125287
H -0.575310 0.328766 1.510679
H 0.866062 1.268162 1.866213
H 2.857702 -0.619919 0.597567
H 2.831763 1.014274 0.373127
H 2.833002 -0.002789 -0.932196
Table A.80: Cartesian coordinates of acetylacetone.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.117580 0.000000 0.064191
C -0.079007 0.000000 1.545798
C 1.345592 0.000000 -0.538486
C 1.444413 0.000000 -1.972711
C 2.813953 0.000000 -2.594095
O 0.430923 0.000000 -2.702669
O -1.002299 0.000000 -0.639662
H -0.692297 0.000000 -1.601384
H 2.236310 0.000000 0.068925
H 2.726603 0.000000 -3.675695
H 3.370480 0.878174 -2.268316
H 3.370480 -0.878174 -2.268316
H -1.140125 0.000000 1.774517
H 0.382962 -0.879433 1.990149
H 0.382962 0.879433 1.990149
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Table A.81: Cartesian coordinates of acrolein.
Atom Label x y z
O -1.787933 -0.116271 0.000000
C 1.761366 0.146060 0.000000
C 0.567052 -0.456200 0.000000
C -0.663887 0.348760 0.000000
H -0.496256 1.442495 0.000000
H 0.458187 -1.532068 0.000000
H 2.686053 -0.411335 0.000000
H 1.827185 1.226678 0.000000
Table A.82: Cartesian coordinates of acrylic acid.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.075312 0.000000 0.054977
C -0.105514 0.000000 1.376606
C 1.445676 0.000000 -0.504060
O 1.416461 0.000000 -1.858486
O 2.474422 0.000000 0.133123
H -1.094813 0.000000 1.808357
H 0.751771 0.000000 2.034800
H -0.748867 0.000000 -0.642212
H 2.345007 0.000000 -2.135193
Table A.83: Cartesian coordinates of allylcyanide.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.102999 0.009384 0.096376
C -0.187366 0.016388 1.396234
C 1.494608 -0.011913 -0.478227
C 2.530675 -0.024610 0.548257
N 3.341925 -0.034467 1.391657
H -1.214471 0.031903 1.728084
H 0.589579 0.006826 2.148263
H 1.625206 -0.889669 -1.113667
H 1.650397 0.858949 -1.117464
H -0.693103 0.019259 -0.637412
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A.3 Composite Methods
A.3.1 Coordinates of Molecules used in Composite Method Calcula-
tions
This section contains coordinates for the 27 molecules used in benchmarking composite
methods. These coordinates were obtained from the Supporting Information of Ref. 41.
Table A.84: Cartesian coordinates of AlF.
Atom Label x y z
Al 0.000000 0.000000 -0.692378
F 0.000000 0.000000 0.982564
Table A.85: Cartesian coordinates of C2H4.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.666480 0.000000
C 0.000000 -0.666480 0.000000
H 0.920802 1.228551 0.000000
H -0.920802 1.228551 0.000000
H 0.920802 -1.228551 0.000000
H -0.920802 -1.228551 0.000000
Table A.86: Cartesian coordinates of C3H4.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.881360
C 0.000000 0.648114 -0.479901
C 0.000000 -0.648114 -0.479901
H 0.000000 1.574745 -1.015374
H 0.000000 -1.574745 -1.015374
H 0.909891 0.000000 1.469692
H -0.909891 0.000000 1.469692
Table A.87: Cartesian coordinates of CH2O.
Atom Label x y z
O 0.000000 0.000000 -0.604133
Continued on next page
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Table A.87 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.602363
H 0.000000 0.932619 1.183056
H 0.000000 -0.932619 1.183056
Table A.88: Cartesian coordinates of CH3F.
Atom Label x y z
C -0.749186 0.000014 0.000000
F 0.629164 0.000005 0.000000
H -1.105948 -1.026394 0.000000
H -1.105939 0.513221 0.888897
H -1.105939 0.513221 -0.888897
Table A.89: Cartesian coordinates of CH4.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.000000 0.886619 0.626935
H 0.000000 -0.886619 0.626935
H 0.886619 0.000000 -0.626934
H -0.886619 0.000000 -0.626934
Table A.90: Cartesian coordinates of CO.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.641644
O 0.000000 0.000000 -0.490821
Table A.91: Cartesian coordinates of FCCH.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.371654
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.172836
H 0.000000 0.000000 2.426665
F 0.000000 0.000000 -1.105406
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Table A.92: Cartesian coordinates of FCN.
Atom Label x y z
F 0.000000 0.000000 1.092717
C 0.000000 0.000000 -0.173625
N 0.000000 0.000000 -1.333161
Table A.93: Cartesian coordinates of H2C2O.
Atom Label x y z
C 0.000000 0.000000 -1.292345
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.020481
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.184318
H 0.000000 0.937775 -1.814231
H 0.000000 -0.937775 -1.814231
Table A.94: Cartesian coordinates of H2O.
Atom Label x y z
O 0.000000 0.000000 -0.072176
H 0.000000 0.753368 0.519304
H 0.000000 -0.753368 0.519304
Table A.95: Cartesian coordinates of H2S.
Atom Label x y z
S 0.000000 0.000000 -0.058619
H 0.000000 0.964397 0.868196
H 0.000000 -0.964397 0.868196
Table A.96: Cartesian coordinates of H4C2O.
Atom Label x y z
O 0.000000 0.000000 0.803418
C 0.000000 0.731585 -0.421371
C 0.000000 -0.731585 -0.421371
H 0.916521 1.259159 -0.641648
H -0.916521 1.259159 -0.641648
Continued on next page
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Table A.96 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H 0.916521 -1.259159 -0.641648
H -0.916521 -1.259159 -0.641648
Table A.97: Cartesian coordinates of HCN.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 1.622135
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.560746
N 0.000000 0.000000 -0.596090
Table A.98: Cartesian coordinates of HCP.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 2.130817
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.064425
P 0.000000 0.000000 -0.485118
Table A.99: Cartesian coordinates of HF.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 0.870030
F 0.000000 0.000000 -0.046153
Table A.100: Cartesian coordinates of HFCO.
Atom Label x y z
O -1.104653 0.366647 0.000000
C -0.199732 -0.391532 0.000000
F 1.078589 0.001009 0.000000
H -0.246774 -1.477024 0.000000
Table A.101: Cartesian coordinates of HOF.
Atom Label x y z
O -0.750739 0.057682 0.000000
Continued on next page
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Table A.101 – continued from previous page
Atom Label x y z
H -0.916199 -0.894084 0.000000
F 0.682600 0.001672 0.000000
Table A.102: Cartesian coordinates of LiF.
Atom Label x y z
Li 0.000000 0.000000 -1.150019
F 0.000000 0.000000 0.425432
Table A.103: Cartesian coordinates of LiH.
Atom Label x y z
H 0.000000 0.000000 1.395445
Li 0.000000 0.000000 -0.200417
Table A.104: Cartesian coordinates of N2.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.000000 0.000000 0.550296
N 0.000000 0.000000 -0.550296
Table A.105: Cartesian coordinates of N2O.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.000000 0.000000 -1.200396
N 0.000000 0.000000 -0.071402
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.113513
Table A.106: Cartesian coordinates of NH3.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.074215 -0.000023 0.000000
H -0.315913 0.932966 0.000000
H -0.316026 -0.466471 0.807965
H -0.316026 -0.466471 -0.807965
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Table A.107: Cartesian coordinates of OCS.
Atom Label x y z
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.684480
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.525713
S 0.000000 0.000000 -1.043215
Table A.108: Cartesian coordinates of OF2.
Atom Label x y z
O 0.000000 0.000000 0.615159
F 0.000000 1.102006 -0.258771
F 0.000000 -1.102006 -0.258771
Table A.109: Cartesian coordinates of PN.
Atom Label x y z
N 0.000000 0.000000 -1.032747
P 0.000000 0.000000 0.470521
Table A.110: Cartesian coordinates of SO2.
Atom Label x y z
S 0.000000 0.000000 -0.372141
O 0.000000 1.246606 0.366295
O 0.000000 -1.246606 0.366295
A.3.2 Nuclei used in Composite Method Calculations
The 27 molecules for which calculations were performed during the composite method
benchmarking are listed in A.111.
Table A.111: Molecules and nuclei used in benchmarking the
composite methods.
Molecule Nucleus
AlF 27Al
Continued on next page
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Table A.111 – continued from previous page
Molecule Nucleus
19F
C2H4
13C
1H
C3H4
13C
1H
CH2O
17O
13C
1H
CH3F
13C
19F
1H
CH4
13C
1H
CO 13C
17O
FCCH 13C
1H
19F
FCN 19F
13C
15N
H2C2O
13C
17O
1H
H2O
17O
1H
H2S
33S
1H
H4C2O
17O
13C
1H
HCN 1H
13C
15N
HCP 1H
13C
31P
HF 1H
19F
HFCO 17O
Continued on next page
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Table A.111 – continued from previous page
Molecule Nucleus
13C
19F
1H
HOF 17O
1H
19F
LiF 7Li
19F
LiH 1H
7Li
N2
15N
N2O
15N
17O
NH3
15N
1H
OCS 17O
13C
33S
OF2
17O
19F
PN 15N
31P
SO2
33S
17O
For the purpose of comparison with experiment only nuclei for which gas phase
experimental data was available were considered. This yielded a subset of 13 molecules,
which are listed in A.112.
Table A.112: Molecules and nuclei used in comparisons with
experiment.
Molecule Nucleus
C2H4
13C
1H
CH3F
13C
1H
CH4
13C
1H
Continued on next page
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Table A.112 – continued from previous page
Molecule Nucleus
H2O
17O
1H
H2S
1H
HCN 1H
13C
15N
HF 1H
HOF 1H
N2
15N
N2O
15N
17O
NH3
15N
1H
OCS 17O
13C
OF2
17O
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